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Evangelism
Billy Graham— 
Skywalker for God
Evangelist Conducts Most Far-reaching 
Crusade in History in San Juan, Puerto Rico
I
Evangelist Billy Graham became a “skywalker for God” during his extraordinary Global Mis­
sion, as his crusade at the Hiram 
Bithorn Stadium in San Juan, Puerto 
Rico, March 14-18, was extended for 
three days by satellite in 116 lan­
guages to 3,000 centers in 185 coun­
tries.
Even as his v o ice  “m arched 
through time and space” with a clear 
message on the reality of a personal 
God, a team  o f 48 in terp reters in 
soundproof booths in the nearby 
Roberto Clemente Coliseum spoke 
the words of Billy Graham so that 
people in their country could hear
by Dan Wooding
Founder and International Director, 
ASSIST Ministries, Garden Grove, California
the Good News. An additional 68 lan­
guages were interpreted at the down­
link site.
Mr. Graham’s invitation from the 
stadium, to receive Christ by “coming 
forward to the front,” soared into the 
heavens and miraculously appeared 
on big screens in some 3,000 centers 
around the world in all 29 time zones.
The evangelist’s face, which looked 
like it had been hewn from pure Ital­
ian marble, shone as he voiced the 
words, “No matter what language you 
speak, no matter what culture you’re 
from, no matter what situation you 
find y o u rse lf in — all around the 
world, come and give your heart to 
Christ.”
“Beam Me Up, Billy”
Sitting at the press table in the 
baseball stadium here in San Juan, I 
could imagine God looking down at 
this huge patchwork quilt of humans 
of all races making the greatest deci­
sion of their lives—as Mr. Graham’s 
face and words came down from 30 
satellites spinning around the global 
village. Surely God was saying, “Beam 
Me up, Billy!”
In what was the world’s first global 
altar call to the entire human race, 
people in what was a museum of 
atheism in Tirane, Albania, came to 
the front of the screen there, as did 
survivors of the killing fields of Rwan­
da, shuffling through the dust of the 
refugee camp in Goma, Zaire.
Ten m illion p eo p le  around the 
w orld attend ed  G lobal M ission 
venues each night, and in Puerto Ri­
co, attendance records were broken 
as crow ds o f 5 5 ,0 0 0  — m ore than 
triple its capacity—jammed into the 
baseball stadium after battling grid­
lock traffic jams outside. The five-dayPhoto by Russ Busby/© BGEA 
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attendance averaged over 35,000, of 
which an average of more than 1,550 
inquirers responded to Mr. Graham’s 
invitation to make a commitment to 
Christ.
There was an extraordinary terres­
trial experience one night, when Mr. 
Graham pointed up to a full moon in 
Puerto Rico, and the television cam­
era panned upward to capture it. All 
over the world in outdoor “cathe­
drals” people looked up and gasped 
as they saw that same full moon over 
their land.
In addition to the attendance at the 
satellite venues, there’s more, as they 
say in the advertisements. More than 
1 billion people will hear Mr. Gra­
ham’s message on the cross of Christ 
as it is broadcast the week of Easter 
in prime time on national television 
networks in 117 countries.
Good News to a Broken World
Among those attending the final 
n ight in San Juan  was Dr. P eter 
Kuzmic, president of the Protestant 
Evangelical Council o f Bosnia and 
Croatia. He revealed that his own city 
of Osijek, Croatia, was carrying the 
Global Mission.
I could imagine 
God looking 
down at this 
huge patchwork 
quilt of humans 
of all races 
making the 
greatest 
decision of 
their lives.
Fighting back the tears, he told me, 
“Only three years ago, over 150,000 
shells alm ost destroyed O sijek in 
eight months, and now every night 
hundreds of individuals are being em­
braced by the saving love of Jesus 
through the preaching of the Good
News. It truly is good news for bad 
times in Croatia, Bosnia, and other 
parts of our broken world.”
Speaking of the Global Mission, Dr. 
Kuzmic added, “This is a most amaz­
ing and effective combination of the 
sim plicity  and pow er o f the p ro­
claimed Word and the complexity and 
efficiency of global communicative 
technology in fulfillment of Jesu s’ 
words in Matt. 24:14, This gospel. . . 
to all nations. ”
In Backi Petrovac, Serbia, a commit­
tee m em ber said, “As Dr. Graham 
gave the invitation and the people in 
Puerto Rico applauded, it came to my 
mind that angels in heaven were also 
applauding and rejoicing at the saved 
souls who came forward.”
Poland also saw a trem endous 
move of God’s Spirit in their land. In 
Walbrzych, the man responsible for 
the technical arrangements gave his 
life to the Lord. In Malbork, a young 
man who committed his life to Christ 
on Friday returned the next evening 
and brought his wife and daughter. 
They, too, made decisions for Christ.
To Russia with Love
In the form er Soviet Union, in 
many of the form er republics, the 
message of hope preached by Billy 
Graham was responded to by tens of 
thousands of people.
In the Russian town of Murmansk, 
an overflow crowd of 2,200 attended 
the last meeting, and two extra televi­
sion monitors were set up in the foy­
er. Five hundred and eight responded 
to the invitation to accept Christ; the 
aisles were blocked, and not every­
one who wanted to com e forward 
could, so they were counseled where 
they stood.
Seven hundred attended the mis­
sion in Chita, and 100 people re­
sponded to the invitation. Sergey, a 
27-year-old Russian army political offi­
cer, came forward. For him, this was 
a very difficult step, though he had 
heard about God before from his 
grandmother, who was a believer in 
the western Ukraine. “He was very 
distraught w ith his life , and this 
brought him to G o d ,” rep orted  a 
leader at the meeting. “In a rather un­
usual manner he had acquired a New 
Testament. It occurred while on duty 
one day as he came upon a group of 
soldiers playing cards. The stakes 
were a New Testament. He confiscat­
ed it and began to read it.”
Albanian Miracle
Albania became infamous in world 
history when its leader, Enver Hoxha, 
d eclared  his co u n try  to be the 
“world’s first atheistic nation.” But 
now he is dead, and there are some 
30 churches open in the country. For 
three nights, the Global Mission was 
shown in the Pyramid, a building con­
structed for the glory of Hoxha and 
his atheistic philosophies, now an in­
ternational center of culture. Nearly 
800 people attended each service, 
and many others were turned away 
due to lack of space. Scores came and 
stood in front of a giant screen to 
com m it their lives to C hrist—in a 
country where only four years ago 
they would have been imprisoned for 
such an action. For them, they now 
knew that God was not dead!
All over the 
world in 
outdoor 
"cathedrals" 
people looked 
up and gasped 
as they saw that 
same full moon 
over their land.
Albanian interpreter Lorenc Gjoni, 
who became a Christian in 1991, one 
year before the country opened up, 
now vice general secretary of the Al­
banian Evangelical Alliance, could not 
stop smiling when we talked in San 
Juan. “I feel this crusade in Albania is 
just a miracle, ” he said. “It shows that 
God is faithful to His promises, and 
He is giving back the inheritance He 
has for the Albanian nation, for we 
believe that the apostle Paul once 
came to our country.”
In the city of Zaporozhje, Ukraine, 
190 attended the Christian Workers 
Conference, during which Mr. Gra­
ham became a global teacher at the 
co n fe re n ce  that was held in the 
Roberto Clemente Stadium and then
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transmitted as part o f the Global Mis­
sion to an audience of more than half 
a million pastors and Christian lay 
workers in 185 countries.
Mr. Graham spoke at two o f the 
main sessions, and other speakers in­
cluded Dr. Luis Palau; Dr. Billy Kim; 
Dr. Leighton Ford; the Rt. Rev. 
Michael Baughen, bishop o f Chester; 
and Anne Graham Lotz.
Sixteen hundred squeezed into the 
hall for the evening service and stood 
in the aisles and foyer wherever they 
could see or at least hear the transla­
tion given from San Juan. Ninety-eight 
people came forward when the invi­
tation was given. Two children came 
forward, a brother and sister, but 
their father hesitated in his seat. Final­
ly, he too came forward and em­
braced his children as a smile o f hap­
piness lit up his face.
"It truly is good 
news for bad 
times in 
Croatia, Bosnia, 
and other parts 
of our 
broken world."
In Galati, Romania, 70 percent o f 
the attendees were unbelievers. Two 
televisions had been set up in the en­
trance halls to accommodate the 
overflow. An eyewitness said, “Every 
night the number in the audience 
grew, and the silence in which they 
listened demonstrated the great im­
pact o f the evangelical message. At 
the end o f each service, our choir 
went on with the Romanian version 
of the last song. This song was put on 
the overhead projector, and the audi­
ence sang with us in an attitude of 
prayer. Then almost all o f them bent 
their heads and prayed.”
Far away in trouble-torn Sri Lanka, 
despite technical problems, nearly
3,000 people enjoyed the program in 
the capital city o f Colombo, which in­
cluded testimonies from a local movie
actress and a prominent former child 
artiste and a muppet show that ap­
pealed to the children in the audi­
ence. Many responded to the altar 
call, including a large number o f Bud­
dhists.
Roof o f the World
At the roof o f the world in Kath­
mandu, Nepal, the first night o f the 
meetings in this beautiful Himalayan 
kingdom started against a backdrop 
o f a magnificent sunset. This was the 
first time that any Christian meeting 
had taken place at the venue site, the 
second-largest stadium in the city. All 
arrangements for the satellite recep­
tion and video programs were pro­
nounced to have been “excellent” by 
the local organizers. Approximately
3.000 turned out, and at least 90 of 
those came forward at the invitation. 
The second night, being a Friday, 
drew a large crowd o f 3,500, with 
120 responses being recorded.
In the form er Marxist state o f 
Ethiopia, a crowd o f 40,000, some
5.000 more than its official capacity, 
attended each night o f the crusade in 
Addis Ababa. Hundreds responded to 
the invitation. One o f the men re­
sponding said, “Yesterday I came 
alone, but today I came w ith my 
brother. I was in doubt about Jesus, 
but today the speaker said that (Jesus 
said o f himself] ‘I Am That I Am,’ ‘I 
Am the Life,’ and I Am the W ay .B e­
fore, this young man’s life belonged 
to another way, but when he came to 
the counselors, he was assured that 
Jesus was the only way.
In Chad, more than 4,000 people 
assembled at the Stadium of Peace to 
hear the message of salvation. Several 
were deeply touched with the invita­
tion to be given. There was much 
publicity for the mission, with ban­
ners in French and Arabic and media 
publicity.
Rain threatened the first meeting at 
an open-air soccer stadium in Pe- 
tionville, Haiti. Concerned that such 
weather might prove disastrous to the 
success o f the meetings, the local co­
ordinators went to prayer. Within 
minutes the rain ceased. When Billy 
Graham shared, “I am not offering 
you a dead Christ,” the entire audi­
ence burst into applause.
As his sermon progressed, so did 
the sense o f excitement in the stadi­
um. Attendance was estimated to be 
between 5,000 and 10,000, with near­
ly 500 counselors prepared to assist 
the same number o f inquirers, who 
filled both sides o f the stage. On the 
second evening many people attend­
ed.
In the former 
Soviet Union, 
the message of 
hope was 
responded to by 
tens of 
thousands of 
people.
Before the program began, a pastor 
said, “People are afraid to come out 
because o f the insecurity and v io ­
lence that still exists. This is a big and 
tremendous event for my country. It 
is the Lord’s doing.” Radio Lumiere, 
which reaches 94 percent o f the pop­
ulation, broadcast live, and those lis­
tening were given numbers to call to 
get further information about coming 
to know Christ as Savior.
India’s 14 Global Mission venues re­
ported the following figures for the 
second night o f meetings: 83,650 
heard the gospel, and 3,476 respond­
ed to the invitation o f Mr. Graham. 
Calcutta was not allowed to hold 
Christian meetings, so the venue was 
moved to the Assembly of God school 
quadrangle.
In Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, some 
1,500 turned up for the meeting at a 
Chinese cinema hall converted into a 
church, which is “now proclaiming 
the gospel” instead o f the usual fare of 
gory Chinese movies. Many prayed 
the sinner’ s prayer in their seats 
rather than come forward.
In Rwanda, the satellite meetings 
nearly did not take place when a local 
o ffic ia l who had given verbal ap­
proval for the public meeting place to 
be used as the Global Mission venue 
had left the city without notifying any 
o f his colleagues that official permis­
sion had been granted. This did not
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stop local organizers, w ho simply 
moved the venue to a small church. 
Some 2,000 packed into the sanctu­
ary, and the area outside the church 
was even more crowded around win­
dows and doors.
In Zaire, some 20,000 Rwandan 
refugees attended a food distribution 
compound in Goma to hear Billy Gra­
ham preach the gospel message de­
spite a fierce tropical downpour and 
fears o f violence. Many responded to 
Mr. Graham’s invitation. On the sec­
ond night, a crowd that was double 
that o f the first night came, and nearly 
1,000 responded. Locals were encour­
aged by the report that when every­
one had walked home in the dark the 
previous evening, not one single inci­
dent was reported— something that 
has not been true for many months in 
this city. One thousand people also at­
tended the Christian Workers’ Confer­
ence and were greatly blessed by the 
teaching that was given.
Global Mission Village
Before the outreach began, a “Glob­
al Mission Village” was constructed in 
a short time by a team of volunteers 
who were able to install an amazing 
assembly o f “firepower” o f satellite 
technology.
“The process has been like building 
an entire television network head­
quarters and earth station in a week’s 
time, using it for 10 days, and then
tearing it all down,” explained Greg 
Flessing, who, along with his brother 
Roger, has been in charge o f the TV 
project.
This was the 
first time that 
any Christian 
meeting had 
taken place at 
the venue site, 
the second- 
largest stadium 
in the city.
Billy Graham’s Global Mission be­
came a “stairway to heaven” for mil­
lions o f people around the world, 
thanks to some o f the most sophisti­
cated television and satellite technol­
ogy ever assembled.
“Even the television industry ac­
knowledges that this is the biggest 
point-to-point relay around the world
o f its kind in history,” said David Ren­
nie, a British electronics engineer 
who has worked with the Billy Gra­
ham Evangelistic Association for many 
years and who traveled from London 
to work as a consultant for the event.
“It Can’t Be Done”
“There are those who are experts 
in the field o f satellite communica­
tions who said that a project as com­
plex as this just could not be done, 
but we have done it—for the glory of 
God,” Rennie added.
Greg Laurie, in Riverside, Califor­
nia, was on hand to observe the cru­
sade. He told me, “I think that the 
theme, ‘The Time Is Now,’ that has 
been used by Global Mission is in­
credibly appropriate. Technology 
where it is at this moment, combined 
with the stature o f Billy Graham, re­
sults in an explosive combination.
“I can’t think o f anyone besides Mr. 
Graham who could lead an event of 
this magnitude. One thing that struck 
me personally was when he was giv­
ing the invitation, and he said, All 
around the world—you come now.’ 
At that moment the magnitude o f this 
event hit me."
For those around the world who re­
sponded to Christ— their time was 
now! And for Billy Graham, at the age 
o f 76, he was conducting a “Mission 
Without Walls” that was the capstone 
of his inspiring ministry. f
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u EDITORIAL
Don’t Criticize 
One Another
In one church w here I served as pastor, I deliberately had to keep new  baby Christians away from 
old, m ean-spirited church m em bers 
to p ro tec t them  from harmful criti­
cism. No w o n d er the  apostle  Paul 
urged, “Therefore let us stop passing 
ju d g m en t on  one  a n o th e r” (Rom. 
14:13). If that translation seems too 
vague, try  this one: “Don’t criticize 
each other any m ore” (TLB).
Hasty criticisms lead to wrong con­
clusions. Aaron and Miriam criticized 
th e ir b ro ther, Moses, b lurting out, 
“Has the Lord spoken only through 
Moses?” (Num. 12:2, TLB). The Lord’s 
anger responded to their spirit of crit­
icism, and Miriam was stricken with 
leprosy for seven days.
Even in ministerial circles, you can 
h ea r n o te s  o f c ritic ism : critic ism  
against a pastor’s own people, whom 
he is called to love; criticism against 
fellow pastors, usually the ones who 
appear to  be having m ore success; 
criticism against denominational lead­
ers, nearly all of w hom  have been  
chosen by the people they serve. Pas­
tors criticize and rail against denomi­
national headquarters as if it were a 
m onolithic tyrant from the creative 
hands of Frankenstein. All these tar­
gets of criticism  are simply people 
w ho have been  asked to  do som e­
thing for Jesus—sometimes asked by 
an eager congregation , som etim es 
asked by duly se lec ted  delega tes, 
sometimes asked by men and women 
who are held responsible for getting 
c e r ta in  sp ec ia liz ed  task s  a c co m ­
plished. Each man or woman in ser­
vice for Jesus has entered the Chris­
tian walk as dependent upon Jesus as 
you and me. And the devil gets the 
glory w hen untam ed criticism s fly, 
aimed to  pierce the hearts of inno-
by Randal E. Denny
Spokane, Washington
cent, faithful, unsuspecting servants 
of Jesus.
Paul gave good advice: “Stop pass­
ing judgment on one another.” Avoid 
the censorious spirit. Yes, construc­
tive criticism has its place, but most 
criticism  is destructive, fired off to 
hurt, not help.
A pious fellow criticized a zealous 
servant of Jesus for the way he hand­
ed out gospel tracts to people. The 
tract distributor asked, “So, how  do 
you do it?”
The embarrassed critic stammered, 
“Well, I . . .  er . . .  ah . . .  I don’t.”
The zealous servant replied, “I like 
the way I do it better than the way 
you don’t.”
The Bible does not say it’s wrong to 
help a bro ther or sister by pointing 
out weaknesses—but the Bible does 
tell us to begin with ourselves. Jesus 
said: “Do not judge, or you too will be 
judged. For in the same way you judge 
others, you will be judged, and with 
the measure you use, it will be mea­
sured to you” (Matt. 7:1-2). Keep in 
mind that the one who indiscriminate­
ly criticizes others advertises his own 
need to be critiqued. He is telling oth­
ers that he feels insecure and inferior 
by his inept use of criticism as a tool 
to raise his own self-esteem. The spirit
of criticism raises the false hopes of 
superiority. That bubble will burst.
We all have faults and flaws that 
open  us to  criticism . Jam es w rote: 
“D on’t grum ble abou t each  other, 
brothers. Are you yourselves above 
criticism? . . . The great Judge is com­
ing” (5:9, TLB). God has only flawed 
disciples to  work w ith —unless you 
are the first of a new  kind!
A tenant complained to his landlord 
abou t the  noisy n e ig h b o r upstairs 
who often stamped on the floor and 
shouted until after midnight. Then he 
added: “But it doesn’t bother me too 
much. I usually stay up and practice 
my tuba until about that time every 
night.” So, that’s the way of critics.
If you are sincere about “construc­
tive” criticism, then take it to the per­
son who can do something about it. 
But, first, filter your criticism through 
the Lordship of Jesus. Do not try to 
play God in another person’s life, but 
remember that “we live to the Lord . . .  
w e belong to the Lord” (Rom. 14:8). : 
Paul added, “You, then, why do you 
judge your brother? Or why do you 
look down on your brother? . . . Each 
of us will give an account of himself to 
God” (w. 10, 12). Only Jesus is wise 
enough to judge.
One fellow said that he only had one 
talent. His pastor replied: “Don’t let that 
discourage you. What is your talent?” 
“Showing others their faults,” the 
church member told him frankly.
T he p a s to r  re sp o n d e d  w isely, 
“Then do with your one talent what 
the  one-talen ted  m an did in Jesus’ 
parable—bury it.”
Don’t be quick to criticize one an­
other. Instead, pray for one another, 
and help one another. Break the aw­
ful habit of criticism. After all, we are 
family! if
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Where Is God in 
All of This Suffering?
A  m other w rote a letter to a syn­d icated  n ew sp ap er colum - , nist. She insisted, “I can tell 
you firsthand that, of all hum an suf­
fering, none can equal the pain of a 
m o th er w h o  m ust p u t h e r  young 
child into a grave.”
Events of the heartland bom bing 
cause us to ask: “Why does God allow 
such hum an suffering and misery? 
Why does God permit war and brutal­
ity? If God is good, if He is love, if He 
is merciful, why would He want peo­
ple to suffer?”
The person struck by personal mis­
fortune or tragedy often asks, “Why 
me?” If an acceptable answer can be 
given, the most bitter of his grief will 
be relieved. Such bitter pain is caused 
by no answer to the question, “Why?” 
Anyone who, through the years, has 
lectured or spoken about suffering 
knows how big a response such a sub­
ject elicits. To those particularly sensi­
tive, the subject of suffering raises 
questions that refuse to be silenced. 
Often these questions are obstacles to 
faith. If from the Cross we hear, “My 
God, my God, why . . . ?”(Matt. 27:46; 
Mark 15:34), no wonder we hear that 
cry torn from our own lips when fac­
ing life’s insurmountable difficulties.
The enorm ity of hum an suffering 
baffles us. Recent attacks of terro r­
ism, natural disasters, and horrib le 
diseases scream  at us from  nightly 
news broadcasts. Where is God in all 
of these?
P rim itiv e  m an b lam ed  G od for 
floods that came and for disease that 
swept through his village, killing peo­
ple. Should w e blame God for things 
like that? An erroneous theo ry  de­
clares that God causes the sorrow and 
tragedy that befall mankind.
God is a God of love. We can count 
on Him. He isn’t a God of vengeance 
or wrath. He isn’t a God of hate and 
murder. Hold on to this truth, no mat-
by Morris Chalfant
Evangelist, Church of the Nazarene, 
Bourbonnais, Illinois
te r w hat happens to  you. God is a 
God of love; you can count on Him.
People ask, “Don’t you believe that 
God sends suffering in order to  en­
rich m en’s characters?” The answer 
sh o u ld  be , “N o .” If su ffe rin g  in ­
evitably brought nobility of character, 
we have no right to end it. God uses 
suffering, however, to build character 
w hen m en cooperate w ith Him. He 
brings His good out of our evil. He 
even works in spite of our sins. He re­
sponded to the  greatest sin by the 
greatest redeem ing act in history of 
the world—the Cross of Calvary.
Suffering serves as a part of life’s 
schooling. God does not will evil for 
any one of us. He does allow it. Parents 
don’t will that their child fall and get 
hurt in the process of learning to walk, 
but they allow it. How else will the 
child ever learn? God can use what He 
does not choose, evil and suffering, to 
develop stronger, greater characters.
The apparent tragedies of life are of­
ten resolved by God’s purposes. William 
Barclay translated Rom. 8:28, “God in­
termingles all things for good for those 
who love him.”* J. B. Phillips put it with 
clarity, “M oreover w e know  that to 
those who love God, who are called ac­
cording to his plan, everything that hap­
pens fits into a pattern for good.”
Biblical perspective on suffering is 
not so much explanation as it is reve­
lation. God shows himself to His peo­
ple through suffering.
In the classic story of Job, the an­
sw er to  the “w hy” of suffering was 
not to look upon suffering as a form 
of punishm ent or as a test. In fact, 
God never did explain the details of 
Job ’s experience, but He did reveal 
himself. Job experienced new  depths 
of God’s character.
At the end of the story, Job confess­
es, “My ears had heard  o f you but 
now my eyes have seen you” (42:5). 
Job never learned why, but he did get 
to know who. He got to know God in 
a new, more profound way. He rested 
in the God w ho knew why. That was 
sufficient for Job.
In the midst of terrible suffering in 
a Nazi concentration camp, Corrie ten 
Boom felt angry at God. She could not 
understand why all this agony should 
take place. In one of the most dramat­
ic scen es o f h e r film, The Hiding  
Place, Betsy says to her sister Corrie, 
“Corrie, when you know Him [God], 
you don’t need to know why.”
The Bible does not teach that there 
are no answ ers to our “w hy” ques­
tions. It sim ply affirm s th a t G od’s 
ways rem ain infinitely h igher than 
our ways, and His thoughts infinitely 
above ours (Isa. 55:9). God’s Word al­
so promises that one day the crooked 
will be m ade straight and the dark 
made plain (cf. 40:4, KJV; 1 Cor. 4:5).
God does no t cause th e  tragedy 
and terror that stalk the earth. He al­
lows it. He brings something out of it 
for our good. But He does not cause 
evil, nor is it His will. Charles Spur­
geon said, “God is too good to be un­
kind, too wise to be mistaken; and  
when you cannot trace His hand, 
you can always trust His heart. ” $
*William Barclay, The Letter to the Romans, rev. ed., 
in the Daily Study Bible Series (Philadelphia: Westmin­
ster Press, 1975), 111.
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Pastoral Care
Ministering in 
Crisis Situations
W ednesday, April 19, 1995, will live in the history o f Oklahoma and the United 
States as the day terror swept the 
country. A bomb exploded in front of 
the downtown federal building at 
9:05 in the morning. The 160 persons 
killed are multiplied many times over 
by the family members, the friends of 
coworkers, and the Oklahoma com­
munity at large.
How does one minister in such mo­
ments and subsequent hours as this? I 
recognize the differences between 
the ministry o f a hospital chaplain 
and the local pastor in such an event. 
As chaplain at the University Hospi­
tals, I reported for the disaster as 
quickly as I could. I took a position at 
the doors o f the emergency room en­
trance at Children’s Hospital. That po­
sition would be an unlikely place for 
most pastors.
As the number o f patients coming 
into the trauma center diminished 
and finally stopped, I directed my at­
tention and ministry to the parents 
gathering to look for unfound chil­
dren. In that moment o f crisis, not
by Ronald L. Phelps
Chaplain, University Hospitals, 
Oklahoma City
knowing the fate o f their child, par­
ents are not calmed by soothing 
words, Scripture verses, or prayers. 
“WHERE IS MY CHILD?” screams in 
their minds and often tumbles from 
their lips.
The pastor must understand the 
difference between the death o f a 
spouse or sibling and the death o f a 
child. In the grief support groups at 
the hospital and the Compassionate 
Friends, I have experienced the mag­
nitude o f that loss for numerous par­
ents. A pastor or minister who does 
not know and understand that differ­
ence w ill be at a tremendous disad­
vantage in ministering to parents who 
have lost a child. In the past few  
years, I have had dozens o f parents 
share the pain, hurt, and disappoint­
ment that they experienced from 
words their pastors have thoughtless­
ly spoken.
What do you say to parents who do 
not know if their child is dead or 
alive? I took their hands, clasped 
them together, and said very little. I 
put my arm around their shoulders, 
looked into their eyes, and let my 
tears speak for me. I hugged them 
and said: “We’re looking. There’s still 
hope.” What many persons have dis­
covered in grief situations is that most 
people will not remember what you 
said, unless it was hurtful to them. 
However, they will never forget what 
you did or that you were with them 
in those hours o f pain and confusion.
Our day at Children’s Hospital and 
University Hospital involved getting 
families together with the patients. 
All the area hospitals shared lists o f 
incoming patients so each institution 
could direct families to the right facil­
ity. As the hours slowly slipped by, 
the families grew tense, fearful, and 
anxious. “No news” no longer meant 
“good news.” The flow  o f patients 
and the high pitch o f the sirens had 
stopped. When the parents were di­
rected to move to a central communi­
cation point out o f the hospital, one 
mother fainted to the floor. Our staff 
kept the crowds back, bathed her 
head w ith  a coo l washcloth, and 
helped her to a chair. In all o f this, 
very little was actually said.
Ministers from the nearby neigh­
borhood came to help us care for the 
families. They found themselves over­
w helm ed by the em otions o f  the 
gathering. They wanted to help but 
were at a loss as to what would be 
helpful. We directed them to pass out 
water and food, to sit and listen as
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people shared their fears, to simply 
be present with the people as they 
hurt and cried.
Other ministers in the community 
gathered their compassionate min­
istries, wom en’s groups, and other 
volunteer services. Within a couple of 
hours, they brought sandwiches, 
cookies, water, Cokes, etc., to the 
hospitals for families and staff. Staff 
members had no time for lunch, only 
a quick bite to eat, a hasty swallow of 
water, and o f f again. The families 
were deeply moved and touched by 
the caring love expressed by the 
churches in this way. The caring con­
tinued day after day for those whose 
children remained hospitalized in 
subsequent days.
In my duties as chaplain, I am also 
called on from Public Relations to 
deal with the media. On the night of 
April 19 and the following days, I was 
interviewed by reporters from numer­
ous papers across the United States, 
nine radio talk shows, “Current Af­
fair,” “The Today Show,” and “Night- 
lin e .” The questions sounded the 
same in almost every  in terv iew : 
“What were the reactions o f the par­
ents? What do you say to parents in 
moments like this? What were your 
feelings as you ministered to the peo­
ple?”
Since Wednesday, April 19, people 
have called to give help for the bomb 
victims. As chaplains, we are remind­
ed that our hospital is filled with peo­
ple suffering, hurting, dying, and 
grieving. When asked how we deal 
with the suffering people o f the blast, 
I had responded that we deal with 
this every day at University Hospitals. 
We have children dying with cancer, 
children who have died from abuse 
received from their caretakers, chil­
dren who are burned by sadistic peo­
ple, babies torn apart by sexual 
abuse, and the list goes on. What 
could be considered the greater 
tragedy?
The tragic heartache is greatest 
when it affects my child! Let us be 
truthful. We feel sorrow  deepest 
when the hurt is our own. We are of­
fended most when we personally are 
wronged. What happens to my child 
touches me and affects me more than 
what happens to your child. As minis­
ters, we are called on to share the 
pain o f our people, to bind their 
wounds, to anoint their sores, to walk
with them through the valley o f the 
shadow o f death.
To minister in the crisis situation, 
we must have the awareness o f how 
people hurt, how they react to hurt, 
and how  they begin the healing
Most people will 
not remember 
what you said; 
however, they 
will never forget 
that you were 
with them in 
those hours 
of pain.
process o f recovery. That process 
may be the same in all grief situa­
tions. The time required for recovery 
differs from person to person. It is 
not uncommon for parents who have 
lost a child to experience renewed 
grief in the third year following the 
death. You don’t “just get over it” or 
“get on with your life” or “go back to 
work, and it’ll be all right.” Healing 
takes time. Healing requires the con­
stant support and faithfulness o f the 
pastor through the long months fol­
lowing death. Pastor, stand firm in 
your faithfulness to the grieving with 
your care, your support, and your af­
firmation. Keep your words few and 
simple. i
Preacher's
Exchange
WANTED:
Ruth ’s Romance of Redemption by 
Rev. Edward Boone.
CONTACT:
Pastor Tom Lorimer 
511 22nd St.
Fort Madison, IA 52627
FOR SALE:
Ministers Tape Club cassettes, TAX- 
1980-5 through TAX-1981-3. All pub­
lished by the Beacon Hill Press o f 
Kansas City. I would like $15 postage 
paid.
CONTACT:
Rev. Paul W. Duneman 
808 S. Broadway Ave.
Spring Valley, MN 55975-1404 
Call 507-346-2171
Pontius' Puddle
"SAD  NEWS," QUOTH THE ANGEL 
AS SHE ENTERED HEAVEN’S GATE. 
"A  BOMB BLEW UP IN OKLAHOMA. 
THE INCENDIARY DEVICE W AS HATE.
"MORE MASSACRES IN RWANDA. 
ANOTHER GAS ATTACK IN JAPAN. 
RUSSIA'S WAGING CIVIL WAR AND 
SELLING NUCLEAR WEAPONS TO IRAN.
"FROM EAST EUROPE TO THE MIDEAST 
THEY STILL PLACE THE BLAME ON YOU 
AS CHRISTIAN BATTLES MUSLIM 
AND MUSLIM FIGHTS IT OUT WITH JEW.
"IT  SEEMS AN EPIDEMIC OF VIOLENCE 
BUILDS TO A GLOBAL HOLOCAUST.
THE ARMS MERCHANT’S ILL GAIN 
IS THE GRIEVING MOTHER'S LOSS.”
AFTER THE ANGEL HAD DEPARTED 
AND THE EVENING SHADOWS CREPT 
CAME THE SOUND OF HOLY ANGUISH 
AND HEAVY SORROW AS HEAVEN WEPT.
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Christian Holidays
Christmas Means 
Seeing Jesus
be more persuasive. I thought that in 
time she would give up, simply cup 
her hand over the tip o f the candle, 
and pretend that all was well, but she 
never did. To the very end o f the con­
cert she kept poking at that little 
white stick.
As I left the building, I could not 
help but pity the girl. She was there 
the entire evening, had sung in the 
choir, but had missed the wonder of 
Christmas. She had not seen Jesus. 
All she had noticed was a defective 
flashlight.
Yet, in the second row o f the same 
choir had been a middle-aged woman 
whose face was aglow. One could just 
tell that she was into the beauty o f 
both the music and the message. I 
thought about the contrast between 
the two and concluded that the sec­
ond woman was truly singing for Je­
sus, for her eyes w ere upon Him 
while participating in the evening’s 
celebration.
No wonder the shepherds left Beth­
lehem, praising and glorifying God! 
They had seen Jesus.
How was this so? Partly because 
they never doubted the message told 
them by the angels. They believed 
the unbelievable—that a peasant ba­
by, wrapped in swaddling clothes, 
laid in a cow ’s trough, and overseen 
by youthful parents, was indeed the 
Messiah, the Son of God, the coming 
King. So strong was their faith that 
they dared to leave the barn and 
broadcast to the world the exciting 
news o f what they had witnessed.
I wonder if we in our world o f nu­
clear fear, terrorism, abuse o f many 
sorts, disintegration o f society, and 
overall sin and ugliness are able to be­
lieve with simple faith so that we can 
see Jesus. It requires faith, but for 
those who will look into the manger 
with believing hearts, Jesus will sure­
ly be seen.
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Every day is Christmas if one sees Jesus. It is all in seeing Him. No wonder Jesus said of 
himself, “I am the light o f the world” 
(John 8:12; 9:5). Without Him, all else 
is darkness.
With all the elaborate trappings of 
Christmas, people still miss the heart 
o f it by not seeing Jesus.
One Sunday evening, while seated 
in church listening to the choir’s ren­
dition of a lovely Christmas cantata, I 
noticed one o f the sopranos in the 
front row. This young lady spent her 
whole time trying to adjust the wick 
on an artificial candle that failed to 
connect with the battery and there- I
by J. Grant Swank, Jr.
Pastor,
Windham, Maine
fore would not light. She twisted and 
turned that tiny stub, then stroked it 
in hopes that a gentler touch would
I think o f a friend with multiple 
sclerosis who is confined to a health 
care center. Her husband has desert­
ed her and is now an alcoholic. She 
has no children, and her parents are 
no longer living. The other night she 
phoned to say that her “friend”—with 
whom she shared a bank account— 
had taken her checkbook and threat­
ened to strip her o f all her money. 
“You don’t need the money,” this so- 
called friend told the handicapped 
woman. And i f  that was not bad 
enough, her sister wrote her from the 
South that she was going to drive 
northward to take some furniture 
items, concluding the sick woman 
“did not need them.”
This dear lady is a believer and 
faithfully serves the Lord in spite of 
her disability. Although crushed by 
the betrayal of her “friends,” she took 
the dilemma to God in prayer.
A week later she called my home 
again. “I have all my money back,” 
she said, “and my sister admitted she 
did not have the funds to make the 
trip to steal my things.” Her voice 
then broke into sobs. There was no 
need to say any more; it was being 
said in silence. Through the darkness 
o f her despair, she had seen Jesus.
Undoubtedly the shepherds also 
found praise in bowing before Jesus. 
They were w illing to kneel, some­
thing that many people refuse to do.
To truly see inside the manger, we 
must kneel; we must bend in adora­
tion. That is difficult for a person 
who is wrapped up in himself, reach­
ing for status, and trying to climb the 
ladder o f worldly success. But it is
easy when we are in love with the Ba­
by, the Christ child.
I wonder if we 
in our world of 
nuclear fear, ter­
rorism, abuse 
of many sorts, 
disintegration of 
society, and 
overall sin and 
ugliness are 
able to believe 
with simple 
faith so that we 
can see Jesus.
During the cantata, there were a 
number o f tableaus to visually illus­
trate the message that was being 
sung. I noticed the children gathered 
around the manger scene by the tree. 
Their faces were glowing, and their 
eyes were shining. Their excitement 
was obvious. Why? Because lying in
that crib was a baby. They had bent 
and were able to see Him.
No w onder Jesus admonished 
adults that if they were to be a part o f 
His kingdom, they must become as 
little children. This is a prerequisite 
for anyone who would experience 
Christmas by seeing Jesus.
This season and throughout the 
coming year, follow God’s directive. 
Just as the shepherds were told by 
the angels to go and were helped in 
their quest with signs to keep them 
on track—the city o f David, a baby in 
swaddling clothes, a manger—so we, 
too, must go! When we are obedient 
to God, we will surely find Him.
Some people try to find God in 
their own way: through drugs, gurus, 
“trips,” the occult, psychic tickles, 
and soul massages o f one sort or an­
other. These are NOT the means by 
which God directs us in locating Him.
When told by the angels to go to 
Bethlehem, the shepherds could have 
refused. What if they had preferred to 
stay with their flocks, or had decided 
to go to Galilee instead of Bethlehem? 
They could have chosen other op­
tions. But they did not. Instead, they 
followed God’s leading. The result? 
They saw Jesus.
We can see Him today, even in our 
confused, sinful world with all that is 
going on to point us in the wrong di­
rection. Listen to the angels; do as 
they say.
Yes, in today’s mixed-up world it is 
still possible for people o f faith to 
bend before the manger and see Je­
sus—not only at Christmas, but every7 
day! ft
s Pontius' Puddle
CWRISTMAS IS SOC.U 
AN INSlNCERETlME. 
EN\FTY JLOL0G\E£,
HERE, PONTIOS.
IT!S OOR WAY OF 
TMAWKING- YOO FOR 
BEINCr SOCH A 
6REAT
0MENWST, OF COURSE 
ALLOW FOR THE 
OCCASIONAL. 
EXCEPTION.,
FALSE FLATTER^. 
ONE CAN'T BELIEVE 
A TMING O NE 
IS TOLD.
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Chaplaincy
One Mission, 
Many Callings
If  real ministry is that place where God calls us to serve “for . . . the bu ilding up o f the body o f 
Christ” (Eph. 4:12, NASB), then the 
total mission and work of the Church 
is achieved best by embracing every 
calling to Christian ministry. There 
should be no distinction as to the rel­
ative importance or standing o f one 
Christian vocation  over another. 
God’s call to ministry wherever it is 
practiced and by whatever name, is a 
gift too sacred and important to be 
marginalized or trivialized.
For more than 27 years I served my 
church and my country as a chaplain 
in the United States Air Force. The 
seeds o f my calling must have been
by David Grosse
Director, Continuing Education for Ministry, 
Nazarene Theological Seminary, 
Kansas City
planted in World War II soil. As a 
young boy grow in g up in 1940s 
Washington, D.C., I remember that all
life seemed consumed with the war’s 
execution. Blackouts, gasoline ra­
tioning, ominous sirens and drills, re­
cycling campaigns, uniforms, omni­
present flags, Sousa marches— all 
contributed to a wave of patriotic fer­
vor that was not lost on the mind and 
emotions o f this impressionable pre- 
teen.
During this time, John Atkinson, 
decorated Nazarene chaplain assigned 
to Andrews Field, occasionally attend­
ed Washington First Church o f the 
Nazarene, where Dad was the pastor. 
One Sunday following V-J Day, Dad in­
vited Chaplain Atkinson to dinner. I 
viewed this ribbon-bedecked officer 
with awe, as if he had single-handedly 
won the war—a “grosse” exaggeration 
at best, since as noncombatants, chap­
lains are forbidden to carry weapons. 
But chaplains do serve on the front 
lines o f combat, so the stories Chap­
lain Atkinson told o f ministry and sur­
vival in the face o f great danger only 
confirmed in my young mind that 
here was a bona fide hero. I w on­
dered if ever I could be like him, yet 
dismissed the idea as an impossible 
dream. Already I was vaguely aware 
that the road to chaplaincy was a long 
one: through college, seminary, ordi­
nation, ministry experience, church 
endorsement, military qualification, 
and acceptance—it seemed like the 
journey of a thousand miles. I was still 
struggling through grade school with 
Miss Ferdinand and wasn’t at all cer­
tain I would make it past her fourth 
grade class!
Answering the Call
There were other challenges on the 
road to chaplaincy ministry even 
more formidable than Miss Ferdinand. 
I was reared in a Nazarene parsonage 
by parents who viewed the office of 
pastor as a unique and sacred calling, 
exceeded by no other in the hierar-
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chy o f divine callings— except, per­
haps, that highest o f callings reserved 
only for the most saintly: missionary! 
Mother and Dad, even Granddad 
Grosse, frequently reinforced the 
message in their prayers and conver­
sation.
Not until much later did I become 
fully aware o f other vocations in min­
istry, and that God had one such call­
ing in mind for me, one not previous­
ly revealed to Granddad, my parents, 
or to me.
For five years after graduation from 
Nazarene Th eo log ica l Seminary, 
Granddad’s prayers were right on the 
mark. My vocation and future in min­
istry seemed assured in the pastorate. 
Then, while attending the 1966 Evan­
gelism Conference in Kansas City, I 
was invited to consider an opportuni­
ty to serve as a chaplain in the air 
force. Having previously discounted 
chaplaincy as a serious option, Donna 
and I now felt impressed to take a 
second look.
Family consultation, vocational as­
sessment, and intense prayer fo l­
lowed. Sensing the unmistakable 
push and pull and that inner urging 
that comes with most any call, we 
confidently made our decision to ap­
ply for chaplaincy endorsement. Two 
months later the endorsement was 
granted.
Anatomy of a Problem
At last, I felt, my life’s calling had 
been settled. The struggle was over— 
or was it? When I excitedly shared 
the good news o f our decision with 
my parents, my mother quite inno­
cently asked, “But David, why are you 
leaving the ministry?”
In retrospect, I believe she meant, 
why are you leaving the pastorate? 
Not understanding that, I inferred 
from her question that chaplaincy 
was something less than real min­
istry, perhaps a hybrid ministry out­
side the mainstream of real ministry. 
The place to be in real ministry is the 
pastorate. I felt demoralized and dis­
appointed—no, I felt devastated! I un­
derstood why the pastorate enjoyed 
great respect as a calling in ministry. I 
did not understand the apparent lack 
of affirmation o f my calling.
Soon after, I learned that many who 
faithfully serve God and the church 
outside the pastorate experience the 
same disappointment. Institutional 
chaplains, evangelists, professors,
church administrators, editors and 
writers, associate pastors, pastoral 
counselors, and ministers o f youth, 
education, and music—in all o f these 
m inistries there are some, i f  not 
many, who feel like second-class min­
isters on the margins o f ministry. One 
can only guess at the feelings o f mar­
ginalization and loneliness many re­
tired and women clergy must experi­
ence.
Coping and Hoping
Some within these groups are sim­
ply saddened by their exclusion. They 
bear their disappointment with quiet 
restraint, not wanting to be perceived 
as complaining, divisive, or dissent­
ing. For them, it is enough to find val­
idation for their ministry in Scripture:
Chaplains 
serve on the 
front lines of 
combat.
Now there are varieties o f gifts, 
but the same Spirit. And there are 
varieties o f m inistries, and the 
same Lord. And there are varieties 
o f effects, but the same God who 
works all things in all persons . . . 
for the common good (1 Cor. 12:4- 
7, NASB).
Others experience their hurt more 
acutely as the bite o f alienation or the 
sting o f being included “out.” While 
not begrudging pastors their stand­
ing, they want to participate fully in 
the rights and privileges o f ordination 
or licensure enjoyed by pastors and 
promised by their church.
O f course, feelings can be very sub­
jective and cannot always be taken as 
fact. But whether real or imagined, if 
the perception is present, dare we ig­
nore it? It is better to ask, Is there any 
basis in fact for the perception that 
many o f our ministers who are not 
pastoring are intentionally or uninten­
tionally marginalized? If there is, how 
and why should this be so? Is it mere­
ly benign neglect? A lack o f under­
standing o f other ministries? Is there 
a fraternity among pastors that tends
to exclude those outside its member­
ship? Is it a turf issue? If the percep­
tion is not grounded in fact, what are 
its sources? How can it be disarmed? 
These questions I am hardly prepared 
or equipped to answer. Yet I would 
like to explore some avenues o f in­
quiry in the interest o f advancing the 
dialogue.
Force Field Analysis
First, and without question, those 
o f us who serve in one o f the many 
“varieties o f ministries” must share 
the blame for any sense of exclusion. 
Sometimes we have not adequately le­
gitimated our calling in ministry. We 
have not told our stories consistently 
and persuasively. While pursuing our 
calling outside the denominational 
mainstream, we have not always faith­
fu lly supported our sponsoring 
church when we could have. Service 
in alternative ministries does not ex­
cuse us from an obligation to remain 
faithful in prayer, tithing, attendance 
when possible, and rendering our ser­
vice in the name of our holiness de­
nominations whenever and wherever 
we can. We have not always done 
that with conspicuous consistency.
I wonder if the issue has deeper 
roots, related to how we gauge min­
istry effectiveness. We tend to value 
in ministry what we can see, what 
produces visible and quantifiable re­
sults: more members, larger Sunday 
Schools, increased income, more pro­
grams, bigger church buildings— re­
sults that spell real success in real 
pastoral ministry.
For most o f us in ministry outside 
the pastorate, these criteria simply do 
not equate. We often work in secular 
settings, on hospital wards, out on 
the flight line or with the troops, in 
the counseling room or classroom, 
behind prison walls, out w ith the 
hungry and homeless, in the industri­
al or commercial marketplace. We 
conduct preaching missions and evan­
gelistic campaigns, spiritual renewal 
events, marriage and family enrich­
ment retreats—all in a context o f plu­
ralism, and often without the direct 
support o f our sponsoring church. 
Even when serving in more familiar 
pastoral settings, many o f our min­
istries are nondenominational and our 
methods nontraditional. Ours is often 
a language and a ministry environ­
ment strange and distant to many 
mainstream holiness churches.
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Does this mean that such callings 
in ministry are less important to the 
kingdom of God and Christ’s Church? 
Or are we simply unable to validate 
such ministry because it doesn’t fit 
the popular perception o f what really 
counts in ministry, or because its 
product isn’t readily visible and mea­
surable?
I retain a high regard and deep re­
spect for the pastoral calling. Vision­
ary and dedicated pastoral leadership 
in the local church is the place where 
the rubber meets the road, where the 
vital center o f church life and activity 
takes place. I want no part in depreci­
ating the pastoral office or its impor­
tance in the pantheon o f ministry 
callings. Statistically, not only do pas­
tors comprise the largest segment of 
clergy in the church, but also their 
work in evangelism, church growth, 
and outreach are absolutely vital to 
the survival o f the church. Without 
them, we perish! Indeed, three o f the 
first five years o f my own full-time 
ministry were among the happiest, 
most satisfying, and fruitful o f my 
clergy life—as a pastor!
Many faithfully 
serve God 
and the 
church 
outside the 
pastorate.
Yet, as the apostle Paul makes 
abundantly clear in his letter to the 
Ephesians, while there is one mission, 
there are many callings in ministry, 
w ithout d ifferentia tion  (4:11-12, 
NASB):
The callings: “He [called] some as 
apostles, and some as prophets, and 
some as evangelists, and some as pas­
tors and teachers.”
The mission: “for . . . the building 
up o f the body o f Christ.”
If real ministry is that place where
God calls us to serve “for . . . the 
building up o f the body o f Christ,” 
then the total mission and work o f 
the church is achieved best by em­
bracing every calling to Christian 
ministry. There should be no distinc­
tion as to the relative importance or 
standing o f one Christian vocation 
over another. God’s call to ministry, 
wherever it is practiced and by what­
ever name, is a gift too sacred and im­
portant to be marginalized or trivial­
ized.
Rx: All-embracing Ministries; 
Embracing All Ministers
How can we recognize, affirm, and 
support the many ministry vocations 
by which the church carries out its 
mission? Here are a few suggestions:
1. Conduct an investiture or com­
missioning service for all who serve 
in specialized ministries.
2. Whenever possible, make dis­
trict retreats, conferences, and social 
gatherings for ministers inclusive o f 
all active clergy, not only pastors.
3. Make district and general boards 
and councils more representative o f 
the many vocations in ministry. One 
example might be to include religion 
faculty members on District Boards of 
Ministerial Studies.
4. Find ways to recognize and hon­
or specific vocations in ministry: a 
special day, a program, a service fea­
ture, an interview, a pulpit guest, a 
video highlight, a social event.
5. Feature stories in publications 
that highlight the outstanding work 
of ministers in specialized ministries.
6. Encourage and model attitudes 
and actions that reflect interest and 
concern for the work o f those who 
serve in such ministries. Make a 
phone call. Write a letter o f encour­
agement. Send an audiotape or video­
tape or a fax. Use your newsletter/ 
bulletin to inform. Post a letter.
7. Personally and publicly pray for 
your colleagues in ministry outside 
the pastorate. How long has it been 
since you have publicly prayed for the 
work o f hospital and prison chap­
lains? Or for professors, counselors, 
campus chaplains? They long to be 
remembered and supported in their 
work by the church that has commis­
sioned them.
O f course, some o f this is already 
happening. Some doubtlessly have
found other ways to express care and 
concern. Changed perceptions at the 
grass roots will tell us when we have 
succeeded. In the meantime, an indi­
cation o f the work that remains is the 
persistence o f a largely unrecognized 
or misunderstood problem, whis­
pered about but seldom publicly ad-
Sometimes 
we have not 
adequately 
legitimated 
our calling 
in ministry.
dressed. We are at the point now  
where, as some sage put it, “The only 
difference between the problem and 
its solution is that people recognize 
and understand the solution!”
Leaving . . . Finding
Twenty-eight years ago I was privi­
leged to enter the real ministry o f 
chaplaincy, with the endorsement of 
my church. My calling took me to the 
far corners o f the world and to every 
region of my country. I was blessed • 
and privileged to be given the gift of 
ministry in the service o f God and 
country. In that process, I learned the- 
literal truth that some are called to be 
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pas­
tors, teachers—and, in the context of 
our time and ministry needs, chap­
lains and directors o f continuing edu­
cation.
“Why are you leaving the ministry, 
David?” In retrospect, I hold no 
grudge or grievance for M other’s 
question. Were she here, I would like 
to answer her again. My answer 
would sound something like this: “To 
bring the gospel o f Jesus Christ to 
those who are most in need, in the 
place where God has called me. And 
that’s not ‘leaving the ministry,’ Moth­
er. That’s finding it!”
O f course Mother knew that; she 
just didn’t know that she knew it! $
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Pastor, Be Encouraged
Preaching Is 
Significant
W illiam Willimon wrote that “peop le  are ripe for a vo ice  that gives them 
something significant worth living 
and dying for” (H. B. London, Jr., and 
Neil B. Wiseman, The Heart o f  a 
Great Pastor [Ventura, Calif.: Regal 
Books, 1994], 22). These are encour­
aging words. In an age when some 
church growth specialists would tell 
us that preaching is in demise, these 
are strengthening words.
Pastor, be encouraged—preaching 
is still a priority o f our task. Paul’s ad­
monition to Timothy, “Preach the 
W ord” (2 Tim. 4:2), has not been 
withdrawn, negotiated, or dimin­
ished. It is still a mandate.
Pastor, be encouraged—preaching 
is still God’s means o f confronting 
people with eternal truths. While it is 
not the only way, it is a way that has 
the promise o f God’s touch and His 
guidance. God reminds us concern­
ing His Word, “It will not return to 
me empty, but will accomplish what I 
desire and achieve the purpose for 
which I sent it” (Isa. 55:11).
Pastor, be encouraged—the preach­
ing event is a moment, if heart, mind, 
and spirit are prepared, when the 
eternal invades the present, and life 
focuses on principles. Every pastor 
needs to know  that, as W illim on 
states, “People are ripe for a voice 
that gives them something significant 
worth living and dying for.” Pastor, 
know that what you preach will make 
a difference in someone’s life—a sig­
nificant difference in some. We need 
to know we are only responsible to 
preach as best we can, with a heart 
and mind saturated w ith a truth, 
prayed full with the Spirit o f God, and 
eager to proclaim on God’s behalf. 
The Holy Spirit will take such procla­
mations and plant them in the hearts
by C. Neil Strait
District Superintendent,
Church of the Nazarene,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
and minds of hearers. It is a spiritual 
transaction we preachers need to 
trust more than we do.
This is no time for casual prepara­
tion and passionless preaching. Her­
bert Carson wrote: “A preacher who 
has doubts about the gospel is a men­
ace to any congregation. The pulpit is 
no place for hesitant uncertainty. It is 
a platform from which the herald o f 
God announces with profound con­
viction the truth o f God’s own most 
holy Word” (Herbert M. Carson, Hal­
lelu jah ! [Hertfordshire, England, 
1980], 74). Add to these thoughts the 
words o f Craig Loscalzo, when he 
writes: “Perhaps the downfall o f 
preaching in the late twentieth centu­
ry has been the proliferation o f pas­
sionless preaching” (Craig Loscalzo, 
Preaching Sermons That Connect 
[Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity 
Press, 1992], 77).
The source for preaching and the 
cure for passionless preaching is, o f 
course, the Word. We are not pro­
claimed o f opinions nor dispensers of 
motivational talks—though a dynamic 
sermon will motivate. More, we are 
preachers o f the Word— an eternal 
Word that gives substance and signifi­
cance to our preaching. Dennis Kinlaw
reminds us that “nothing in the world 
is as significant to a preacher as the day 
Scripture comes alive for him—the day 
when Scripture seizes him, when he 
knows that it belongs to him and he 
belongs to it ” (Dennis F. Kinlaw, 
Preaching in the Spirit [Wilmore, Ky.: 
Francis Asbury Press, 1985], 9).
Pastor, be encouraged—preaching 
is still God’s method o f invading the 
human predicament with truth and 
hope. E. Stanley Jones reminded us 
that “congregations w ill gather 
around a pulpit from which living wa­
ter is flowing.”
There is a story out o f the French 
Revolution that tells o f a group o f po­
litical prisoners shut away in a dark, 
dingy dungeon. One o f them had a Bi­
ble, and the other prisoners were ea­
ger to have him read it. But the dark­
ness o f the dungeon prohibited him 
from seeing the words. The only bit 
o f light came from a tiny w indow  
near the ceiling, but that for only a 
few minutes each day. The prisoners 
lifted their friend with the Bible onto 
their shoulders and into the sunlight. 
There, for a few minutes, he would 
read. Then they would lower him in­
to their midst, and with anxious voic­
es they would ask, “Tell us, what did 
you read w h ile  you w ere in the 
light?” (Donald McCullough, “Enlarg­
ing the Mind to Expand the Ministry,” 
in Maxie Dunnam, Gordon MacDon­
ald, and Donald W. McCullough, Mas­
tering Personal Growth  [Carol 
Stream, 111.: Christianity Today, 1992], 
98). Our task, as preachers, is to 
stand before people and share what 
God has revealed to us, “while [we] 
were in the light.”
Pastor, be encouraged! God’s man­
date to us is to preach. His promise to 
us is that He will attend our prepara­
tion and anoint our preaching. S'
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Preaching
The (Wo)manly Art of 
Preaching
Most preachers, hom iletics professors, and w riters about sermon preparation 
are male. Even the women in pulpits 
today have studied primarily under 
men and had male role models. How 
has male experience shaped our 
proclamation o f the Word?
Growing up male, I discovered that 
our society expected me to show 
masculinity by
•  thinking analytically and dispas­
sionately,
•  know ing the answers— or at 
least pretending to know them,
•  being strong,
•  initiating, and
•  being one o f the guys.
Women, on the other hand, have
been expected to show femininity by
•  thinking intuitively,
•  admitting ignorance (or pretend­
ing it!),
•  being emotional,
•  nurturing others’ growth, and
•  being sensitive to and empathiz­
ing with others.
Taking a broader view
Thinking analytically
Men are expected to be analytical; 
my seminary emphasized analytic 
thought in exegesis. Scholarly analysis 
is valuable—but it is not always much 
help in preparing sermons. How 
many o f us left the seminary with crit­
ical tools but little idea o f how to 
move from textual criticism to inter­
pretation? To understand our experi­
ence, we must venture into the realm 
o f feeling—and for many men, this is 
foreign territory.
Our most powerful proclamation of 
the Word is almost always an eyewit­
ness account: telling what we our­
selves have seen and done and experi-
by Thomas W. Goodhue
Pastor, Island Park United Methodist Church 
on Long Island, New York
enced. My best sermon on evange­
lism, I am told, was my most personal 
one: the tale o f how my home church 
showed courage in the face o f politi­
cal harassment— and I chose Christ 
over the surrounding culture.
One fem ale pastor told Lynn 
Rhodes that she initially received 
complaints about her sermons being 
too emotional and too personal, but 
she said that she “continued to 
preach that way until the people in 
my congregation began to see that 
what I was doing was affirming their 
right to reflect seriously on their own 
faith experiences.” Soon 20 o f her 
parishioners mustered the courage to 
preach.1
Knowing the answers 
School— and cross-examination in 
debate— taught me the power that 
know ing the answers conveys. 
Whether we are delivering a Commu­
nion meditation or teaching a Bible
study class, we clerics often see our 
role as giving answers to the assem­
bled. In Changing Male Roles in To­
d a y ’s World, Richard P. O ilstone 
wrote that in our society the five 
hardest things for men to say are “I 
don’t know,” “I made a mistake; I was 
wrong,” “I need help,” “I am afraid,” 
and “I am sorry.”2
For at least a year after graduation 
from seminary I dutifully played the 
part o f Scripture expert every Sunday 
morning. I told what the Greek text 
“really meant.” I pointed out the his­
torical background “essential” to un­
derstanding each passage. I must 
have bored my congregation silly.
Then one week I wrestled with a 
passage that baffled me. After thor­
ough exegesis I could not make heads 
or tails o f it. The morning that I was 
to preach, my ultimate nightmare 
confronted me: 9 a.m. and a sermon 
in shambles. When I entered the pul­
pit, I—with great trepidation—admit­
ted to my congregation, “I am not 
sure that I have figured out what this 
passage means.” That got their atten­
tion! I shared what few bits o f back­
ground seemed helpful, offered tenta­
tive stabs at what the story might be 
about, invited them to share their re­
sponses to the text, and sat down. I 
was greeted not by disappointment 
but by appreciation — I had given 
them permission to wrestle with the 
meaning o f Scripture.
Barbara Brown Zikmund has noted 
that women use language that sug­
gests openness to examination. Ac­
cording to linguistic studies, in con­
versation they ask questions more 
often than men do and qualify their 
statements w ith tag lines such as 
“Don’t you think?” Homiletics profes­
sors coached many o f us to avoid this 
sort o f hedging so as not to weaken
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our message, but Zikmund contends 
that “when the preacher shares her 
journey and vulnerability she may 
speak more directly to the needs o f 
average believers.”5
Couldn’t our proclamation o f the 
Word be strengthened by admitting 
our weakness? The editors o f Leader­
ship tell potential writers, “Our read­
ers expect to share disappointments 
and struggles as well as triumphs. Each 
article must balance ‘what went well’ 
and ‘what didn’t go so well.’ We’ve 
found this gives the writer credibility 
and allows our pastor/readers to iden­
tify more readily with the situation” 
(Ministry Magazine, January 1991).
Isn’t it possible that our flocks ap­
preciate this kind o f openness too?
Being strong
In our society men are expected to 
be strong—which too often means in­
sensitive and rather self-centered. 
Women are the ones trained to em­
pathize. But all preachers would ben­
efit by learning to reason with empa­
thy for others, to think with feeling. I 
once saw a preacher get himself into 
a great deal o f trouble by saying, 
“Genesis shows us that marriage be­
tween a man and a woman is the par­
adigm o f Christian life.” He was gen­
uinely shocked by the uproar his 
sermon provoked. Perhaps greater 
empathy could have helped him real­
ize that he should proceed with re­
spect to the feelings o f the widowed, 
unmarried, abandoned, and other­
wise single—who made up 70 per­
cent o f his congregation.
Native Americans taught their chil­
dren to “walk in another’s moccasins” 
before criticizing. Maybe we preach­
ers should apply that advice before 
we try to tell others anything.
Initiating or responding
We clergy, especially those o f us 
who like to see ourselves as strong 
leaders, often fall into a typically male 
trap. We tend to see ourselves as the 
ones who initiate all reflection, dia­
logue, and action, rather than as 
those who share their response to 
God’s Word and who respond to con­
cerns raised by parishioners.
For years I wondered why my en­
treaties to Christian compassion pro­
duced more guilt than grace. Only re­
cently has it dawned on me that I
have been calling for compassion but 
not em bodying it. I am on much 
firmer ground, I now  realize, and 
more like ly  to be heard, w hen I 
preach not as an expert on justice but 
as a shepherd who feels distress for 
the pain of my flock. I don’t need to 
be able to answer every legal issue 
surrounding obscenity to see that 
porn hurts the men who buy it. Nor 
do I need a special call to speak about 
peace, only compassion for the vic­
tims o f war.
I--------------------------- 1
| When I entered [
j the pulpit I |
j admitted, "I am j
| not sure that I |
have figured [
out what this [
j passage |
[ means." j
Laypeople tend to be suspicious o f 
the prophetic word anyway. Perhaps 
they recognize how seldom God calls 
prophets—and how often those who 
claim that role are mistaken.
Being one o f the guys
And then there is the pressure to 
be one o f the guys. Face it, ours is not 
viewed as the most manly o f profes­
sions, and this perception takes a toll 
on male egos. One senior pastor 
coped with this pressure by appoint­
ing h im self chaplain o f  the high 
school football team and salting every 
fall sermon with gridiron references. 
(How his congregation must have re­
joiced after the last game o f the sea­
son!)
More subtly, most o f us prepare our 
sermons by consulting the words of 
men and seldom present the writing, 
lives, or wisdom o f women. Take a 
quick survey o f your library. Who 
wrote most o f the books you consult 
as you prepare for preaching—men 
or women?
Doesn’t this neglect o f the experi­
ence o f women make our preaching 
more repetitious and more irrelevant 
to most o f our parishioners? And does 
not the need to appear strong and 
cool make it harder for us to reveal 
our frailty and brokenness from the 
pulpit?
Getting it together
Does all this seem too one-sided? 
There are certainly good things to be 
said for masculinity. The self-confi­
dence before a crowd that I learned 
in high school spared me the stage 
fright that afflicts so many talented 
women o f the cloth. Knowledge, ana­
lytic thought, and strength o f convic­
tion (and de livery ) surely aid the 
proclamation o f the Word. Certainly 
God uses these qualities—even when 
found in insecure, bombastic clerics. 
But the church also needs those 
virtues our society assigns to women.
To be certain, change threatens 
many parishioners. But the major risk 
men face in learning to preach with 
these supposedly feminine qualities is 
not rejection by our hearers, but 
change. To open up, to share, to feel 
more deeply, to admit ignorance, to 
confess weakness—all these lead us 
farther away from tough, hard mascu­
line roles and identities.
We men have been taught to feel 
ashamed o f anything that smacks of 
weakness. But, as Baptist preacher 
George Thomas has said, on Good Fri­
day Jesus showed us that there are 
things worth being humiliated for. To 
free ourselves from the burdens of 
misdirected shame, we can reclaim 
the message o f Scripture that Christ 
atoned for our shame, that there is 
strength in weakness, that weakness 
does not make us unworthy in God’s 
eyes. When we can claim with Paul 
that w e are “not ashamed o f the 
gospel, for it is the power o f God for 
salvation” (Rom. 1:16, NASB), we will 
truly preach the Good News. $
Thomas Goodhue is the author o f Sharing the 
Good News with Children. (St. Anthony Messenger 
Press, 1992).
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Christian Ministry
Empty Pantries and 
Overdue Bills
Honey, I ’m coming home for lunch. I ’ll be there in just a few minutes.”
Bettye shocked me with her re­
sponse: “There’s no need to come 
home. We have no food  in the 
house.” Then she asked, “Do you 
have any money?”
I replied, “No, but it’s lunchtime, 
and I’m coming home anyway.” It was 
1958, and I was the pastor o f a home 
mission church in Gainesville, Flori­
da.
When I arrived home, imagine my 
chagrin when I discovered that she 
wasn’t kidding. There really wasn’t a 
single morsel o f food in the house. 
We had no money, and this was in 
pre-credit-card days. So how do you 
feed three hungry children and two 
adults with absolutely nothing?
I gathered three cartons o f pop bot­
tles from under the house and from 
the garage and sold them for 45 cents 
at the grocery store. That was enough 
to buy a can o f tomato soup, a tube of 
crackers, and a package o f Kool-Aid. I 
was relieved to have something for 
the children to eat. How do you tell 
three small children: “It’s prayer and 
fasting day. Think o f the joy o f having 
nothing to eat and getting to pray for 
those who are less fortunate than 
w e!”
by Gene Williams
Pastor, First Church o f the Nazarene, 
Wichita, Kansas
It didn’t make sense. As adults, Bet­
tye and I could forgo food for the 
pleasure o f prayer and fasting, but we 
were grateful for the soup and crack­
ers for our children. As we sat down, 
I thanked God for the meal, and the 
children began to eat.
While w e were eating, the tele­
phone rang. Mrs. Adams, one o f the 
12 members o f that little church, was 
calling to ask, “Mrs. Williams, what’s 
wrong at the parsonage?”
Bettye replied: “Nothing. There is 
nothing wrong.”
Mrs. Adams responded: “Yes, there 
is something wrong. For when I was 
having my devotions this morning, 
God laid your little family on my 
heart.”
Bettye said, “If you had called earli­
er, I would have told you that we had 
nothing to eat.” She then told Mrs. 
Adams what I had done. We did, in­
deed, have food for lunch. Bettye also 
told her that this was payday, and I 
would get my weekly check in the 
amount o f $50.00 at prayer meeting 
that evening. We would be fine. She 
should not worry about us.
I don ’t know how  many phone 
calls Mrs. Adams made that after­
noon, but before suppertime that 
evening, she and her son-in-law 
backed a station wagon loaded with 
food to the front door o f that little 
parsonage. We had a full storehouse 
o f food. They even cooked the chick­
en! That’s the closest we ever came 
to missing a meal. I do have to say 
that God never forsook us. We never 
had to beg for bread. We always felt a 
sense o f security for our material 
needs.
One o f the most common pressure 
points with which all pastors wrestle 
is how they will survive financially or 
materially in this world. We have all 
heard the war stories o f those who 
could not make ends meet. There is 
too much o f that.
This is very clearly a major pressure 
point in the ministry. The lack of ade­
quate support has, according to a sur­
vey conducted by Leadership maga­
zine, created financial problems that 
require 69% o f the spouses o f pastors 
to work outside o f the home. Money 
struggles are listed by H. B. London, 
Jr., and Neil Wiseman in Pastors at 
Risk as a major reason that the pas­
toral ministry is so difficult today.
The financial support scale for pas­
tors is way less than it ought to be. 
However, David wrote that he had 
“not seen the righteous forsaken, nor 
his seed begging bread” (Ps. 37:25, 
KJV). Somehow, someway, God pro­
vides for all o f His people.
Jesus said:
For this reason I say to you, do
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not be anxious for your life, as to 
what you shall eat, or what you 
shall drink; nor for your body, as to 
what you shall put on. Is not life 
more than food, and the body than 
clothing? Look at the birds o f the 
air, that they do not sow, neither 
do they reap, nor gather into barns, 
and yet your heavenly Father feeds 
them. Are you not worth much 
more than they? And which o f you 
by being anxious can add a single 
cubit to his life ’s span? And why 
are you anxious about clothing? 
Observe how the lilies o f the field 
grow; they do not toil nor do they 
spin, yet I say to you that even Sol­
omon in all his glory did not clothe 
himself like one o f these. But if 
God so arrays the grass o f the field, 
which is alive today and tomorrow 
is thrown into the furnace, will He 
not much more do so for you, O 
men o f little faith? Do not be anx­
ious, then, saying, “What shall we 
eat?” or “What shall we drink?” or
One of the most 
common 
pressure points 
with which all 
pastors wrestle 
is how they 
will survive 
financially.
“With what shall we clothe our­
selves?” (Matt. 6:25-31, NASB).
Are those words for laymen only? I 
think not! Do they not also apply to 
the man or woman behind the pulpit? 
I think so! If I understand what Jesus 
is saying, He is committing the Father 
to take care o f those who trust Him. 
Maybe the key phrase is the last 
verse, “Do not be anxious” (v. 31). As 
those who are God-called for the spe­
cial assignment as pastor to God’s 
people, we are to become people o f 
faith in God’s promises. Faith elimi­
nates anxiety. Anxiety is worry with­
out hope, and we are not without
hope. We may not always understand 
how He will take care o f us, but we 
know that He will provide for those 
whom  He calls to special assign­
ments.
Someone may say to me: “That’s 
easy for you to say. You are the pastor 
o f a large church and are well cared 
for.” That is true. I am much better 
cared for than I ever dreamed. How­
ever, there have been some tough 
times along the way. I learned early 
that God did not abandon those who 
had absolute faith in Him.
In 1956 Bettye and I left Nashville 
for seminary in Kansas City in a ’41 
Chevrolet coupe that had 100,000 
miles on it. I had $50 in my pocket, 
no job in Kansas City, and a six-week- 
old baby. In retrospect, it seems as if 
it was a reckless thing to do. At the 
moment, it seemed the only thing to 
do in response to God’s call to preach 
His Word and my need to be pre­
pared. There is something about 
“naive faith” that is beautiful. God 
seems to find that irresistible. We 
w ere obviously naive in leaving 
Nashville for Kansas City. God must 
have called a whole platoon o f angels 
to be on standby to watch over two 
very naive children o f faith.
We moved in with friends until I 
could find work—which I did before 
the week was over. With a job in 
hand, we then got our own apart­
ment—one room and a back porch 
with a shared bath. Finally, I could be­
gin to carry out what I knew God 
wanted me to do. I was ready to set­
tle in and prepare for God’s calling on 
my life. That call had become my 
life’s focus.
There were many scary times when 
there wasn’t enough money. Still, we 
never missed a meal, and we had 
enough clothes to wear. God seemed 
to always know exactly what we 
were going to need.
During my second year in semi­
nary, a second child came to bless our 
home. This put an even heavier finan­
cial burden on us. Help from family 
members was totally out o f the ques­
tion, but help from God is always a 
reality. While carrying a full-time load 
at the seminary and working 40 hours 
a week in a grocery store, I was given 
the opportunity to be the pastor o f a 
little country church 65 miles from 
Kansas City. We drove up early Sun­
day morning to Mirabile, Missouri,
ministered to the people as best we 
could, spent the afternoon in some­
on e ’ s home, and drove back to 
Kansas City late Sunday night. What­
ever people gave in the offering was 
my salary. Sometimes it helped. Many 
times I barely broke even with gas ex­
penses. Yet it was greatly rewarding 
and a joy to finally be a pastor!
Anxiety is worry 
without hope, 
and we are not 
without hope.
Serving that little country church 
wasn’t too difficult during the sum­
mertime. However, I will have to con­
fess there were times when the 100% 
wool suit that I wore—my only suit— 
was wringing wet from sweat as a re­
sult o f preaching in that small build­
ing in the boiling sun with no air 
conditioning.
When winter came, the journey be­
came a little tougher challenge. I es­
pecially recall those Sundays when it 
snowed and became bitterly cold. On 
one o f those days, God inspired a 
good layman to give me his topcoat 
made o f heavy mohair. Never mind 
that it was hand-me-down. It was 
warm. Before the night was over, it 
would come in very handy.
On the way home late that night, 
something went wrong with the mo­
tor o f our car. We were stranded on 
the side o f a cold winter highway. 
Due to the foresight o f God’s provi­
sion, I had a coat to break the wind 
and keep me warm until I could get 
help with the car.
I wouldn’t take anything for the ex­
periences o f those early years at semi­
nary. There I learned that the same 
God who feeds the birds and clothes 
the lilies o f the field also feeds His 
own and clothes them too. I also 
learned the rich rewards o f those ex­
periences at that little  country 
church.
W hile I was the pastor there, a 
young father went out to hunt rab­
bits. When he did not return at dark, 
his wife called her father, who went 
looking. He found this young hus-
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band and father—the victim of a trag­
ic hunting accident.
On a recent trip back to Mirabile, I 
visited an old country store where a 
group of farmers were sitting around 
a pot-bellied stove on a rainy day. One 
of those farmers was the son of that 
young father. He had been 10 days 
old when he lost his dad. What joy 
and satisfaction it was to visit with 
him and talk about his dad!
We also stopped at the home o f 
one o f the couples, who are now in 
their 80s. They were so happy to see 
me. We re jo iced  together as we 
shared memories o f hot summer days 
and cold w inter nights o f over 35 
years ago.
Memories o f that visit reminded me 
again o f the tender loving care o f a 
Father who thinks more o f His high­
est creatures that He does o f spar­
rows and lilies. It was richly reward­
ing to know that I had been a vital 
part o f their lives.
There have been many other times 
w hen but fo r d iv ine provision  I 
would have been in trouble financial­
ly-
Traveling with four young children 
is quite a challenge. That trial is great­
ly magnified if one o f the children 
happens to become ill. On one o f our 
vacation journeys from Princeton, 
Florida, to Nashville, Brent became 
very critica lly  sick. Initially, we 
thought he had a fever from a cold or 
a mild case o f the flu. By the time we 
had traveled the six hours to the 
Florida/Georgia state line, it became 
obvious that this was no minor prob­
lem. His fever jumped so high that it 
burned your hand to touch him. Up­
on inquiring, we found that the clos­
est major hospital was in Valdosta, 
Georgia. We headed there as fast as 
we could safely travel.
It didn’t take the physician long to 
determine that our precious two-year- 
old was seriously ill with bronchial 
pneumonia. They placed him in an 
oxygen tent and on an ice mattress. 
Bettye stayed at the hospital with 
Brent while I checked into a motel 
with the other children.
Two extra days in a motel and an 
unexpected hospital stay did not fit 
our travel budget. So I called back to 
Princeton and spoke to a friend about 
a loan so I could pay the unanticipat­
ed bills.
He did more than make the loan.
He called some o f our members who 
were vacationing in southern Georgia 
and informed them o f the problems 
our family was having. Imagine our 
surprise when they showed up that 
morning to visit the parsonage family 
at the hospital. Since it was Sunday, 
the three healthy children and I wor­
shiped w ith them at the Valdosta 
Church o f the Nazarene.
We need to 
work hard, trust 
completely, and 
then we will 
see what God 
can do!
Upon returning to the hospital, we 
knew Brent was better. While Bettye 
was napping, he had pulled the plug 
on the ice mattress. She was awak­
ened by the pool o f water flooding 
the floor.
After mopping the floor, the weary 
nurse checked w ith the attending 
physician, who decided that it was 
safe to allow us to continue our jour­
ney. When I went to the business of­
fice to make arrangements for pay­
ment on Brent’s care, imagine the joy 
I felt in my heart when I was told 
nothing was due. Our dear friends 
from home had paid the bill in full.
I could go on and on with story af­
ter story about how God provided for 
us in times o f crisis. For the first 25 
years o f my ministry, there were no 
savings accounts, no TSAs. It was 
hand-to-mouth, payday to payday. But 
we lived—and we made it! The expe­
rience in Gainesville was the closest 
we ever came to hunger. There was 
rarely a surplus, never a safety ac­
count, but neither did we ever go 
without the absolute necessities o f 
life.
There is no way to convey the 
peace that comes with naive trust in 
God’s promises. I understand that 
some don’t have much of this world’s 
goods. However, at times I sometimes 
fear that we expect to have too much 
o f this w orld ’s goods. Some young
couples get married and expect to 
have in the first few  years o f their 
marriage what it took their parents 
many years to acquire. It seems to me 
that some young pastors expect early 
in their ministry to reap the benefits 
that it has taken others o f us 25 or 
more years to acquire.
Are we trying to get too far too 
fast? Have we lost the naive faith that 
sparrows have and that has sustained 
the rest o f God’s creation? For they 
take the provisions o f God without 
questioning or complaining. Maybe 
we need to work hard, trust com­
pletely, and then we w ill see what 
God can do!
I truly understand being underpaid 
and having poor financial support 
from those early years. Maybe, just 
maybe, we have given Satan a ham­
mer to use in pounding us into the 
ground when the God who multiplies 
fish and bread wants to demonstrate 
His providential care.
We may need to be bivocational. In 
fact, that was my experience as pas­
tor in that small church in Gainesville, 
Florida. Following our empty pantry 
experience, I looked for some way to 
enhance my $50 per week salary. I 
was able to supplement my income 
by teaching school. By the way, this 
opened many doors o f opportunity in 
the community. If a bivocational stint 
becomes necessary, teaching is a nat­
ural avenue. In some cases, it may be 
necessary for the spouse to work out­
side o f the home. I hope it’s for ne­
cessities and not luxuries.
However, we do not need to per­
mit this pressure to rob us o f the joy 
and peace that rightfully belongs to 
all o f God’s people. I believe these 
fruits belong especially to faithful pas­
tors.
The pantry may be empty and the 
bills overdue, but we will make it be­
cause He never forsakes those who 
have absolute faith in Him and His 
provision. After all, Peter did walk on 
water! The water was turned into 
wine! Lazarus did come forth! There 
was bread and fish for everyone! The 
nets were full!
I really believe God still has trouble 
resisting naive faith. So, as Bill Gaither 
asked in his song “I Believe,” “Why 
should I worry or fret?” $
Taken from the book Living in the Zoo and Loving 
Lt, by Gene W illiams, Nazarene Publishing House, 
1995.
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Disability Insurance: 
A Necessity, 
Not an Option
Submitted by Pensions and Benefits USA, Church of the Nazarene
P reparing for disability makes personal sense. The personal costs o f disability are high— 
whether they be financial, physical, 
emotional, or mental.
You are disabled when a medical 
condition reduces your ability to per­
form your occupational duties. Fre­
quently, disabilities are due to acci­
dents, but they also can occur over 
time, as with heart disease or a dis­
abling pneumatic/bronchial infection.
Disabilities are expensive! Almost 
without exception, they require ex­
pensive treatment at the very time 
when the ability to earn income ei­
ther is diminished greatly or eliminat­
ed entirely. And disabilities are not 
rare. Nearly one person in seven will 
become disabled for five or more 
years prior to age 65. That number in­
creases to nearly one in five for those 
between 35 and 65. In addition, dis­
ability is 16 times more likely than 
death to cause a foreclosure on a 
home mortgage.
Many church employers offer this 
very important, and inexpensive, 
type o f coverage as an option in their 
employment benefit package. A dis­
ability insurance plan offers coverage 
options that protect your income, 
your family, and your quality o f life. 
Coverage is 24 hours a day for disabil­
ities resulting from accident, sickness, 
or pregnancy.
In denominational plans, one or 
both of two qualifications may be re­
quired for long-term disability cover­
age. The first is related to the ministe­
rial credential one holds. The second 
is related to full-time church employ­
ment. Usually, “full-time employment” 
means being compensated for at least 
30 hours per week or earning full 
livelihood from the church employ­
ment. Proof o f good health may or 
may not be required to enroll.
nearly one 
person in seven 
will become 
disabled for five 
or more years 
prior to age 65.
With some denominational plans, 
you may be able to choose a benefit 
either o f monthly fixed-amount pay­
ments or o f payments that are a per­
centage o f  your normal monthly 
salary. These benefit payments usually 
continue until the end o f most disabil­
ities or until age 65, whichever comes 
first. In some cases, the benefit 
amount may be reduced by social se­
curity or other disability benefit pay­
ments. In one plan, participants may 
choose a monthly benefit ranging 
from $250 to $1,000 per month.
Some plans also include value- 
added features. A rehabilitation bene­
fit would help you overcome obsta­
cles to returning to work by providing 
a salary supplement and job search as­
sistance. Depending upon the plan, 
you may be eligible for help in accom­
modation, education, family care, 
medical, and moving expenses. A fam­
ily care expense credit would allow 
you to subtract selected family care 
expenses from earned income upon 
returning to work so that this portion 
o f earnings does not reduce the 
amount o f disability benefit. A sur­
vivor benefit may be included. If you 
are considering the purchase o f long­
term disability coverage, you should 
ask about each o f the above provi­
sions. Know the benefits that are in­
cluded in your particular plan.
I f  you do not have adequate re­
sources to provide for your family’s fi­
nancial needs in the event o f possible 
disability, contact your denomina­
tion’s administrative offices for pen­
sions and benefits, and request infor­
mation regarding long-term disability 
insurance. They usually specialize in 
such plans in addition to the retire­
ment benefit work they do. You may 
be pleasantly surprised at how afford­
able your denomination’s disability in­
surance can be. $
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Pastor's Professional Growth
\
Time Management 
for Ministers
T here are several things about time and the ministry that every pastor ought to know. 
Like Murphy’s proverbial Law, these 
things repeatedly prove themselves 
true at the most inopportune mo­
ment.
1. There is never enough time in 
the day to do everything that needs 
to be done.
2. People seldom recognize a nine- 
to-five work schedule for pastors; it’s 
more likely seen as a 24-hour posi­
tion.
3. Pastors do not have the luxury 
o f weekends off, let alone the flexibil­
ity to just take o ff for the coast when 
they feel like doing so.
4. There are always a dozen tasks 
that you ought to have done yester­
day.
5. People, like squeaky wheels, de­
mand attention no matter what else 
you may be doing at the moment.
6. No matter what you are doing, 
there’s always something else that 
you ought to be doing.
7. The ministry contains sufficient 
demands to produce guilt in even the 
most well-adjusted personality.
8. Every person in the congrega­
tion has a set o f expectations for the 
minister, and meeting those expecta­
tions takes time.
9. The most important things sel­
dom demand immediate attention; 
the things that do demand immediate 
attention are seldom all that impor­
tant.
10. Just when you think you ’ve 
found a few  minutes for the things 
that matter most, som eone w ill 
phone or drop by and expect to chat.
11. Almost everything you do will 
take longer than you first thought it 
would.
12. The most neglected responsi­
bilities o f pastors are frequently their 
wives and children.
by Bill O’Connor
Evangelist, Church of the Nazarene, 
Newberg, Oregon
13. You can never do as much in a 
single day as you believed you could; 
you can always accomplish more in a 
month than you thought possible.
14. Time is one o f the pastor’s 
most valuable possessions, but min­
istry demands often encourage un­
wise expenditures o f that irrecover­
able resource.
15. Unless you learn to manage 
time w isely, you w ill never have 
enough o f it to go around.
I have found each of those simple 
statements to be universally true. 
Every ministry concern is somehow 
involved with time. Every ministry 
problem is, in some way impacted by 
the lack o f time.
Sermon preparation takes a back­
seat to counseling. Counseling gets 
short shrift because o f too many 
meetings on the calendar. Meetings 
use up hours that could be spent at 
home with spouse and family. Visits 
must be cut short because there is al­
ways someone else to see. Staff time 
is truncated because one or another 
members o f the team has another ap­
pointment. Each aspect o f ministry 
seems to cut into every other, so that 
pastoral work is a continual process 
o f robbing Peter to pay Paul. At the 
end o f the week, the conscientious 
pastor goes home after a long day 
feeling guilty for shortchanging half a
dozen or more people and programs 
o f the attention and concern they re­
ally needed.
I’ve lived with the long hours, the 
tight schedules, the full calendars, the 
limited availability, and the pressures 
o f  m inistry long enough to have 
found some tools to manage the de­
mands and to ease the guilt. Here are 
some well-worn, but very viable, 
ideas for making better use o f your 
time. Though the implementation of 
every idea will not give you enough 
time for everything, some o f these 
thoughts may help you find more 
time for the things that matter most.
Your first time-saver is an effi­
cient secretary who can manage 
your daily schedule, maintain 
your monthly calendar, and keep 
you fixed on your pastoral focus.
No one is more valuable than the 
person who can track your appoint­
ments and remind you of your com­
mitments. A good secretary can inter­
rupt the interrupters, bring an end to 
overlong conferences, and protect 
you from unnecessary time and ener­
gy demands. Hire the best secretary 
you can find, train her in the time 
preservation and management skills 
you need most, pay her well, and use 
her to full advantage. She will be your 
first line o f self-defense.
Learning to manage your time 
according to your ministry prior­
ities can save you several hours 
each week.
You needn’t be in the ministry long 
to understand that your personal 
study and devotional time, sermon 
preparation, and planning time are 
top priority matters. You discover just 
as quickly that these are often the ar­
eas that take a backseat to other 
things that cry louder and longer for 
attention.
The only way to solve that problem 
is to set some ministry priorities for
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yourself and stick to them no matter 
what else may make demands on 
your time and interest. Set a weekly 
calendar for yourself that hoards 
hours for study and sermon prepara­
tion. Have your secretary protect 
those hours by standing guard at your 
door if need be. Be firm in your re­
fusals to interrupt or misuse the 
hours you’ve set aside for your priori­
ties. Defer appointments until later in 
the day or week. Return phone calls 
after your priorities have been met.
If there are too many things that 
you absolutely feel you must do, be­
gin ranking those demands in order 
o f importance, and take care o f first 
things first. Anything left over at the 
end o f a reasonable day will wait until 
tomorrow.
A simple “To Do” list can be a 
tremendous tool f o r  keeping 
yourself on target through the 
week.
Many years ago I developed a sim­
ple form that has proven invaluable in 
keeping track o f all the things I ’ve 
needed to do. The list is printed in 
three columns on both sides o f a stan­
dard piece o f paper. It consists o f sev­
eral headings fo llow ed by an ade­
quate number o f blank spaces for 
listing items needing to be done. In 
front o f each space is a shorter space 
used to check o ff an item once it’s 
done. There are sections for planning; 
sermon and lesson preparation; tele­
phone calls, hospital calls, and home 
visits needing to be made; counsel­
ing, business, and staff appointments; 
office work; the scheduling o f church 
and community meetings; correspon­
dence; visitor follow-up; errands and 
trips to be made; community involve­
ment; housekeeping duties, record 
keeping, and other paperwork; and a 
large section for miscellaneous items 
that won’t fit anywhere else on the 
list.
As something comes up that you 
need to do, add it to your list. When 
it’s done, check it off. If the list o f 
time demands is long, you might 
want to prioritize items by number­
ing them 1-2-3, or labeling them A-B- 
C. Concentrate on first things first. 
Anything remaining to be done at the 
end o f the day can be moved to the 
top o f tom orrow ’s priorities. Any­
thing remaining at the end o f the 
week can be picked up next Monday 
morning.
People seldom  
recognize a 
nine-to-five 
work schedule 
for pastors.
It is also very helpful to learn 
to deal with things in as few  
steps as possible.
Make all your phone calls at one 
point in the day. Schedule meetings in 
close succession. This has the advan­
tage o f allowing you to move from 
one meeting to the next gracefully be­
cause other people are waiting. Han­
dle papers only once. When a letter 
comes in, make notes directly on it 
concerning your response, and give it 
to your secretary; don’t set it aside 
and pick it up several times before 
getting around to dealing with it. If a 
problem can be dealt with now, don’t 
put it off. Take action when action is 
required. When something has to be 
confronted, confront it. The more 
things you can move o ff your list ex­
peditiously, the more time you will 
have for other concerns that cannot 
be handled so simply.
Learn to be 
a good 
quarterback, 
and hand off 
the ball to 
someone else 
who can run 
with it.
Obtain and use some good time 
management tools, or make some 
that fit your particular needs.
I’ve found it helpful to have a daily 
planner that breaks the day up into 
15-minute segments. This can be 
managed by a secretary, who can re­
mind you at the beginning of the day 
what you have scheduled, and who 
can see where to fit other concerns 
into your schedule as they arise. The 
same sheet can give you a visual pic­
ture o f how you really use time if you 
will just record everything you do in 
those 15-minute time segments 
through a period  o f  one or tw o 
weeks. What you discover may sur­
prise you.
A weekly or monthly calendar is an 
essential tool. Without it, you may 
find yourself with gaps of time on the 
one hand and overlapping responsi­
bilities on the other.
Other forms that can be highly use­
ful are forms that allow you to keep 
track o f family contacts, recording 
when you visited and for what pur­
pose, and forms that let you track 
work delegated to staff or volunteers 
so that assignments don ’ t slip 
through the cracks.
Speaking o f  delegation, that 
can be one o f your biggest time 
and energy savers.
The truth is that you don’t have to 
do everything yourself. Some things 
require your attention most o f the 
time—things like preaching, or per­
haps crisis counseling—but other mat­
ters can be handled as easily by some­
one else. The first question you should 
ask yourself when faced with a de­
mand on your time is “Who else could 
do this?” Learn to be a good quarter­
back, and hand off the ball to someone 
else who can run with it. You don’t 
need to be the star of the show. If oth­
er people expect you to, you need to 
train them differently. Delegate what 
you can; do what you must.
Short-term and long-term plan­
ning are equally important as 
time management tools.
Goals determine your focus. Your 
focus determines your involvement 
and your investment. If you plan for 
the future and work your plan, you 
will have little difficulty determining 
what your present priorities ought to 
be. You will give the greater part o f 
your time and attention to those ef­
forts that will advance your goal. Sec­
ondary concerns will be easily recog­
nized and can be given to someone 
else to manage.
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Perhaps your greatest tool fo r  
effectively using you r time is 
your understanding o f people.
It’s a fact o f life that 20 percent o f 
the people will usually do 80 percent 
o f the work. You make best use o f 
your time by concentrating on those 
people who will accomplish the most 
for Christ and the church. Cultivate 
that marvelous “Top 20" in your con­
gregation, build strong relationships 
and deep levels o f trust, and employ 
those faithful few effectively in priori­
ty ministry. They will lift much of the 
load from  your shoulders, prove 
themselves worthy of your trust, and 
magnify your m inistry manyfold. 
There is no substitute for a group of 
faithful people linked together in min­
istry as the pastor sets the example 
and leads the way.
Your focus 
determines 
your 
involvement 
and your 
investment.
All o f the time maxims I listed at 
the beginning will prove themselves 
true again and again. If you’ve forti­
fied yourself with a few simple tools, 
you w ill overcome their influence. 
You have a choice: you can take 
charge o f time, or time w ill take 
charge o f you. 1
De-emphasize 
the Eloquence of 
Empty Chairs
It happens to all o f us at one time or another. It’s bound to happen again eventually. It’s awkward. 
It’s a little embarrassing. It can be so 
discouraging. There’s little we can do 
to completely avoid it. What is it? It’s 
that dreaded monster called “low  
turnout”—when the time to begin 
your small group is upon you, and 
most o f the chairs are empty. It ’s 
when you plan for 20, but 2 show up. 
It’s when you realize that those peo­
ple who said they’d be there aren’t— 
and w o n ’ t be. What then? What 
should you do, and what should you 
not do, to fight discouragement in 
yourself and to keep it from infecting 
those who did show up? Here are 
some suggestions:
1. DO keep a smile on your 
face, and be thankful for whoever 
did come. Let the people who came 
know how glad you are for their pres­
ence. The important ones are those 
who came, not those who didn’t.
2. DO focus on the few who  
came, reminding yourself how Je­
sus loves each one individually. 
This keeps you from fretting about 
the no-shows and allows you to bet­
ter meet the needs o f those who 
came.
3. DO take advantage of the in­
timate setting. Continue with your 
study, discussion, or lesson, but feel 
free to be creative. Create a cozier at­
mosphere. Tailor the meeting to the 
needs o f those who came. Allow for 
more personal discussion.
4. DO proceed with confidence 
and assurance. Your attitude w ill 
become infectious.
5. DO expect God to show up 
no matter who else doesn’t. His 
grace and Spirit are not proportional
by Mario M. Schalesky
Freelance writer,
Gilroy, California
to the number o f people at your gath­
ering.
6. DON’T make excuses for  
those who didn’t come. Don’t even 
mention the absences.
7. DON’T explain that there are 
usually more people at your 
meeting. This will only serve to dis­
courage yourself and others by point­
ing out the small turnout. More peo­
ple do not necessarily make a better 
meeting.
8. DO N ’T denigrate the no- 
shows for their absence. This only 
creates negative feelings. Keep a posi­
tive atmosphere.
9. DON’T postpone your start­
ing time, hoping for more people 
to show up. Start on time.
10. DON’T ever, ever apologize 
for low turnout. God can work as 
powerfully with a few as with many.
Most o f all, when the seeds o f dis­
couragement begin to plant them­
selves in your mind, remind yourself 
again that Jesus would have died for 
just one. As long as you yourself have 
shown up, there’s one who Christ 
loves and gave His life to save. If you 
are there, so is He—and that’s a ma­
jority! i?
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JOHN WESLEY AND THE 
MORAVIANS
by Herbert McGonigle 
(Ilkeston, Derbyshire, England:
Moorley’s Print and Publishing for 
the Wesley Fellowship)
Dr. Herbert McGonigle, principal of 
Nazarene Theological College in En­
gland and author o f a small book on 
The Arminianism of John Wesley, has 
cut new ground in Arminian-Wesleyan 
studies. By showing more conclusively 
than anyone else had that John Wesley 
actually read James Arminius’s writ­
ings, McGonigle has now published 
another paper, given at the meeting of 
the Wesley Fellowship in Britain. He 
was cofounder o f the fellowship in 
1985 w ith the late A. Skevington 
Wood, and he serves as chairperson.
This paper is now published in a 
booklet. John Wesley and the Mora­
vians chronicles Wesley’s relation­
ship with that Germany-originated 
group and their savory influence up­
on him and his brother Charles. It 
shows why Wesley did not merge his 
Methodists with them and why he fi­
nally parted company from them.
—by J. Kenneth Grider
THE POWER OF STORY: REDIS­
COVERING THE OLDEST, MOST 
NATURAL WAY TO REACH PEOPLE 
FOR CHRIST
by Leighton Ford with James Denney
(Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1994 
Pa()89-109-8518, $10.00)
From the Christian main menu, 
move to the subdirectory named 
“Evangelism.” You’ll discover a new 
file has been added. Somewhere be­
tween “Lifestyle Evangelism” and 
“Street Witnessing,” Dr. Leighton Ford 
has inserted a new file named “Narra­
tive Evangelism”—the act o f living and 
telling [God’s] story to other people.
The world and society are in such a 
state o f flux that there are incredible 
opportunities for a genuine spiritual 
revolution. Yet we find many o f the 
evangelistic methods, programs, and 
techniques outdated and unworkable. 
Christians feel frustrated. Dr. Ford of­
fers the encouragement: “If you have 
become a part o f the Story o f God, 
then you have a story to share with 
the people around you. They are ea­
ger to hear it. They are dying to hear 
it.”
Dr. Ford suggests that 2 Cor. 13:14
is God’s story in crystalline form: the 
love o f the Father, the grace o f the 
Son, and the fellowship o f the Holy 
Spirit. When G od’s story collides 
w ith my story, mine is called into 
question. As I reconsider my story, I 
may get caught up in God’s; that is 
conversation. As I experience God’s 
story— His love, grace, and fe llow ­
ship—in my own life, I am enabled to 
tell and model my story to others; 
that is narrative evangelism.
The Power of Story is less a how-to 
book than a you-can-do-it encourage­
ment. The case stories o f three individ­
uals—fictional composites—provide 
the framework upon which Dr. Ford 
develops his theme. “Ben” represents 
those “who have been robbed o f the 
love and security o f being parented.” 
Through the story o f the Father’s 
love—modeled and told—he is saved. 
“Judith” is into the New Age beliefs 
and is strongly biased against tradition­
al religion and religious people. As her 
boss models the grace o f the Son, she 
is drawn toward the Lord. “Darrell” 
grew up in a Christian home but found 
his boyhood faith crumble through 
traumatic challenges. A community o f 
nonjudgmental believers model the fel­
lowship o f the 
Holy Spirit and 
w in him back 
to Jesus. Real- 
life situations 
w ith plausible 
Christian re­
sponses gen­
uinely encour­
age us to tell 
our story.
—by Keith 
Jackson 
Missionary to 
Zambia, Africa
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Missions
A Lesson from Russia
by Timothy Tilmant
Freelance writer, 
Arlington, Virginia
The last couple of summers I have had the privilege of trav­eling to the form er Soviet 
Union with a religious organization. 
We distributed Bibles—and other liter­
ature. In my travels there, I was able 
to do many things, such as stand in a 
prayer circle on a street in old Riga, 
Latvia, with Russian soldiers sitting, 
watching us from just a few feet away. 
This experience alone seemed miracu­
lous, considering the fact that only a 
few years ago, such an event would 
have been broken up with people be­
ing clubbed over the head and/or be­
ing jailed as a best-case scenario.
I spent almost a week in Samara, 
Russia, on the Volga River, which for 
years had been a closed city because 
of its secret military-aircraft factories. 
One night our main translator, Tanya, 
in the hotel restaurant, told me how 
hers and all the p e o p le ’s eyes of 
Samara had been  opened to truth 
once their city opened up. She said, 
“It was as though we had been blind 
all those years, and then all of a sud­
den we could see.”
In Moscow, while handing out liter­
ature in the subway, I was pushed by 
a man who then tried to escort me 
away, along with my other colleagues. 
Later I learned that this man was a 
communist hard-line member of the 
parliament and had been instrumen­
tal in the legislature’s passage of a bill 
prohibiting missionary activity in Rus­
sia.
These experiences and many more 
deeply affected  me and made me 
think a lot about how I should be do­
ing more to present Christ to these 
and other people around the world. 
But I think the most indelible memo­
ry I took with me from the former 
USSR is the hunger I saw there for 
spiritual food.
Many days I would stand on a Rus­
sian street corner and give my litera­
ture away in a few minutes. Often 
grasping hands would be coming at 
me from all directions, and I would 
be squeezed by the crowd. It wasn’t 
always like this, but there was always 
some interest in what we were hand­
ing out. It is probably safe to say that 
we would be ignored on a street cor­
ner in an American city.
I know that some pastors in my de­
nomination here in America are at 
their wits’ end to get people to come 
to Sunday Sch oo l and ch u rch . It 
would seem that you practically have 
to beg people to attend. Many pastors 
are discouraged. Maybe Americans 
have everything they think they need, 
so they see no need for God.
It may have something to do with 
the word “persecution.” Americans 
can get religious materials any time 
they wish. They are free to go to any 
church and speak aloud publicly of 
their religious beliefs. Thousands of 
bookstores in the United States sell 
Christian literature. Even American li­
braries, despite the recent wave of 
political correctness, have volumes of 
Christian literature. This literature 
and so m uch m ore is available to 
Americans without the threat of be­
ing incarcerated or beaten over the 
head for participating in religious ac­
tivity.
Until recently, this has not been the 
case for Russians and people of the 
other republics.
An irony of human nature causes 
mankind to earnestly desire some­
thing when they’re told they can’t 
have it. More than that, though, it is a 
deep hunger for spiritual reality. Be­
lievers have suffered terrible persecu­
tion in communist countries and have 
endured torture, not because they 
were defiant, but because they loved 
truth and wanted it more than any­
thing else. They were willing to face 
the threat of brutal beatings and even
death in order to hold on to the trea­
sured truth.
Consider the exam ple o f Sergei 
Kourdakov, a leader of a terror squad 
in Russia in the 1970s. His job was to 
beat, terrorize, and arrest believers 
and confiscate their literature. During 
many of the raids on believers, Kour­
dakov recalls that often people would 
hold tightly to their literature even as 
they were being beaten mercilessly 
and som etim es dying from  th e ir  
wounds.
Houses would be ransacked; young 
men and women and old people alike 
would be smashed in their faces and 
other vital parts of their bodies and 
often left lying in pools of blood. In 
his book, Kourdakov describes one 
raid during which he grabbed a man 
about 65 years old and ripped his Bi­
ble from his hand. Kourdakov tore 
the pages out of the Bible and, at the 
sam e tim e, knocked  som e o f the 
m an’s tee th  out and sm ashed his 
nose. What did the believer do after 
this? Did he run to escape? Did he re­
taliate? No! He struggled back to his 
feet to grab the Bible from  Kour- 
dakov’s hand. Kourdakov wondered, 
“What kind of fool is this guy? He val­
ues this book more than he values his 
face.”'
In another situation, one young la­
dy nam ed Natasha Zhdanova was 
caught in raids on believers’ meetings 
three straight times. Despite severe 
beatings, she continued to attend se­
cret church meetings. Despite bone 
crushings and blood-splattering perse­
cution, she considered her faith more 
valuable than anything else in this 
life. She was only a young girl. She 
could have lived in peace with the 
state if she would have just dropped 
this religion thing.2
What am I suggesting here? Should 
we institute a police state so that our 
Christian faith and literature will be-
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Bewildered at 
Gate 21
come more precious to us, and we 
will become more resolutely devoted 
to our Lord? No! O f course not!
Praise God for our freedoms. Praise 
Him for all the wonderful resources 
that are at our disposal.
The early Christians had to face li­
ons, tigers, and bears, not to mention 
wooden crosses. The martyrs o f the 
Reformation period had to endure be­
ing burned at the stake. Those who 
dared to defy Nazis by refusing to ac­
cept their doctrine ended up before 
firing squads or dangling at the end o f 
a rope. And, o f course, not the last 
and certainly not the least in anti- 
Christian atrocities is the aforemen­
tioned former Soviet Union.
The most 
indelible 
memory I took 
with me from 
the former 
USSR is the 
hunger I saw  
there for 
spiritual food.
Don Feder, in his book A Jewish 
Conservative Looks at Pagan Ameri­
ca, suggests that the 73-year horror of 
Communism in the Soviet Union was 
no more than a divine object lesson. 
It illustrated graphically what kind of 
fate mankind would encounter in a 
godless world.3
I pray that America will not be the 
next great, but frightful, object lesson 
that the world has to learn. I pray that 
we will be like the persecuted Rus­
sians and value the Book and our faith 
more than we value our very own 
faces. if
1. Sergei Kourdakov, The Persecutor (O ld Tappan, 
N.J.: Fleming H. Revell, 1973), 176.
2. Ibid., 199.
3. Don Feder, A Jewish Conservative Looks at Pa­
gan America (Lafayette, La.: Huntington House Pub­
lishers, 1993), 54-55.
I am sitting in the Phoenix air­port as I write this article. I am trying to get home after a 
week o f doctoral studies. When I got 
to the airport, I learned that my flight 
was going to be delayed by about an 
hour. Considering the fact that the 
flight originally would get me home 
after midnight, I wasn’t that thrilled 
with the news.
While waiting at the gate, I got an 
idea o f trying to hop an earlier flight 
to a connecting city and possibly 
making it home sooner. So, I walked 
up to a gate that was boarding a flight 
to Albuquerque, New  Mexico. The 
young man behind the counter was 
messing w ith  some papers as I 
walked up and stood in front o f him. 
So, I stood there and just waited pa­
tiently.
I stood there . . . and stood there . . . 
and stood there. The fellow never did 
ask me if he could help. For that mat­
ter, he never even acknowledged my 
presence. Consequently, being the pa­
tient person that I am, I grabbed the 
flight schedule o ff the counter and 
proceeded to find out for myself 
whether I could make a connecting 
fligh t. I walked away from that 
counter without that gate agent ever 
saying two words to me.
Here is the reason I tell you my tale 
o f woe. I realize that I have met that 
gate agent before. Not that particular 
gate agent, but other people just like 
him—and I ’ve met them in church.
They are the peop le I run into 
whenever I visit other churches on 
vacations and trips. They are the peo­
ple who treat me with benign neglect 
because I am a stranger. I am not one 
of their family.
by Russell Hosey
Pastor,
Sherman, Texas
Now, listen to me carefully: If we at 
church treat new visitors, especially 
unchurched visitors, like that young 
gate agent treated me, how do you 
think they feel? Will they think that 
they matter to us? Or that we want to 
help them or make them fee l at 
home?
The young man didn’t growl at me. 
He didn’t say anything rude to me. He 
didn’t tell me to go away. He neglect­
ed me. The result was the same. I left 
and didn’t come back. That is exactly 
what visitors will do in our churches 
if we neglect them.
Think seriously about them this 
Sunday as you gather for worship. 
Those strangers that you meet in the 
hallways, those people in the next 
pew that you don’t know—they have 
stepped up to your counter for help. 
What message are you going to give 
them?
By the way, after I finished writing 
this article and finally boarded my 
plane, ironically I read the following 
in one o f the airline magazines they 
stick in the back o f the seats: Rule 
No. 1 — “I f  we don’t take care o f our 
customers, somebody else will. ” if
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Pastor's Personal Growth
God Doesn't Care About 
Our Socks
by Pam Grossman
Chaplain, Miami, Florida
I have a d eligh tfu l daughter w ho, in h er sh ort life , has taught me more about God’s 
heart of love for us than all the spiri­
tual books and theology courses in 
the world.
A few months ago, this seven-year- 
old played a p art in a ch ild re n ’s 
choral cantata w here she was one 
fuzzy member of a flock of sheep. 
The costumes were simple: all-white 
clothes and four long black socks, 
one for each limb. The children all 
w orked very hard, learning their 
songs, learning their acting lines, 
learning choreography, and then 
stringing them all together into the 
right sequence. Months of rehearsal 
went into this, along with hours of 
home practice with audiotapes.
When the big night came, my little 
girl was excited beyond words. She 
wanted to do well for the chorus, for 
the members of our church, and for 
her parents to be proud of her. As I 
got her to the performance and all 
dressed in her sheep’s clothing, she 
was one of a number of bubbling chil­
dren, bouncing around the sanctuary 
in anticipation of the event. Just as I
sent her off to the staging area before 
the cantata, I noticed that her leg 
socks had fallen down around her an­
kles wrongly. I told her to pull them 
up. I then went on up to the balcony 
to tend the videotape camera, which 
was my job for this production.
As she marched down one of the 
aisles singing the entrance music and 
stomped up to the platform to take 
her place, I found myself riveted with 
horror. She had not pulled up her 
socks! She stood up there, among all 
the other sheep, with her “legs of 
lamb” eight inches shorter than every­
one else’s. I was horrified. I was total­
ly embarrassed. I could not under­
stand why the musical director didn’t 
stop the production right there and 
scream out, “Hey! You! Grossman kid, 
pull your socks up to your knees like 
everyone else!” The error just glared 
at me.
For som e reason, that was all I 
could see of my daughter’s perfor­
mance, let alone the rest of the chil­
dren. I actually remember working to 
keep the camera angles such that her 
legs would not show in the tape.
Totally lost on me was the wonder­
ful evangelistic message of the canta­
ta, the fine p erfo rm an ces o f the 
soloists, the glorious freshness of the 
children’s singing. Basically, I missed 
the whole show!
About 30 minutes into the produc­
tion, this terrible flaw exposed itself 
even to my daughter’s oblivious view. 
She quickly stooped down in the mid­
dle of the production and pulled up 
her socks.
I was furious. “Finally!” I thought. 
“This is just about finished, and she fi­
nally gets the costume straight! Boy, 
I’ll have a thing or two to say about 
this when I get to her!” And so on it 
went to the end of the program.
But do you know what? God is very 
good. When the program was over, 
the audience clapped and hooted and 
encouraged the hardworking cast, 
cheering them on in their apprecia­
tion. I did so myself. As I came down 
from the rafters and passed through 
the crowds to get to the front of the 
church, people came up to compli­
ment my daughter’s solo and perfor­
m ance. Folks just crowded around 
the children to praise their efforts. So 
much work! So much practice. And it 
all went so well!
I stopped a moment to pause, and 
to think, and to pray. Right there, 
halfway down the aisle of my church, 
I had to sit down a moment to deal 
with the conviction that came over 
my heart. What was I doing? What 
was I thinking?
Here I was, about to greet my child 
after all this—all this work and effort, 
all those songs learned rightly, a solo 
performed rightly, dances mastered 
rightly, and most important, a won­
derful gospel message delivered in 
music ministry beautifully—and all I 
could think about were socks? What 
in the world was I thinking? Oh, boy!
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I had missed something critical here. 
God had just enough time to set me 
straight before I’d deeply wounded 
my child.
By the time I got to her and she 
rushed into my arms to ask, “How did 
I do? Did you like it?” I was able truly 
and sincerely to hug and kiss and 
praise her efforts.
Socks w ere the 
fu rth est thing 
from  my mind.
We w ent out to 
eat later. That 
evening is a cher­
ished m em ory 
now.
Later on, God 
came back to this 
w ith me in 
prayer. I learned 
a lesson of great 
hope and encour­
agem ent. It is 
simply this.
My child had done 99 things right 
and 1 thing wrong. My mind’s eye fo­
cused on the single flaw in the perfor­
mance “perfection” of my daughter. 
This is what’s called being a “critical 
parent” in some forms of counseling. 
And I fell into the trap—hook, line, 
and sinker.
I didn’t mean to do this. We seldom 
do. It’s just something we pick up, 
generally from the way we are parent- 
ed ou rselves. Like som e g en etic  
curse, we pass it along through the 
generations. Mine were critical par­
ents. Hard to please. Perfection was 
required, and often not even that was 
adequate for unconditional praise. 
Praise was often, “Well, that was real­
ly pretty good, but . . . ” Did you have 
parents like that too? It’s sad that we 
so often make such things into family 
traditions.
What is worse is that so often as 
Christians we transfer this parental at­
tribute to God as our Father. We think 
He sees us this way. We think we 
must be p erfect to be pleasing to 
Him. Even then, we know He sees 
flaws that must spoil His pleasure. So, 
often we don’t even wait on the Holy 
Spirit to convict us of our flaws, but 
we take His p lace, criticizing and 
downstating our efforts to do good 
things, until we feel we must con­
stantly try harder just to stay ahead of 
the score o f self-criticism  we have 
mounted up against ourselves.
Heaven forbid we actually do find a 
legitim ate flaw or shortcom ing in 
some effort. In that case, we can to­
tally devalue everything we did, every 
effort we made, every bit of the at­
tempt simply to be pleasing to our Fa­
ther in light of our failure.
This was a very special prayer time 
for me. For the 
Father carefully 
took the hand of 
this small King­
dom child  and 
taught very clear­
ly and distinctly: 
“God d o esn ’t 
care  about our 
socks.”
I don't know if 
that w ill really 
make sense to 
you, but it spoke 
volum es to me. 
God is not nearly 
so concerned about our getting it all 
right as that we would simply relax 
and learn to enjoy His love.
Only when I backed up from my 
own pettiness and entered into the 
heart of my child did I see the joyful 
big picture of her work and ministry 
accomplishment. She had tried her ut­
most to be pleasing to God, to her 
choir mates, to her church, and to her 
parents. She invested herself fully in 
the attempt and was a part of a won­
derful ministry event. It just doesn’t 
get any better than that! This was not 
the Vienna Boys Choir, but a small- 
church children’s choir. The point 
was not the performance, but the love 
and the relationships built and grown 
in the service and honor of God.
That was what my daughter most 
recently taught me of God’s heart. 
God does not measure His value of 
our efforts by the merit of the perfor­
mance. Rather, His Father’s heart is 
moved to joy when we invest our­
selves to serve Him and one another, 
building love and relationships in the 
process.
Socks just don’t enter into it at all.
So, the next time you are tempted 
to put yourself down because you’ve 
found a flaw in your performance, or 
perhaps you find yourself distracted by 
the loving efforts of someone else be­
cause you see a place where they may 
be less than perfect, just think of my 
daughter’s socks. Remember that God 
may not even be noticing them. if
It's sad that we 
so often make 
such things 
into family 
traditions.
You 
Can't 
Please 
People 
All the 
Time
by Rick Davis
Pastor,
Midlothian, Texas
I had just preached my first sermon in the pul­pit of my first full-time 
church. Most people in the re­
ception line afterward spoke 
encouraging words. However, 
one elderly lady stopped my 
self-congratulation.
“One thing, young m an,” 
she said, squinting through 
her granny glasses. “In our 
pulpit, we do not tell jokes. 
We do not have funny preach­
ers.”
That night my second ser­
mon in this sober pulpit con­
tained nothing remotely hu­
m orous. I w aited  in the 
reception line for my critic  
and asked, “W hat did you 
think of this sermon?”
“Ju st like all the o th er 
p reachers,” she sniffed, “no 
sense of humor.” $
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A Wounded Pastor’s 
Rescue
I was putting away my sermon n otes one night a fter the evening serv ice  w hen I no­
ticed a light under the door of an el­
der’s office. I wasn’t surprised. As a 
volunteer staff member, this elder of­
ten put in long hours at the church. I 
decided to pop my head in to say 
good night. When I opened the door, 
I was left speechless. There sat the 
entire elder church board, meeting in 
an unscheduled, secret mission.
“Uh, hi,” I said, groping for words.
Equally unnerved by my chance 
discovery of the meeting, the elders’ 
faces blanched, conveying both em­
barrassment and guilt. After a few mo­
ments of awkward small talk, I ex­
cused myself and hurried out of the 
ch u rch . I knew  my days in that 
church, and maybe in ministry, were 
coming to an end.
Beware of Sheep Dismissed from  
the Fold
I had a ccep ted  the call to this 
church with zeal and optimism. Re­
covering from the devastation of a 
pastor’s moral lapse, this church, by 
the time I arrived, had shrunk from 
800 to 175 members.
I threw myself into the work. My 
wife and I soon fell in love with the 
people. Emotionally I was on a high. 
The ch u rch  began to rev erse its 
course. Within four years, attendance 
reached 400, and the past wounds ap­
peared to be healing.
About this time, two families began 
visiting from another church. They 
were candid about the fact that the 
board of their previous church had 
asked them to leave. I didn’t ask any 
questions. Looking back now, howev­
er, I wish I had.
At first the new families were sup­
portive and en th u sia stic . They 
seemed overjoyed to have found a 
church hom e—a congregation that 
would love and accept them. They 
quickly volunteered to serve. Within
by Jim Amandus with Bob Moeller
Freelance Writer,
Libertyville, Illinois
one year both men were elected to 
the elder board.
I had felt a vague discomfort with 
each family. They seem ed to have 
trou ble accep tin g  o th er p e o p le ’s 
shortcomings. They displayed little 
patience or tolerance with those not 
meeting their standards.
O ne o f the men in p articu lar 
seemed to have trouble staying in the 
sam e jo b . A p attern  o f c o n flic t  
seemed to appear with each of his 
employers. He would have an initial 
confrontation with a supervisor over 
what he claimed were ethical short­
cuts or com prom ises. Refusing to 
yield to his boss’s authority or compa­
ny policy, he would eventually resign 
and move on. It was always their fault 
he left the company, never his. Later I 
discovered he had a similar pattern 
with pastors in the churches he had 
attended.
As these men gained influence, the 
church atm osphere seem ed to be 
marked by suspicion and tension. My 
wife was the first to see the implica­
tions of the rigidity creeping into the 
congregation.
“Jim, we re not going to last very 
long in this climate,” she observed.
I shrugged off her comment, be­
lieving I could work out any problem 
that might arise. After all, we were all 
reasonable people, committed to do­
ing God’s work in God’s way.
During this time, a couple from our
church had separated, and, despite 
our efforts to bring reconciliation, 
filed for divorce. The wife left the 
church; the husband stayed on. Hurt­
ing and in need of fellow ship, he 
turned to our singles group.
Immediately, one of the new elders 
objected.
“Our singles ministry is for people 
who have never married or are wid­
owed,” he argued, “not for people go­
ing through a divorce.
“Furtherm ore, I d on ’t think he 
should be allow ed to sing in the 
choir. If we expect God to bless our 
church, w e’ve got to maintain our 
standards.”
“Frank,” I replied, “this person nei­
ther committed adultery nor deserted 
his spouse. I don’t believe in divorce 
any m ore than you do. But h e ’s a 
member of the body, and we need to 
reach out to him at this critical point 
in his life.”
The elder was unyielding. The man 
had to leave the singles group and the 
choir—now. He received support for 
his hard line from the other new el­
der.
“I’m concerned about the purity of 
our church, aren’t you, Pastor?” the 
second elder asked.
From that day forward, a hairline 
fracture emerged between those two 
elders and myself. It would eventually 
grow into a San Andreas Fault of dis­
trust and acrimony.
These two men managed to con­
vince the rest of the elders. I was in­
structed to relay the news to the di­
vorced man that he could no longer 
attend the singles group or sing in the 
choir.
I felt caught in the middle. I was 
spending significant time with the 
man, trying to encourage him. But I 
was also accountable to the elder 
board.
I balked at the thought of hitting 
him with such hard news with no 
warning. When I did meet with him, I
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softened the news by telling him that, 
due to his divorce, there were con­
cerns about his church involvement. 
But I stopped short of saying he was 
forbidden from taking part in the two 
groups.
When I reported on my conversa­
tion, the two elders were upset. They 
insisted I meet with him again and 
tell him exactly what had been decid­
ed. I apologized for failing to commu­
nicate the elders’ decision clearly.
“Forgiveness granted,” one of them 
said.
At a nearby restaurant, I met the di­
vorced man for coffee. I told him the 
elders’ decision.
“They’re saying I ’m unclean,” he 
said, his head bowed. “That hurts, 
Jim. I’m crushed.”
I wished I had some words to say. 
After a long silence, he said, “Maybe 
it would be better if I attended anoth­
er church.”
“I hope you stay with us,” I said, 
“but I can understand why you’d feel 
otherwise.”
He did stop coming to our church, 
but my wife and I continued to invite 
him over to our house.
All appeared to be fine with the el­
ders until three months later. During 
a m eeting , one o f the tw o men 
looked straight at me and said, “Jim, 
I’m concerned that you have a charac­
ter problem.”
“What is it?” I asked.
n i ^  |||a^
The bottom 
line: a minister 
is a terrible 
thing to waste.
“I think you’re a habitual liar,” he 
said in a matter-of-fact voice. “Not on­
ly that, I think your eight-year-old son 
may be picking it up from you.”
I was flabbergasted. Though I didn’t 
react outwardly, several m inutes 
elapsed before I recovered my inner 
composure. I had never considered 
myself perfect, but this was the first 
time anyone had questioned my basic 
integrity.
I thought th e  situ ation  th ree 
months earlier was resolved. But I
could see it wasn’t. While forgiveness 
had been granted, trust had not. I 
could understand the basis of the crit­
icism of me, but the charge against 
my son was unfounded.
The seriousness of the situation be­
gan to sink in. These men were true 
to “the letter of the law” but knew 
nothing o f grace, forgiveness, and 
love. I began to fear the future.
A Prisoner in My Own Parish
Only a few weeks after this trau­
matic confrontation, I stumbled onto 
the elders in secret session.
W hen we m et for a sched u led  
meeting a week later, I expressed to 
them my deep hurt and disappoint­
ment over their actions.
“Gentlemen,” I began, “I’ve always 
believed  that we could  w ork out 
problems openly and honestly. What 
you did — m eetin g  w ith ou t me — 
lacked integrity.”
The elders apologized. But our rela­
tionship became increasingly strained. 
I found myself analyzing my every 
word, w hether in private conversa­
tion or from the pulpit. I documented 
everything — from  m em os to an­
nou ncem ents to te lep h o n e calls. 
Rightly or wrongly, I felt like a prison­
er in my own church. Joy and free­
dom vanished from ministry.
Sadly, the congregation knew little 
or nothing of this. And, as tensions 
mounted, my passion for preaching 
diminished. I was too emotionally dis­
tracted to give my best to the congre­
gation.
I found it demeaning to sit in my 
office like a lonely soldier entrenched 
in hostile territory, keeping logs and 
checking records. Struggling to sur­
vive sapped my energy. Trying to pro­
tect myself from the next surprise at­
tack on my character consumed my 
working and waking hours.
The siege mentality was taking its 
toll. I was losing my self-confidence 
and my desire to be a pastor.
My wife’s response was blunt. “Jim, 
put your resume together.” Furious at 
the treatment I was receiving, and 
livid at the accusations made against 
our children, she was ready to pack 
our bags and leave.
I stumbled on, though, hoping to 
find my way out of the stalemate.
Now You See Him, Now You Don’t
Though everyone agreed we should 
work through the problem, we were
unable to find a solution. The trust 
level reached depression-era lows 
when the elders requested I take a 
sabbatical—immediately.
The next Sunday one of the elders 
stood before the congregation and 
simply announced I would be taking 
a leave of absence. No further expla­
nations were offered. No questions 
from the membership were allowed. 
One Sunday I was in the pulpit; the 
next Sunday I wasn’t.
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This was the 
first time 
anyone had 
questioned my 
basic integrity.
I rem em ber thinking, I ’m being  
treated exactly like my divorced  
friend. It hurts to feel like an impuri­
ty
The next Saturday, sitting in the liv­
ing room, the terrible reality struck. 
Turning to my wife, I said, “Lori, to­
morrow’s Sunday. Where are we go­
ing to church?”
Our forced  ex ile  had driven us 
from our spiritual home. We were no 
longer welcome among the people to 
whom we had given our lives for al­
most six years. We held each other 
and cried.
When individuals from the church 
would call and ask, “W hat’s going 
on?” all I could say was, “A situation 
has arisen between the elders and me 
w e’re trying to resolve. If you want 
more specifics, call them.”
I didn’t want to open myself to the 
charge I was talking behind the el­
ders’ backs.
Those who did call the elders were 
given little information. As a matter of 
policy, the elders had decided not to 
comment on the situation.
If not for the Psalms, the stress of 
the situation would have crushed me. 
Those emotionally poetic words were 
my lifeline to God during those dark 
days. I grew in my empathy and un­
derstanding of David as I memorized 
many of his songs.
My pain was sometimes so intense
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I would repeat a particular psalm at 
five-minute intervals throughout the 
entire day. That discipline kept me 
from giving in to the overpowering 
desire to retaliate, to vindicate myself. 
Instead, I found the peace of mind to 
trust God for justice to prevail.
In one last attempt to save the situ­
ation, we approached the leaders of a 
large and influential church that had 
ties to our congregation. We asked if 
they would be willing to act as media­
tors. They readily agreed and sent 
two men from their staff to meet with 
the elders and myself.
The tw o elders prom ptly listed 
their grievances. I didn’t challenge 
their accusations but opted instead to 
take an open and conciliatory stance.
I admitted I had mishandled the di­
vorce controversy. I confessed that I 
had failed to follow the eld ers’ in­
structions on my first visit. I asked for 
their forgiveness.
By approaching the situation with 
humility and openness, I had hoped a 
similar response from my antagonists 
would follow. I was wrong.
After listening to both sides, the 
mediators promised to return with 
their recommendations in a few days. 
But when they handed down their 
verdict, I was stunned. They recom­
mended I enter a probationary period 
for a year or so. They thought this 
would allow the elders to continue to 
observe me to rebuild trust. After the 
cooling-off period, the elders and I 
could work together to decide my fu­
ture at the church.
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I stumbled onto 
the elders in 
secret session.
Their decision was a crushing ham- 
merblow. It felt as if they were swat­
ting flies with two-by-fours.
I weighed my options. None ap­
peared good. Either I could accept 
the probationary period and try stay­
ing on at the church, which meant 
submitting to the control of the two 
elders, or I could resign. Even if I did 
subm it, there was no guarantee I 
cou ld  stay on. T hey had already 
warned me that my reinstatem ent
would require a long period of obser­
vation b efo re  m aking a d ecisio n  
about my future at the church.
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Joy and 
freedom 
vanished from 
ministry.
I responded by saying, “G entle­
men, I don’t think there’s anything I 
could do in a reasonable period of 
time to rebuild your trust in me. I’ve 
acknowledged my shortcomings, I ’ve 
confessed my sins, and I’ve asked for 
forgiveness. I will honor your recom­
mendation. But if we were going to 
turn a corner, I believe we would 
have done so by now. Even with a 
leave of absence, I don’t sense there’s 
any willingness from you to move on 
and rebuild the relationships.”
I knew then that my ministry there 
was finished. At that point, I didn’t re­
ally care. My wife, my children, and I 
were all out of gas. The gauge mea­
suring our desire to remain in min­
istry was on empty.
The Days After
As the “sabbatical” neared its end, I 
notified the elder board of my inten­
tion to resign. Their response sur­
prised me. They asked me not to 
leave, which I thought strange, con­
sidering their lack of confidence in 
my ministry and character.
The mediators also encouraged me 
not to leave. But my family and I had 
had enough. We simply couldn’t go 
on. I went ahead and gave official no­
tice of my resignation.
In leaving, I experienced the same 
emotions often felt at a funeral—loss, 
confusion, sorrow. Only in my case, 
no service was ever allowed for ei­
th er ou rselves or our friend s to 
grieve. The elders refused my last re­
quest to share a farew ell message 
with the congregation. They told me 
they couldn’t take a chance on what I 
might say from the pulpit. So with lit­
tle or no explanation, I disappeared 
from the congregation.
I lost more than a job. I had lost my 
place of worship, my friends, and my
identity as a pastor all at once. It was 
a low point, perhaps the lowest, of 
my entire life.
Our first decision after resigning 
was to put our house on the market. 
It sold the first day.
Knowing that our time in the area 
was coming to an end, I decided to 
lift the news blackout. Meeting with 
close friends and supporters from the 
church, we relayed our ordeal. I made 
an attem pt to be as ob jective as I 
could about what had gone on. I ad­
mitted that I was partially to blame. I 
shared that I had blind spots and 
weaknesses in my life. But I couldn’t 
say I was a habitual liar. Deep in my 
soul, I knew it wasn’t so.
Come Here, Go Away
Now that I had resigned, I felt 
ripped down the middle. On the one 
hand, I still loved people, loved the 
congregation, and loved God. But on 
the other hand, I couldn’t stand the 
local church.
In all the confusion and hurt that 
followed, I told myself I never wanted 
to pastor another church. My ambiva­
lence became obvious in my search 
for a new job.
Though I would send out my re­
sume, as soon as I would receive a let­
ter of interest, I would trash it. I just 
cou ldn’t bring m yself to fill out a 
questionnaire or return a telephone 
call from any search committee.
I wasn’t about to give anyone the 
right to scrutinize my life again. I 
painted all church leaders with one 
broad brush: pseudopious, judgmen­
tal, uncaring, hypocritical.
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The siege 
mentality was 
taking its toll.
God continued to work in my life, 
however. My first crucial step back to 
ministry was a heart-to-heart conver­
sation with my father. We had moved 
in temporarily with my parents until 
we could locate new em ploym ent 
and housing.
“Jim, I know you’ve been hurt bad­
ly by w hat’s happened to you,” he 
said. “But don’t leave the ministry just
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yet. God has His hand on you. Your 
gifts, education, and talents are too 
great to be discarded. Give it some 
more time before you make a final de­
cision.”
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The gauge 
measuring our 
desire to remain 
in ministry was 
on empty.
I had always respected my father. 
His advice that day touched a respon­
sive chord in my heart, broken as it 
was. Though apprehensive, I decided 
to give God a few m ore w eeks to 
change my mind. If  nothing hap­
pened, I would say good-bye to min­
istry.
Taking Up Residence
A few days later, a close friend con­
tacted me with a surprising proposal. 
His pastor, Chuck Wickman, was initi­
ating a new program in their church, 
a pastor in residence. It was targeted 
at restoring pastors who were disillu­
sioned and hurting because of a bad 
church experience.
I wanted to know more, and, with­
in a few days, Pastor Wickman called, 
inviting me to lunch.
C huck’s easygoing, soft-spoken 
manner immediately resonated in my 
soul. Over lunch I learned that his in­
terest in wounded pastors was more 
than th e o re tica l. He h im self had 
twice left the ministry after difficult 
parish  e x p e rie n ce s . His sp irit, 
though, had been tenderized by those 
hard en co u n ters . As w e talked, I 
couldn't help but recall my father’s 
prediction that God might still have a 
place for me in ministry.
Besides wanting to empathize with 
hurting pastors, however, Chuck had 
another motive. It grew out of his one 
overriding conviction: a pastor is a 
terrible thing to waste.
Crisis experiences, such as the one 
I endured, that drove so many minis­
ters from the local church perm a­
nently, grieved him.
“It’s a tragic squandering of the re­
sources of the kingdom of God,” he 
said.
He had done extensive research in 
exploring the reasons why pastors 
leave the ministry. “My goal is to find 
a way to stop the hemorrhaging of 
talent, experience, and ability from 
the local church,” he said. “I’m deter­
mined to reclaim highly trained, com­
petent, and caring individuals for min­
istry.”
His invitation to enter the pastor in 
res id en ce  program  was like oil 
poured on my wounds.
Less than three months after I had 
left my church humiliated and bitter, I 
was preparing to reenter the ministry 
as a pastor in residence. I was by no 
means agreeing to accep t another 
church if offered one, but I was tak­
ing the first step in that direction.
Preparing the Way Before Me
I w as nervous about v isiting 
Chuck’s church, Christ Community 
Church in Monrovia, California, for 
the first time. What would I say if 
people asked why I was there? Would 
I have to tell them about my past? 
Would I still be welcome if they knew 
the whole story?
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I had lost my 
place of 
worship, my 
friends, and my 
identity as a 
pastor all at 
once.
Chuck had anticipated those ques­
tions. He assured me he would make 
the proper introductions and explana­
tions. If any contact had to be made 
with my prior church, he promised to 
be the lia ison  b etw een  the two 
groups.
I had expected a church initiating a 
pastor in residence program to be 
much larger. But on a good Sunday, 
Christ Community ran no more than 
150 people. They didn’t own their 
own building; they rented the local 
YMCA.
I soon realized my initial fears were 
unjustified. The whole atmosphere of 
the church, including the worship 
service, was casual, easygoing, like 
Chuck. After he introduced me that 
m orning, the entire congregation 
broke out in spontaneous applause. 
The sound of their clapping over­
whelmed me. Standing there, fighting 
back tears, I absorbed the love and 
acceptance I needed so badly. It was 
another significant healing moment.
Chuck did one more thing to pre­
pare my way. He told the elder board 
they had only one responsibility to­
ward me—to be my friend. I chose to 
share with them the circumstances 
behind my resignation.
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Would I still 
be welcome if 
they knew the 
whole story?
I discovered how therapeutic it 
was to articulate my pain to a group 
that accepted me. Most of them had 
come out of a church where they had 
w itnessed co n flict and infighting. 
They understood my sorrow, and, 
w ithout having to say so, gave me 
permission to grieve in their pres­
ence.
’Tis a Gift to Be Simple
The structure of the pastor in resi­
dence program was sim ple. I was 
asked to make a six-month to one- 
year commitment to the church. In 
addition, I was instructed to raise my 
own financial support. Chuck would 
assist me in sending out a fund-raising 
letter to my friends and family. Finally,
I would serve as a m em ber o f the 
staff and m eet with Chuck once a 
week.
Beyond that, I was not expected to 
carry any formal ministry responsibili­
ties at the church. My time was my 
own. If I needed help or counseling 
in any particular area, the church 
promised to match me with the ap­
propriate resources. I was free to do 
as much or as little as I wished.
Because I had previous training in 
Christian education, I began by help-
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ing the Sunday School superintendent 
arrange classes and curriculum. Be­
sides keeping me busy, it quietly re­
minded me that I still had something 
to offer the local church.
I realized I needed to deal with the 
unresolved anger I carried from my 
previous church. Throwing resumes 
in the trash can was no long-term so­
lution.
I sought the help o f an individual in 
the church finishing his master’s de­
gree in counseling at a local seminary. 
He graciously took me on without 
charge. The fiery outrage still rum­
bling within slowly died out.
My highest hurdle was forgiving 
the men who had hurt me. I ago­
nized. Part o f me wanted to forgive 
them; another part wanted revenge.
But over time, I released, bit by bit, 
the bitterness. As I did, the chains of 
resentment snapped. Jesus’ words 
about pardoning someone “seventy 
times seven” took on special meaning 
(Matt. 18:22, KJV). It was my duty to 
forgive my tormentors, even those 
who had labeled me a liar.
A Heavyweight Title
The pastor in residence program 
returned to me several things I had 
lost.
First, and perhaps most important, 
was the integrity that goes with the ti­
tle o f pastor.
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Standing there, 
fighting back 
tears, I 
absorbed the 
love and accep­
tance I needed 
so badly.
When a pastor is stripped of his of­
fice and forced to pursue other work, 
he can face a credibility problem. If a 
search committee asks, “What are you 
currently doing?” it’s awkward to re­
spond by saying, “I ’m selling insur­
ance,” or “I don’t have a job.”
The title o f pastor in residence re­
stored some dignity. I was a pastor ap­
plying for another pastorate, not an 
outcast trying to get a foot in the 
door.
Second, the pastor in residence 
program offered me a safe place to 
sort out my feelings toward the min­
istry. Chuck said, “Jim, I want to give 
you time to make a good decision 
about future local church ministry, 
not a decision based on financial pres­
sures, isolation, or a sense that no 
one cares.”
By sending out approximately 40 
letters w ith  a cover letter from  
Chuck, our financial needs were met. 
The support poured in. Each letter, 
each check, each note o f encourage­
ment was more than a financial gift. It 
was a vote I should stay in the min­
istry. These votes felt like a landslide 
victory.
The gifts from members o f our for­
mer church meant the most to us. 
They affirmed that our ministry there 
had not been in vain. Since we had 
never had an official good-bye, it gave 
many people an opportunity to ex­
press their affection.
The confirmation we experienced 
was more than financial. Christ Com­
munity also helped restore my sense 
o f self-esteem. Little by little, I quit 
berating myself. People came along­
side and said, “Jim, you are a pastor. 
You have a pastor’s heart. You can do 
it.” That helped me see myself as a 
pastor once again.
After six months at Christ Commu­
nity, I boarded a plane for a job inter­
view. Because o f my unique role at 
Christ Community Church, I was able 
to say to the search committee, “I ’ll 
be as open as you wish about my past 
situation. But if you feel you need 
more information, call Chuck Wick- 
man. He knows the whole story, and 
he’ll be glad to discuss any aspect o f 
it with you.’’With nothing to hide and 
a strong reservoir o f supporters back 
at the church, my confidence level 
rose dramatically.
Though that church proved not to 
be the right place for us, my wife and 
I, as we were flying home, looked at 
each other and said, “We did it. We 
actually went and interviewed for a 
church.”
I likened the experience to having 
a cast removed from your arm after a 
football injury. Your first hit on the 
line tells you whether or not you’re
back in the game. After that first in­
terview, I knew I was ready to play 
again. It felt good.
The final benefit o f the pastor in 
residence program was the opportu­
nity to improve my conflict-manage- 
ment skills.
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I still had 
something to 
offer the local 
church.
One day I said to Chuck, “I’m still 
an angry person. I believe part o f it is 
that I’ve never been taught how to re­
solve conflict. I internalize problems 
and blame myself way too much. ”
Chuck directed me to a series o f 
tapes by the Alban Institute on 
church conflict, with material pre­
pared by Norman Shawchuck. I de­
voured the tapes. What was meant to 
take months to study I completed in a 
week. The tapes showed me alterna­
tive ways to handle conflict, each of 
which has its own unique conse­
quences.
The Wounded Healer
The day came when I was ready to 
leave the program. I accepted the call 
to my present church with newfound 
confidence.
About a year after I was settled in, I 
realized there might be other minis­
ters who had left the ministry who 
needed the pastor in residence pro­
gram. When I met a pastor in the area 
whose story sounded remarkably sim­
ilar to mine, I knew it was time to re­
pay the favor that Chuck had done for 
me.
Not feeling the need to be original, 
I took Chuck’s ideas and implement­
ed them here.
When a skeptical board member 
asked, “How much is this pastor in 
residence program going to set us 
back?” the answer was, “Not a pen­
ny.”
And like Chuck’s program, individu­
als can do as little or as much as they 
wish. We make available a number o f 
personality inventories and tests to 
help them identify the emotional 
problems with which they may be
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struggling. If they feel the need for a 
counselor, we make certain they are 
matched with a caring, competent 
therapist. In addition, we make retreat 
centers available to a husband and 
wife where they can be alone with 
God and sort out the big questions.
The first man to go through our 
program decided to enter a different 
vocation. That was fine with me. I re­
joiced that he was able to make that 
decision in a safe, caring environ­
ment. He’s an evangelist at heart with 
incredible gifts in that area. His future 
plans may include bivocational min­
istry, and learning a trade is a first 
step in that direction.
While you can’t program love, you 
can communicate love through a pro­
gram. That’s what the pastor in resi­
dence does.
One fascinating, unforeseen side ef­
fect o f the program is that we now 
have five former pastors in our con­
gregation. The word has gotten out 
that we are a safe place for hurting 
ministers to hang out and recover.
I'm delighted that we re seen as a se­
cure haven.
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I knew it was 
time to repay 
the favor that 
Chuck had 
done for me.
It took time for our board to learn 
why bad church experiences leave pas­
tors devastated. They were accus­
tomed to the business world, where 
losing and finding jobs are a way of life.
I’ve helped them to see that when 
a pastor loses his church, he loses 
more than a job. He loses his min­
istry, his identity, and his support sys­
tem all at once. Our board members
now have a sensitivity and compas­
sion to pastors who go through that 
awful experience.
A Christianity Today Gallup poll re­
vealed 30 percent o f Protestant clergy 
think often about leaving the min­
istry. In his doctoral research, Chuck 
Wickman found that 48 percent o f 
those who do leave the ministry want 
to return to it.
My bottom line for continuing the 
program is this: it costs a church very 
little to restore a pastor who has so 
much already invested in him. He is the 
product of literally thousands o f dollars 
spent on education, years in training, 
and invaluable years of experience.
Like Chuck, I too believe it is a ter­
rible squandering o f divine resources 
to waste a trained, gifted, and talent­
ed pastor.
Sometimes it is the shepherd, not 
the sheep, who needs to be returned 
to the fold.
Reprinted with permission from Leadership maga­
zine (Winter 1993).
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Pastor: Do You Have 
Your Prayer Partners Yet?
by Mark A. Harmon
Pastor, Central Church of the Nazarene, Tucson, Arizona
Much has been written recent­ly concerning the impor­tance o f the pastor’s prayer 
partners. I heard C. Peter Wagner, 
professor o f church growth at Fuller 
Theological Seminary, open one of 
his lectures by saying, “Intercession 
for Christian leaders is the most un­
derutilized source o f spiritual power 
in churches today.’’ John Maxwell, 
pastor o f the exciting Skyline Wes­
leyan Church of San Diego, in an ex­
cellent audiotape-videotape resource, 
tells us that the secret to his church’s 
success “is not in programs or per­
sonnel, but in prayer.” E. M. Bounds, 
the great writer on topics o f prayer o f 
another generation, wrote, “Air is not 
more necessary to the lungs than 
prayer is to the preacher. It is an ab­
solutely necessity for the preacher to 
be prayed for. It will take all the pray­
ing he can do, and all the praying he 
can get done, to meet the fearful re­
sponsibilities and gain the largest, 
truest, success in his great work. So, 
pastor, have you developed your 
prayer partner ministry yet?
WHY PRAYER PARTNERS?
It has taken me a while to be open 
to personal prayer ministry in my life. 
Ignorance, individualism, and arro­
gance nearly deprived me o f the pow­
er o f intercession in my ministry. 
However, I am learning that I need in­
tercession for prevention, protection, 
and power.
"Air is not more 
necessary to 
the lungs than 
prayer is to the 
preacher."
Intercessory prayer on our behalf 
can be a dose o f preventive medicine 
fortifying us from mistakes in judg­
ment, abuses o f influence, yielding to 
temptation^ or surrender to discour­
agement. As little children in the 
classroom are vulnerable to all kinds 
of communicable diseases, so a pas­
tor, by mere reason o f his position, is 
vulnerable to the attacks o f Satan. 
Faithful and intelligent intercession 
can be a preventive dose o f medicine 
against the wiles o f the devil.
Intercessory prayer for the pastor 
stands also as an important source of 
protection from danger. There is in­
creasing evidence that pastors are tar­
gets o f spiritual warfare.2 Not only are 
satanists, spiritists, and occult practi­
tioners praying for the breakdown of
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marriages o f pastors and Christian 
leaders, but also often we can be tar­
gets o f accidents, physical danger, or 
illness that is nothing but spiritual 
warfare.
Recently my sons and I were quail 
hunting on some open range outside 
Tucson. We were traveling some unfa­
miliar back roads when we came up­
on some crudely lettered warning 
signs o f the “Keep Out or You’ll Be 
Shot” variety! I felt particularly uneasy 
and made a hasty retreat. I did not 
give the incident much thought until 
one o f my prayer partners asked me 
later, “What were you doing Thursday 
morning? I felt particularly impressed 
to pray for protection.” What my boys 
and I were protected from  I will nev­
er know, but I do thank God for sensi­
tive prayer partners and God’s safe­
keeping!
Pastors who are open to receive per­
sonal intercession w ill find it also 
makes a measurable difference in the 
empowerment of their ministries. A. M. 
Hills, in Pentecostal Light, related this 
story:
Dr. Wilbur Chapman often told 
his experience when he went to 
Philadelphia to become a pastor of 
Wanamaker’s church. After his first 
sermon an old gentleman met him 
in front o f the pulpit and said: “You 
are pretty young to be a pastor of 
this great church. We have always 
had older pastors. I am afraid you 
won’t succeed. But you preach the 
Gospel, and I am going to help you 
all I can.”
“I looked at him,” said Dr. Chap­
man, “and said to myself, ‘Here’s a 
crank.’”
But the old gentleman contin­
ued: “I am going to pray for you 
that you may have the Holy Spirit’s 
power upon you, and two others 
have covenanted to join with me.”
Then Dr. Chapman related the 
outcome. “I did not feel so bad 
when I learned that he was going 
to pray for me. The three became 
ten, the ten became twenty, and 
the twenty became fifty, and the 
fifty became two hundred, who 
met before each service to pray 
that the Holy Spirit might come up­
on me. In another room the eigh­
teen elders knelt so close around 
me to pray for me that I could put 
out my hands and touch them on 
all sides. I always went into my pul­
pit feeling that I would have the 
anointing in answer to the prayers 
o f the 219 men.
“It was easy to preach, a very joy. 
Anybody could preach with such 
conditions. And what was the re­
sult? We received 1,000 into our 
church by conversion  in three 
years, 600 o f which were men. It 
was the fruit o f the Holy Spirit in 
answer to the prayers o f those 
men. I do not see how the average 
pastor, under average circum ­
stances, preaches at all.
Church members have much 
more to do than go to church as cu­
rious, idle spectators, to be amused 
and entertained. It is their business
to pray m ightily that the Holy 
Ghost w ill clothe the preacher 
with power and make his words 
like dynamite.’
RECRUITING PRAYER PARTNERS
Beware o f making poor choices in 
prayer partners as you initially begin. 
Originally I invited 10 men to be re­
sponsible to pray for me daily, but es­
pecially on the two weekdays out of 
the month to which I assigned them. 
On their assigned days I requested 
that they contact me personally or by 
phone for prayer. These men were al­
so to meet with me and pray for me 
prior to the morning worship service. 
I made two discouraging mistakes.
First, I did not spend enough time 
seeking God’s leadership before re­
cruiting my prayer partners. While 
each prayer partner began his min­
istry to me strongly, it did not take 
long before there appeared some 
“holes in the wall.” One author rec­
ommends using the Luke 11:9 formu­
la and ask, seek, and knock. Asking, 
according to this formula, is praying 
for the Lord to prepare the potential 
prayer partner; seeking is to sit down 
and make a list o f all potential candi­
dates; knocking is getting in contact 
with those on the list.4
One exceptional resource for devel­
oping prayer partners comes from 
John Maxwell. He has produced The 
Pastor’s Prayer Partners, which in­
cludes written, videocassette, and au­
diocassette materials that any pastor 
can utilize to develop his or her own 
prayer ministry.
A second mistake I made was in 
not considering my own personality. I 
asked each prayer partner to contact 
me personally or by phone on his as­
signed days. Because o f my reserved, 
phlegmatic disposition, this became 
frustrating rather than strengthening. 
I found that I was becoming resentful 
o f the “intrusions on my time.” Some 
men wanted to visit, while I wanted 
to pray and get back to work. Some 
days I found myself manufacturing 
prayer requests in order to make the 
prayer partner feel worthwhile.
It was some time before I was able 
to gain perspective on what was oc­
curring. I finally realized that their 
calls were not intrusions on my work 
but were my work. A small pamphlet, 
Pastors Need Prayer, Too! published 
by Overseas Missionary Fellowship, 
was distributed, which taught the
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prayer partner the important areas o f 
need for which to pray. I no longer 
had to manufacture prayer requests.
I also learned the three types o f 
personal intercessors identified by C. 
Peter Wagner in his very practical 
book Prayer Shield. Understanding 
the different levels helped me see 
more clearly my responsibility to 
them as prayer partners. Wagner illus­
trates the three categories o f personal 
intercessors with three concentric 
circles surrounding the leader (see 
fig. 1). The inner circle o f “1-1 Inter­
cessors” have a very close relationship 
to the pastor. The middle circle, or “I- 
2 Intercessors,” have a casual rela­
tionship with the pastor. The outer 
circle, or “1-3 Intercessors,” have a re­
mote relationship to the pastor.
1-3 intercessors include the many 
people who pray for you o f which 
you are hardly aware. 1-2 intercessors 
are those with whom you cross paths 
frequently and need a certain amount 
o f intentional personal contact. Such 
were my original 10 men.
Often we can 
be targets of 
accidents, 
physical danger, 
or illness that is 
nothing but 
spiritual 
warfare.
I-l intercessors, however, are those 
with whom you have a close relation­
ship. Most I-l intercessors are spiritu­
ally gifted in this area and have devel­
oped an intimacy with God through 
prayer that w ill bless your ministry. 
Most pastors seldom have more than 
one or two I-l intercessors. I-l inter­
cessors must be chosen carefully and 
regarded highly. It may even be, 
through prayer, that an I-l intercessor 
may choose you!
Such was the case with Bill Klassen, 
John Maxwell’s personal intercessor.
Bill had been praying for two years 
the promise in Jer. 3:15, “And I will 
give you pastors according to mine 
heart, which shall feed you with 
knowledge and understanding” (KJV). 
He finally secured an appointment 
with Pastor Maxwell, who had just 
come to Skyline. This was no ordinary 
feat for someone who was not a mem­
ber o f the church nor even attended! 
Bill introduced himself and shared his 
heart for pastors, then asked to pray 
for Pastor Maxwell. As their tears min­
gled together, their hearts were knit, 
and Klassen testifies: “God gave me 
my pastor that day. ”
GETTING STARTED
Two centuries ago in England, as 
William Carey repaired shoes, he be­
came concerned about the spiritually 
lost. He placed a map above his work­
bench and prayed for the salvation o f 
people in far-off lands. William Carey 
went on to becom e the father o f 
modern missions, forming Britain’s 
first missionary society. Soon after­
ward, he himself became a mission­
ary and spent 42 years in India.
Carey had an invalid sister. He 
would write to her about his work in 
India, relating his opportunities and 
problem s. Then hour after hour, 
week after week, she would inter­
cede in prayer for those concerns. 
Would anyone argue that a prayer 
partner was responsible for the suc­
cess o f William Carey’s ministry?
Pastor, do not be hesitant to start or 
become part o f a prayer partnership. 
Many leaders would like to have per­
sonal intercession but yet wonder 
how to mobilize this ministry. Here 
are a few simple steps to get started.
1. PRAY
Pray intently for the Lord’s will in 
providing personal intercessors. Use 
the Luke 11:9 formula: ask, seek, 
knock.
2. STUDY
Avail yourself o f some quality mate­
rials on the subject. My suggestions 
would be to secure and study:
Prayer Shield by C. Peter Wagner, 
published by Regal Books (PA083-071- 
5738, $15.99). Prayer Shield is a prac­
tical field manual for mobilizing or be­
coming intercessory prayer partners.
The Pastor’s Prayer Partners by John 
C. Maxwell, videocassettes and audio­
cassettes as well as sermon outlines 
and supplementary printed material 
available from Injoy Ministries, 1530 
Jamacha Rd., Suite D, El Cajon, CA 
92019, 1-800-333-6506.
Pastors Need Prayer, Too! by Will 
Bruce, available from Overseas Mis­
sionary Fellowship, 202 W. Lincoln, 
Suite E, Orange, CA 92665.
How to Have a Prayer Ministry by 
C. Peter Wagner, one videocassette and 
six audiocassettes, available from the 
Charles E. Fuller Institute, Box 91990, 
Pasadena, CA 91109-1990, 1-800-999- 
9587.
An intercessor 
may choose 
you!
3. PLAN
Plan a prayer partner retreat, and 
invite your potential partners. Sugges­
tions and materials are given  in 
Maxwell’s material. Decide how your 
partners could best support you with 
your particular gifts, struggles, and 
personality. Communicate your need 
to your prayer partners.
4. TRAIN
There are many individuals who de­
sire to support and pray for you but 
who do not know where to begin. 
Teach your prayer partners some 
prayer basics. Share with them the 
unique struggles o f a pastor. Present 
them with a book on intercession. 
You will be surprised how those truly 
gifted by God to this ministry will be­
gin to blossom as prayer warriors. All 
the materials listed contain lessons 
and principles that are transferable by 
you to your partners.
5. BEGIN
Pastor: do you have your prayer 
partners yet? $
1. E. M. Bounds, Preacher and Prayer (G rand 
Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, n.d.), 89-90.
2. Larry McCain, “W hy You Should Pray for Your 
Pastor ” Herald o f Holiness, February 1993, 38-40.
3. Quoted by John Maxwell in The Pastor’s Prayer 
Partners.
4. C. Peter Wagner, Prayer Shield: How to Inter­
cede for Pastors, Christian Leaders, and Others on 
the Spiritual Frontlines, ed. Virginia Woodard (Ventu­
ra, Calif.: Regal Books, 1992), 146.
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Tools for Strengthening 
Ministry and the Minister
John Stuart Mill is reported to have awakened one morning with an overwhelming feeling 
that he had come upon the answer to 
the “question o f the ages.” Unfortu­
nately, he forgot what it was. So he 
placed a paper and quill beside his 
bed. A few mornings later he awoke 
with a similar feeling. This time, how­
ever, he found on the paper in his 
own handwriting, “Think in different 
terms.”
Change is the order o f the day. “We 
either choose it or chase it,” says Ger­
ard Egan. Communication changes. 
Technology changes. Political, envi­
ronmental, economic, social changes. 
So what does all this have to do with 
ministry? For one thing, “adapt or
by David Grosse
Director, Excellence in Ministry 
Project, Kansas City
die” is a tag line that includes almost 
every institution in a society, includ­
ing the church.
Consider, for example, the long list 
o f social ills that threaten us today.
Lawlessness, attacks on institutions 
and legitimate authority, rampant 
chemical dependency, family disinte­
gration, social diseases, political polar­
ization, terrorism, violence, racism, 
the war o f the sexes, unbridled narcis­
sism—we ignore such burning issues 
at the peril o f irrelevance and margin­
alization. Why? Because the people we 
serve must live and work and play in 
this culture, in this world, with these 
concerns. Religious faith does not oc­
cur in a vacuum, but in a social, politi­
cal, cultural, and economic context.
For these and other reasons, effec­
tive ministers o f the gospel will want 
to challenge old assumptions and 
practices. Not that everything tried 
and true should be abandoned; even 
“back to basics” can be the wave o f 
the future. But the church that isn’t 
actively reexamining its thinking may 
well be dead from the neck up—and 
“watch out below!”
John Stuart Mill was right: the 
“question of the ages” requires think­
ing—and communicating—in differ­
ent terms. And this, no less for the 
preacher than for the philosopher. 
For the preacher it means placing the 
most powerful, positive visions and 
promises o f the gospel alongside our 
most terrifying social and personal 
nightmares. It means bringing the 
power o f the timeless gospel to bear 
on the real, not imagined, needs o f 
people today, where they live, in the 
thought forms and language o f their 
own changing times.
The worship and preaching re­
sources listed here were selected to 
help us in this ongoing task. Accompa­
nying descriptors identify the primary 
usefulness o f each resource. Once 
again, no general endorsement is im­
plied or intended.
WORSHIP AND PREACHING
Walter Brueggemann, Finally Comes
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The Poet. Fortress, 1989. PA080-062- 
3940, $13.00.
Addresses the crisis o f interpreta­
tion that preachers face in contempo­
rary culture. With its cynicism and 
ideologies, the culture has reduced 
the gospel to prose. The answer to 
the dilemma is poetic (or prophetic) 
speech, which is the primary form of 
language found in the Bible. A sub­
stantial little book!
David Buttrick, Homiletic: Moves and 
Structures. Fortress, 1987, pb. PA080- 
062-0968, $20.00.
The most comprehensive and au­
thoritative text on the subject in 
more than a decade. A major resource 
on the theory and craft o f sermon 
construction for the contemporary 
mind. Martin Marty exults that “even 
the bibliographies make good read­
ing. It’s too good a book to limit only 
to people who preach.”
Thomas H. Troeger, Imagining a Ser­
mon. Abingdon, 1990. PA068-718- 
6943, $11.95.
Argues that the key to developing 
quality sermons lies in the minister’s 
ability to develop and maintain an 
“imaginative theology” where imagi­
nation is a key function o f reason. 
Practicing such princip les, the 
preacher will be faithful to Scripture 
and to the needs o f the congregation.
Leighton Ford, The Christian Per­
suader. Harper & Row, 1976, pb. 
PA089-066-093X, $6.95.
Considers many important issues in 
evangelistic preaching, including theo­
logical and emotional issues. Suggests 
ways to bring balance and perspective 
to the art o f Christian persuasion. An 
“oldie but goodie”; look for this one in 
your library.
Thomas G. Long, The Witness o f  
Preaching. Westminster/John Knox 
Press, 1989, pb. PA080-421-5715, 
$13.99.
A comprehensive theological vision 
o f preaching as “bearing witness.” 
Practical material for crafting sermons 
according to this understanding, by 
the distinguished Princeton professor 
of preaching and worship.
Thomas G. Long and Neely Dixon Mc­
Carter, eds., Preaching In and Out of
Season. Westminster/John Knox Press, 
1990, pb. PA066-425-1498, $12.99.
Preaching helps for addressing the 
recurring program emphases o f the 
church and civic calendars. Besides 
the editors’ contributions, especially 
helpful are the chapters by Fred Crad­
dock ( “Giving Thanks and Praise”), 
Ronald Allen ( “Preaching About Stew­
ardship”), David Buttrick ( “Preaching 
About the Family”), and Don Wardlaw 
( “Preaching About Work”). Sugges­
tions for sermons on each theme are 
included.
David H. C. Read, Preaching About 
The Needs of Real People. Westmin­
ster Press, 1988, pb. (Out o f print, 
but worth looking for)
One in a series o f five books to 
help preachers bring the light o f the 
gospel to the abiding concerns o f 
people. Wise, witty, illuminating— 
and theologically grounded in the 
Prologue o f John’s Gospel. Other au­
thors in the series: Achtem eier, 
Willimon, Sider, and Proctor.
James W. Cox, ed., Handbook o f  
Themes for Preaching. Westminster/ 
John Knox Press, 1991. PA066-421- 
9284, $25.00.
Timely topics o f the day are related 
to Scripture (and vice versa) in this 
excep tional book. Specialists in 
ethics, theology, spirituality, pastoral 
care, and biblical studies offer their 
most current thinking for use in 
bringing God’s message to your con­
gregation. “Options for Preaching” 
conclude each article. Contributors 
are among many of the most familiar 
names across a wide range o f Chris­
tian traditions. No dust catcher here!
Robin R. Meyers, With Ears to Hear: 
Preaching as Self-persuasion. Pilgrim 
Press, 1993- PA082-980-9511, $12.95.
Calls the preacher to dialogue, not 
only with Scripture and listeners, but 
also creatively with oneself. Willing­
ness to listen critically to one’s own 
sermon— a willingness to be freshly 
persuaded—will enable the preacher 
to communicate with greater passion, 
insight, poetry, and clarity.
Robert Webber, liturgical Evange­
lism. Morehouse Publishing, 1986, 
pb. PA081-921-5961, $7.95.
According to this respected Fuller 
professor, “liturgical evangelism” is 
the calling o f persons to Christ and 
into the church through worship. De­
crying gimmicks for building another 
one o f “Am erica’s fastest-growing 
churches,” he suggests a return to 
“third-century evangelism, that was 
used effectively in the context o f a 
secular and pagan society” and which 
“not only converts people but also 
brings them into the full life o f the 
church and keeps them there.”
Fred B. Craddock et al., Preaching 
Through the Christian Year (Year A). 
Trinity Press International, 1992, pb. 
PA156-338-0544, $30.00.
Ever-increasing numbers o f preach­
ers are using a lectionary as a guide 
for preaching and worship. They do 
this because the arrangement o f 
Scripture according to the seasons of 
the Christian year gathers up the cen­
tral message o f the entire Bible. They 
are stretched to mine portions o f the 
Word into which they would not 
have gone had they trusted only per­
sonal preference. Authors’ comments 
on Scripture texts for each Sunday are 
sufficiently germinal to give direction 
and “move the text toward the pul­
pit.” An excellent place to begin with 
lectionary preaching.
Elizabeth Achtemeier, Preaching 
from  the Old Testament. Westmin­
ster/John Knox Press, 1989, pb. 
PA066-425-0424, $16.99.
The homiletical text for those who 
have trouble, or who have neglected, 
preaching from the Old Testament. 
Shows how the Word of God in the 
Old Testament is the Word to the 
present-day church. Filled with practi­
cal insights and usable sermon sug­
gestions.
Manford Hoick, Jr., Dedication Ser­
vices fo r  Every Occasion. Judson 
Press, 1986, pb. PA081-701-0335, 
$9 .00.
Thirty-five complete services o f 
dedication for almost every conceiv­
able occasion, including building ded­
ications, groundbreakings, choir 
robes, musical instruments, and many 
more. Scripture, prayers, responses, 
and comments are included in this 
one-of-a-kind desktop resource. if
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Are We Moving Yet?
Y ou know  the story: You haven’t been asleep very long w hen your husband 
comes in after a late-night work ses­
sion in his study As he crawls into 
bed, he announces: “I ’m really feeling 
like my work here is done. In fact, to­
morrow I ’m mailing my resume to 
several district superintendents.”
You take a deep breath. “Well, 
dear,” you answer, “if you really feel 
like that’s what the Lord wants.” 
While he snores peacefully, you 
stare wide-eyed at the ceiling. “How 
will the children handle leaving their 
friends? How can I leave my job right 
now? Who w ill watch the children 
when I work? What will the schools 
be like?” On and on the questions 
chase themselves around your bed 
until you finally realize you have to 
put the whole situation in the Lord’s 
hands. After doing this, you drift off 
to sleep, thinking that you are getting 
awfully tired of this house.
In the next few weeks, you start do­
ing little things like cleaning out the at-
by Mary E. Egidio
Pastor’s wife,
Greenville, Pennsylvania
tic, organizing garage sales, and think­
ing that it will be great, after all, to get 
away from that snooty Ann Martin.
Eventually the phone call comes. A 
church board in Sometown would like 
you and your husband to come for an 
interview. When you hear the salary 
package, you decide that maybe your 
daughter will be able to get braces. 
You scramble to a map to figure out 
exactly where Sometown is and real­
ize this town has that certain attrac­
tion you’d been hoping for in your
next assignment. Choose one: closer 
to a city, farther from the city, closer 
to your/his parents, farther from 
his/your parents, perhaps a college 
town. Whatever it is, it fits the profile.
You carefully choose your clothes 
for the interview—conservative, but 
not too dowdy-looking. You meet the 
church board, and they take you on 
the tour o f the parsonage. Now, in ad­
dition to Sometown having the attrac­
tion, this house has the feature. You 
know, when you’ve said, “I hope my 
next parsonage has ( f i l l  in the 
blank),” this house has it. Choose 
one, or if you’re really privileged, 
two: family room, finished basement, 
deck, space for a garden, nice neigh­
borhood, big yard, multiple bath­
rooms, room for a sewing room or of­
fice. You name it. The trustees even 
tell you the new pastor will be choos­
ing the paint and carpet color.
The interview goes smoothly; your 
husband conducts himself beautifully. 
I f he preaches, it’s the best you’ve 
ever heard him. He doesn’t jingle the 
change in his pocket and ends his ser­
mon within 25 minutes. Everyone 
seems to be very positive and compli­
mentary. You both leave feeling great 
about the w hole experience. You 
spot that long-forgotten sparkle in 
your husband’s eyes again.
On the way home in the car, you 
think maybe you’ll stop in the furniture 
store after work tomorrow. You can’t 
possibly move his mom’s dinette set in­
to that house. And when you see Ann 
Martin at church the following Sunday, 
you smile smugly to yourself.
It’s at this point that things get in­
teresting. You see, the story can end 
one of three ways. In the “best o f all 
possible worlds” scenario, the phone 
rings a few days later. It’s the church 
board in Sometown saying they defi­
nitely want your husband to come 
and be their pastor. The following 
Sunday your husband announces his 
resignation, and Ann Martin cries on 
your shoulder. You and your family
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Don't Worry; 
Keep Praying and 
Puddle Jumping
pack your bags and the new dinette 
set and live happily ever after. At least 
until it’s time to move again (which 
may be sooner than you think.)
In ending number two, your hus­
band receives a call a few weeks later 
telling him, “We really appreciated 
your coming to interview, but w e ’ve 
decided on another candidate.” You 
look at each other in shock and disbe­
lief, wonder if you should have worn 
the black dress instead of the suit, and 
think to yourself that the church board 
secretary at Sometown did act enough 
like Ann Martin to be her sister.
You both try to pray about it and 
attempt to understand how you could 
have misread what you thought was 
God’s will. Then you hear that the 
“other candidate” needed to move to 
Sometown for reasons more impor­
tant than just a family room, and you 
decide that God does indeed know 
what He is doing.
In the third version, the phone 
rings again. Yes, the offer is made. 
Yes, they want your husband in Some­
town. He tells them he’ll pray about it 
and give them his answer in the next 
few days.
You go to sleep that night, plan­
ning to drop by the grocery store on 
your way home from work to pick up 
some boxes. You haven’t been asleep 
long when your husband comes in. 
As he crawls into bed, he announces: 
“I ’ve decided not to take the call to 
Sometown. I just don’t feel like it’s 
time to leave yet.”
You take a deep breath, stifling the 
urge to scream, “You WHAT?” Instead 
you reply, “Well, dear, if you really 
feel like that’s what the Lord wants.”
While he snores peacefully (that is, 
if you haven’t smothered him with 
your pillow), you stare wide-eyed at 
the ceiling. You argue with the Lord, 
and you struggle once again with the 
puzzle we call God’s will, which al­
ways seems to have a critical piece 
missing. As you try to express your 
frustrations to the Lord, the Holy Spir­
it comes in close to your bedside and 
assures you that He is still in control. 
Reminders o f His loving care and pro­
vision from times past are paraded 
through your memory. Once again 
you commit yourself to His will for 
your life, whatever that might be.
And as you drift o ff to sleep, you 
plan to invite Ann Martin over for a 
cup o f tea. $
W fe sidestepped puddles as we approached the house. Paul pushed the doorbell 
with his thumb, but we didn’t wait 
long before the oak door swung open.
Our evangelism team had gathered 
at the church as we did every week. 
That week it was just Paul and Bob 
and me. We grabbed the visitor cards, 
hoping we could share the gospel 
with at least one family. There was! 
Then we recited the scriptures. “For 
all have sinned and fall short o f the 
glory o f God.” First John . . . ? no; Ro­
mans— 3:23! Bob, the designated 
spokesman, poked the cards into his 
shirt pocket. Then Paul, a new believ­
er himself, prayed: “Dear God, go 
with us tonight. Help us find these 
people. Let Bob know if You want 
him to talk about You. Amen. ”
We found them and were invited 
inside. “Sunday was your first time 
with us, wasn’t it? How did you enjoy 
the worship service?” Bob asked. 
“Fine; just fine,” they both replied. 
We posed questions that we hoped 
would encourage conversation. “Your 
yard is beautiful; do you enjoy work­
ing in it? Have you lived here long? 
Do you have family in this area?” 
“Uh-hum,” they nodded. They 
looked at their shoes. So did we.
“We sure are thrilled that you came 
Sunday,” I said. “We think you will en­
joy the people and— ”
Suddenly, they began to reminisce. 
“We were extremely active at our pre­
vious church: on boards, committees, 
choirs. It was a big church. We have 
some close friends. When our daugh­
ter was ill, the pastor called on us 
over and over while she was in the 
hospital.” The man and woman both 
talked at once. Everyone was smiling.
Then the woman said: “I don’t par­
ticu larly care fo r this pastor. He 
preaches different than our other pas­
tor. I didn’t like the way he . . .”
My face felt hot. My heart raced. 
My tongue glued itself to my teeth.
by Jan McNaught
Pastor’s wife, 
Nampa, Idaho
Either she hadn’t heard me say my 
full name; or, if she had, she hadn’t 
yet realized I was the Mrs. McNaught 
that w ent w ith  the Rev. Mr. M c­
Naught. I ’m sure Bob and Paul must 
have said other intelligent things. I 
didn’t.
Bob and Paul glanced sympatheti­
cally at me when we got in the car. 
But I had recovered and exploded 
with laughter. Cautiously at first, then 
in great guffaws, Paul and Bob joined 
me as we drove away. Then seriously, 
Bob said: “I didn’t get a chance to ask 
the big question tonight. Obviously 
they were active churchgoers, but are 
they born-again churchgoers?”
“Do you guys think they’ll come 
back to church again?” asked the des­
ignated worrier.
“Oh, yeah, sure,” Bob and Paul an­
swered, almost too quickly.
“What will happen when she real­
izes who I am and what she said? And 
what if they feel too embarrassed to 
come back? Won’t it be awkward for 
them?”
They did come back— they and 
their daughter. They attended regular­
ly and brought friends. I never re­
ferred to that night, and neither did 
they—at least we did not to each oth­
er. Bob and Paul and I and the other 
evangelism team members continued 
calling every Tuesday night. And Pas­
tor McNaught kept preaching—just 
as he always had. ft
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Christmas Illustrations
Gift
Ann Landers tells that she had an 
attorney friend whom she admired 
very much. She asked him to share 
with her about a special gift his father 
gave him one Christmas. The gift was 
a note that he wrote to his son. It 
read: “Son, this year I will give you 
365 hours. An hour every day after 
dinner. We’ll talk about whatever you 
want to talk about. We’ll go wherever 
you want to go, play whatever you 
want to play. It w ill be your hour.” 
That dad kept his promise and re­
newed it every year.
Many children would give anything 
to have that type o f gift under the 
tree this year rather than toys or 
games.
King, Duncan. Lively Illustrations fo r  Effective 
Preaching (Knoxville, Tenn.: Seven Worlds Publish­
ing, 1987), 87.
Christmas Wrapping
Frank Meade quotes from the First 
Baptist Church bulletin o f Syracuse, 
New York, the following article.
There was a gift for each o f us 
left under the tree o f life 2,000 
years ago by Him whose birthday 
we celebrate today. The gift was 
withheld from no man. Some have 
left the packages unclaimed. Some 
have accepted the gift and carry it 
around, but have failed to remove 
the wrappings and look inside to 
discover the hidden splendor. The 
packages are all alike: in each is a 
scroll on which is written, “All that 
the Father hath is thine. Take and 
live!”
Frank Meade, 12,000 Religious Quotations (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1989), 70.
Forgiveness
In an excellent article in the Day­
light Devotional Bible, it states:
It was the perfect Christmas 
Eve— the kind we all dream about. 
Dad was home early. After supper,
Compiled by Deri G. Keefer
Pastor,
Three Rivers, Michigan
he built a fire in the fireplace, 
while Mother made up a big tray of 
goodies. The kids jumped and ran 
and shouted in their excitement. Fi­
nally when their older sister arrived 
with her husband, the family gath­
ered together in the den around 
the Christmas tree. They sang 
Christmas carols, exchanged gifts 
with one another, snacked on all 
the good ies— then ended the 
evening by walking through the 
snow to the annual candlelight ser­
vice. A Christmas Eve to remem­
ber!
Christmas Eve. We plan for it and 
look forward to it—a time o f pleas­
ant memories and nostalgia.
The author o f the devotional then 
asks a poignant question, “Or is it?” 
He reminds us that, for some families, 
Christmas Eve turns out to be a great 
battlefield with mines and torpedoes 
mixed.
There is no peace on earth, much 
less in the home! Our expectations 
often run high and our disappoint­
ments deep. The gift hoped for is the 
gift never given. The son who said he 
would be there—isn’t. The sister who 
never has a kind word for anyone 
started one o f her mean tirades.
I f  that’s your experience today, 
then even though it may be difficult, 
wrap up one more gift and give it
away—the gift o f forgiveness. It may 
be the most important, and most 
beautiful, gift you will ever give to an­
other person.
Daylight Devotional Bible (Grand Rapids: Zonder- 
van Corporation, 1988), 1263.
Everyday Illustrations 
Stress
Chippie—that’s Chippie the para­
keet—never saw it coming. One sec­
ond he was peacefully perched in his 
cage, sending a song into the air; the 
next second he was sucked in, 
washed up, and blown over.
His problem began when his own­
er decided to clean his cage with a 
vacuum. She stuck the nozzle in to 
suck up the seeds and feathers in the 
bottom of the cage when all at once 
the nearby telephone rang. Instinc­
tively she turned to pick it up. She 
barely said hello when—ssswwwww- 
PPPPP! Chippie got sucked in. She 
gasped, let the phone drop, and 
snapped o ff the vacuum. With her 
heart in her mouth, she unzipped the 
bag.
There was C h ipp ie— alive, but 
stunned—covered with heavy black 
dust. She grabbed him and rushed to 
the bathtub, turned on the faucet full 
blast, and held Chippie under a tor­
rent o f ice-cold water, power washing 
him clean. Then it dawned on her 
that Chippie was soaking wet and 
shivering. So she did what any com­
passionate pet owner would do: she 
snatched up the hair dryer and blast­
ed him with hot air.
Did Chippie survive? Yes, but he 
doesn’t sing much anymore. He just 
sits and stares a lot. It’s not hard to 
see why. Sucked in, washed up, and 
blown over! It’s enough to steal the 
song from any stout heart. f
Devotional by Gary Carr. Given at Ministers and 
Mates Retreat, Michigan District Church o f the Naza- 
rene, Muskegon, Michigan, April 14, 1993-
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Theology
Canaanite Genocide and 
the God of Love
Old Testament Texts
When the L o r d  your God shall 
bring you into the land where you 
are entering to possess it, and shall 
clear away many nations before you 
. . . then you shall utterly destroy 
them. . . . And you shall consume 
all the peoples whom  the L o r d  
your God will deliver to you; your 
eye shall not pity them . . . you 
shall not leave alive anything that 
breathes. But you shall utterly de­
stroy them, the H ittite and the 
Amorite, the Canaanite and the Per- 
izzite, the Hivite and the Jebusite, 
as the L o r d  your God has com ­
manded you ( Deut. 7:1-2, 16; 
20:16-17, NASB).
Then Samuel said to Saul, “The 
L o r d  sent me to anoint you as king 
over His people, over Israel; now 
therefore, listen to the words o f the 
L o rd . Thus says the L o r d  of hosts, ‘I 
will punish Amalek for what he did 
to Israel, how he set himself against 
him on the way while he was com­
ing up from Egypt. N ow  go and 
strike Amalek and utterly destroy all 
that he has, and do not spare him; 
but put to death both man and 
woman, child and infant, ox and 
sheep, camel and donkey.’” . . . But 
Saul and the people spared Agag 
and the best o f the sheep, the oxen, 
the fadings, the lambs, and all that 
was good . . . but everything de­
spised and worthless, that they ut­
terly destroyed. . . . And Samuel 
said, . Why then did you not 
obey the voice o f the L o r d  
And Samuel hewed Agag to pieces 
before the L o r d  at Gilgal (1 Sam. 
15:1-3, 9, 17, 19, 33, NASB).
New Testament Texts
You have heard that it was said, 
“You shall love your neighbor, and 
hate your enemy.” But I say to you,
m.
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love your enemies, and pray for 
those who persecute you in order 
that you may be sons o f your Father 
who is in heaven; for He causes His 
sun to rise on the ev il and the 
good, and sends rain on the righ­
teous and the unrighteous. . . . 
Therefore you are to be perfect, as 
your heavenly Father is perfect 
(Matt. 5:43-45, 48, NASB; see also 
Luke 9:51-56; John 3-16-17; Rom. 
5:8-10; 2 Pet. 3:9.).
Introduction
Moses, speaking for God, com ­
manded the Israelites to “utterly de­
stroy” their enemies. Jesus, on the 
other hand, said, “Love your enemies, 
and pray for those who persecute you 
in order that you may be sons o f your 
Father who is in heaven.” The clear 
implication is that we ought to love 
enemies because God, our Father, 
loves enemies. In these conflicting 
commands, we are faced with one of 
the most difficult and yet important 
problems o f biblical interpretation. 
What is at stake here is nothing less 
than the character and nature o f God 
himself. What kind of a God can or­
der the wholesale slaughter o f entire 
groups o f people, from the newborn 
infant to the aged cripple, from the 
brain damaged to the mentally retard­
ed? How can the Warrior God o f the
Old Testament be reconciled with 
God incarnate in Jesus o f Nazareth? 
How do we harmonize Samuel hew­
ing Agag to pieces before the Lord 
with the revelation o f God’s love as 
demonstrated in Christ?
Many have confronted the Warrior 
God o f the Old Testament and have 
turned away from the Old Testament 
altogether. Some, like Madalyn Murray 
O ’Hair, have been so offended by 
God-initiated violence that they have 
become militant atheists. Canaanite 
genocide makes it difficult to use the 
Old Testament as a guide for theologi­
cal reflection and ethical guidance. 
Daring to enter where angels fear to 
tread, I will, first o f all, look at some 
o f the ways by which theologians and 
biblical commentators have defended 
Canaanite genocide as representing 
the authentically received and un­
derstood command of God. Then I 
w ill offer a solution to the problem 
based upon a Christological reading 
o f the Old Testament texts. First, let 
us critically examine, in the light o f 
the revelation of God in Christ, some 
explanations offered.
I. IN DEFENSE OF CANAANITE 
GENOCIDE
A. The Purified Land Theory
Moses’ rationale for God’s ordering 
the extermination o f the Canaanites 
was to preserve the people from 
being polluted by Canaanite idol­
atry and wicked practices. He 
warned, “For they will turn your sons 
away from following Me to serve oth­
er gods; then the anger o f the L o r d  
will be kindled against you, and He 
w ill quickly destroy you” (Deut. 7:4, 
NASB). Even though this carries the 
force o f an apparent command o f 
God, I have some problems with it. 
The Israelites were quite capable o f 
engaging in wholesale idolatrous wor­
ship long before they entered the
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land o f Canaan (Aaron’s golden calf). 
The record o f their 40 years o f wilder­
ness wanderings clearly indicates that 
they were just as prone to idolatry 
sin, and wickedness as the Canaan- 
ites.
Even if the Israelites had become a 
truly holy people and had been suc­
cessful in ridding the land o f all 
Canaanite influence, they were still 
surrounded by idolatrous nations. Ex­
posure, and the consequent risk o f 
corruption, w ould have been in­
evitable. This did, in fact, occur dur­
ing Solomon’s reign when he import­
ed many foreign wives along with 
their idol worship. The “sanitized 
land theory” suggests an unflattering 
view  o f God’s preserving power. It 
seemed a virtual admission that in 
free and open com petition  w ith 
Canaanite religion, Yahweh worship 
would inevitably lose out. So the only 
solution was to exterminate the com­
petition.
In any case, even if the purified 
land rationale is used to justify the de­
struction o f the Canaanites during the 
Conquest, it doesn ’ t work at all 
where God, according to Samuel, 
commands Saul to utterly destroy the 
Amalekites—not because they repre­
sent a corrupting influence, but for a 
crime o f aggression committed by 
their fathers against the Israelites in 
the wilderness some 400 years earlier 
(1 Sam. 15:1 ff.). It was an act o f di­
vinely ordered vengeance, pure and 
simple.
B. God the Judge Theory
There are many who, like Martin 
Luther, assert that God used the Is­
raelites as His “Terrible and Swift 
Sword of Judgment” upon a hope­
lessly depraved, diseased, and wicked 
people. Writing in defense o f a just 
war, he reasoned: “For the hand that 
wields this sword and kills with it is 
not man’s hand, but God’s, and it is 
not man, but God who hangs, tor­
tures, beheads, kills, and fights. All 
these are G od ’s works and judg­
ments. ” While it might be argued that 
the adult Canaanites and Amalekites 
were richly deserving o f being smit­
ten “hip and thigh,” how about the 
babies and children, the aged and in­
firm? Would God issue a command in 
such a way that the innocent would 
be indiscriminately slaughtered along 
with the guilty? Where is the justice 
in that?
Some respond by pointing out that 
the Canaanite culture was so deca­
dent and diseased that the destruc­
tion o f infants was, in reality, an act of 
mercy. Yet, would they thereby de­
fend mercy killing today? When we 
were touring the infamous Tower o f 
London and viewing its ancient in­
struments o f torture and death, I 
could not help but notice King Henry 
V I I I ’ s tw o swords. One was the 
“sword o f justice” and the other the 
“sword o f mercy.” It occurred to me 
that it would have been o f small com­
fort to Anne Boleyn to learn that it 
was the sword o f mercy and not the 
sword o f justice that was being used 
to cut o ff her head!
What is at stake 
here is nothing 
less than the 
character and 
nature of God 
himself.
Furthermore, this justification o f 
the avenging sword is in conflict with 
Jesus’ parable in which He cautions 
His disciples not to take judgment in­
to their own hands, lest they root up 
the wheat along with the tares (Matt. 
13:24-30). Jesus not only refused to 
grant the disciples’ request that fire 
come down from heaven and destroy 
the Samaritans but also rebuked them 
for even entertaining such a thought 
(Luke 9:51-55).
C. God the Creator Theory
According to John Calvin, God has 
every right to destroy what He 
has made. This was also Moses’ con­
viction when he speaks for God who 
says, “See now that I, I am He, and 
there is no god besides Me; it is I who 
put to death and give life. I have 
wounded, and it is I who heal” (Deut. 
32:39, NASB). Jeremiah’s metaphor, 
which likens God to a potter and His 
creation to the clay, implies that God 
has every right to do what He wants 
with His creation (18:1 ff.). Especially 
is He justified in His destructive acts, 
since every  son and daughter o f
Adam’s race is born in sin, is utterly 
depraved, and has no inalienable 
rights before God whatsoever. That 
God should bring about the destruc­
tion o f sinners is understandable. 
What is incomprehensible, according 
to Calvin, is that God should have 
mercy upon sinners at all!
I admit that while there is a certain 
appeal in the unquestioning accep­
tance o f the inscrutable will and pur­
poses o f the sovereign God, I have 
trouble accepting the idea that God 
would treat in such a cavalier manner 
the life He has created and professes 
to love. A woman who conceives and 
bears a child does not have the right 
to do with it as she wishes. If she de­
stroys her child, she is a murderer. 
Many hold that even an unborn fetus 
has inalienable rights that the mother 
ought not abrogate. Would a less 
stringent standard apply to the Cre­
ator God?
D. The Divine Command Theory
According to this view, actions 
are justified and morally obligato­
ry because they are commanded 
by God. This was the reason for 
Samuel’s anger when he castigated 
Saul for not carrying out God’s com­
mand to utterly destroy the 
Amalekites. The justice o f settling a 
divinely held grudge 400 years after 
the offense was not the issue. The 
question put to Saul was simply, 
“W hy then did you not obey the 
vo ice  o f  the L o r d  . . . and fight 
against . . . the sinners, the 
Amalekites, . . . until they [were] ex­
terminated?” (1 Sam. 15:18-19, NASB). 
Saul’s failure to carry out the divine 
command cost him the kingdom.
The issue here is not that God com­
mands something because it is right. 
It is right because God commands 
it. Although I shrink from question­
ing any divine command, especially 
when it is in the Bible, I am neverthe­
less troubled by this theory for sever­
al reasons. First, if all actions answer 
to no other standard than that they 
are supposedly commanded by God, 
then morality would be arbitrary, and 
the notion o f good and evil would be 
meaningless. Furthermore, how  
could we ever recognize divine com­
mands if the only morally relevant 
quality was that they were command­
ed by God? What would validate a 
command as being truly from God? 
Surely miracles would not suffice.
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Pharaoh’s magicians were able to re­
produce several o f the miraculous 
signs performed by Moses. Not even 
a divine appearance would be con­
vincing, since the New  Testament 
warns that Satan can disguise himself 
as an angel o f light (2 Cor. 11:14).
The problem with the divine com­
mand theory is aggravated when two 
or more divine commands collide, as 
in the case before us. The command 
to violently seize the land of Canaan 
breaks at least three o f the Ten Com­
mandments: “Thou shalt not k ill,” 
“Thou shalt not steal,” and “Thou 
shalt not covet” (Exod. 20:13, 15, 17, 
KJV). Prior to Samuel’s directive to 
Saul regarding the Amalekites, God 
through Moses commanded that “fa­
thers shall not be put to death for 
their sons, nor shall sons be put to 
death for their fathers; everyone shall 
be put to death fo r his own sin” 
(Deut. 24:16, NASB). What Samuel in­
structed Saul to do, in the name of 
God, was in direct violation o f this 
commandment as well as the prohibi­
tion o f vengeance following Cain’s 
murder o f his brother Abel (Gen. 
4:13-15). Even Moses’ equitable laws 
o f vengeance are dismantled by Jesus 
and replaced by the imperative o f 
love.
The "sanitized 
land theory" 
suggests an 
unflattering 
view of God's 
preserving 
power.
E. The Two Dispensations Theory
The most common way o f resolv­
ing the question before us is by as­
serting that there is a vast difference 
in the manner by which God revealed 
himself and the way He dealt with 
man under the old covenant as op­
posed to the new. As John put it, “For 
the law was given through Moses; 
grace and truth came through Jesus 
Christ” 0ohn 1:17). Under the old
covenant, God’s judgment was com­
munal, physical, and external. Under 
the new, God’s judgment is individ­
ual, spiritual, and eternal. God’s char­
acter and purposes remain the same; 
only His method of disclosing himself 
and dealing with man differs. While 
the dispensational theory has much 
to commend it, we are still left with 
the dilemma o f a God who acts—and 
commands His people to act—under 
the old covenant in ways that are ir­
reconcilable with the revelation o f 
himself in Christ in the new.
F. The Two Natures Theory
According to this view, God is not 
only a God of love and mercy but 
also a God of holiness and wrath.
It is a distortion o f the Old Testament 
understanding o f God, according to 
this position, to suggest that His 
wrath directed against the Canaanites 
and Amalekites is representative o f 
His character. To the contrary, the big 
picture o f God throughout the Old 
Testament is that o f love and mercy. 
Moses encourages the peop le  to 
show compassion for the aliens in 
their midst, saying that “He [God] . . . 
shows His love for the alien by giving 
him food and clothing” (Deut. 10:18, 
NASB). He even goes so far as to say, 
“If you meet your enemy’s ox or his 
donkey wandering away, you shall 
surely return it to him. If you see the 
donkey o f one who hates you lying 
helpless under its load, you shall re­
frain from leaving it to him, you shall 
surely release it with him” (Exod. 
23:4-5, NASB). The psalmist, though 
not a stranger to God’s wrath, contin­
ually praised Him for His great loving­
kindness and abundant mercy. Exam­
ples could be multiplied.
On the other hand, it is a distortion 
o f the New Testament to assume that 
God acts only in loving and merciful 
ways. A quick survey o f what Jesus 
had to say about the scribes and Phar­
isees, His cleansing o f the Temple, 
and His uncompromising teaching 
about hell reveal that there is a white- 
hot side o f wrathful indignation to 
His character as well as that o f self­
giving love. Furthermore, did not God 
himself strike down Ananias and Sap- 
phira when they lied to the Holy Spir­
it? Is not the wrath o f God clearly por­
trayed by Peter and Paul in their 
letters? Does not John, in his Apoca­
lypse, graphically portray a divinely 
mandated, irrevocable, and eternal
genocide on a cosmic scale for all 
whose names are not written in the 
Lamb’s book of life?
Would God 
issue a com­
mand in such a 
way that the 
innocent would 
be indiscrimi­
nately 
slaughtered 
along with the 
guilty?
I confess that this is difficult to deal 
with, simply because there are so 
many scriptures in both Testaments 
that reveal not only the love o f God 
but also the wrath of God. Let us be 
quick to point out, however, that Jesus 
did stop short o f ordering the slaugh­
ter o f the scribes and Pharisees along 
with their wives and children. Further­
more, Luke does not say that God 
killed Ananias and Sapphira. Neverthe­
less, we are still left with the dilemma, 
on the one hand, o f a God who de­
stroys sinners— and commands His 
people to exterminate them—and yet, 
on the other, loves sinners enough to 
give up His Son for their sakes. So, 
how do we unravel this greatest o f all 
biblical puzzles involving the apparent 
contradiction between God’s holiness 
and love, between His justice and mer­
cy, between His wrath and grace? I 
would like to suggest:
H. A CHRISTOLOGICAL RESPONSE 
TO CANAAN rn: GENOCIDE
Lest we shrug o ff too easily the 
sheer human horror and moral 
heinousness of genocide—ancient 
or modern, God-commanded or oth­
erwise—I want to present a haunting 
portrait o f what the Warrior God of 
the Old Testament might well have 
looked  like to the Canaanite or 
Amalekite about to be devoured by
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the Israelite sword. It comes from the 
pen o f Elie Wiesel, Nobel prize-win- 
ning Jewish author, who was caught 
up in the Nazi holocaust at 16 years 
o f age and taken to Auschwitz, where 
he, alone among all o f his family, sur­
vived. He describes his soul-searing 
experience upon being unloaded 
from railway cattle cars and being 
marched to, as yet, an uncertain fate 
in the camp.
The command to 
violently seize 
the land of 
Canaan breaks 
at least three of 
the Ten 
Commandments.
Not far from us, flames were 
leaping up from a ditch, gigantic 
flames. They were burning some­
thing. A lorry drew up at the pit 
and delivered its load—little chil­
dren. Babies! Yes, I saw it—saw it 
with my own eyes . . . those chil­
dren in the flames. (Is it surprising 
that I could not sleep after that? 
Sleep had fled from my eyes.)
So this was where we were go­
ing. A little farther on was another 
and larger ditch for adults.
I pinched my face. Was I still 
alive? Was I awake? I could not be­
lieve it. How could it be possible 
for them to burn people, children, 
and for the world to keep silent?
I heard my father whisper, “May 
His Name be blessed and magni­
fied. . . . ”
For the first time, I felt revolt rise 
up in me. Why should I bless His 
name? The Eternal, Lord o f the Uni­
verse, the All-Powerful and Terri­
ble, was silent. What had I to thank 
Him for?
Never shall I forget that night, 
the first night in camp, which has 
turned my life into one long night, 
seven times cursed and seven times 
sealed. Never shall I forget that 
smoke. Never shall I forget the lit­
tle faces o f the children, whose 
bodies I saw turned into wreaths of 
smoke beneath a silent blue sky.
Never shall I forget those flames 
which consumed my faith forever.
Never shall I forget that noctur­
nal silence which deprived me, for 
all eternity, o f the desire to live. 
Never shall I forget those moments 
which murdered my God and my 
soul and turned my dreams to dust. 
Never shall I forget those things, 
even if I am condemned to live as 
long as God Himself. Never.
Then Wiesel describes a religious 
service attended by 10,000 camp in­
mates.
“Blessed be the Name o f the 
Eternal.”
Thousands o f voices repeated 
the benediction; thousands of men 
prostrated themselves like trees be­
fore a tempest.
“Blessed be the name o f the Eter­
nal.”
Why, but why should I bless 
Him? In every fiber I rebelled. Be­
cause He had thousands o f children 
burned in His pits? Because He 
kept six crematories working night 
and day, on Sundays and feast days? 
Because in His great might He had 
created Auschwitz, Birkenau, Buna, 
and so many factories o f death? 
How could I say to Him: “Blessed 
art Thou, Eternal, Master o f the 
Universe, W ho chose us from  
among the races to be tortured day 
and night, to see our fathers, our 
mothers, our brothers, end in the 
crematory? Praise be Thy Holy 
Name, Thou Who has chosen us to 
be butchered on Thine Altar?” (Elie 
W iesel, Night [N ew  York: Avon 
Books, Hearst Corp., 1982], 42ff., 
78).
I ask myself: can I imagine the God I 
know and worship stoking those 
flames? Can I envision Jesus at the 
wheel o f that truck, backing it up and 
pulling the lever that dumps living 
children and babies into the flames? If 
this approximates the character, will, 
and purposes o f God—past, present, 
or future—then I, too, like Elie Wiesel, 
must turn away in horror from such a 
Hitler God.
As I have struggled with this prob­
lem o f the character and nature o f 
God over an adult lifetime, I have 
come to some conclusions, which, I 
admit, cannot be supported from all
parts o f the Scripture. For that matter, 
however, very few  Christian doc­
trines enjoy consistent affirmation 
from all parts o f the Scripture. As I try 
to resolve the inherent tension be­
tween the love and holiness o f God, I 
have come to the following convic­
tions.
A. God Is Immutable and Always 
Consistent with Himself
“For I, the L o r d , do not change; 
therefore you, O sons o f Jacob, are 
not consum ed” (Mai. 3:6, NASB). 
When we are confronted with differ­
ent and apparently contradictory por­
traits o f God’s character, action, and 
purposes, even in the Bible, we must 
assume that the problem lies with 
man’s understanding of God, and 
not with God himself. God’s truth 
is without error, but man’s percep­
tion o f that truth is not.
B. God Has Disclosed Himself Ful­
ly and Finally in Jesus of 
Nazareth
The unanimous claim of New Testa­
ment authors echoes Paul when he 
describes Jesus as the very “image of 
the invisible God” in whom “all the 
fulness o f  Deity dwells in bodily 
form” (Col. 1:15; 2:9, NASB; see 1:18). 
In Jesus o f Nazareth we see “the glory 
o f God in the face o f Christ” (2 Cor. 
4:6). God is the kind o f Father who 
could have a Son like Jesus (2 Cor. 
1:3). The Christian conviction is that 
God is like Christ.
It is a distortion 
of the New  
Testament to 
assume that 
God acts only 
in loving and 
merciful ways.
Therefore, all concepts o f God, 
within and beyond the Scriptures, 
must be measured against the full and 
final standard o f God’s revelation of 
himself in Jesus. The author o f He­
brews implies that there was a vast
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difference between the clarity o f 
God’s revelation made known “long 
ago to the fathers in the prophets in 
many portions and in many ways,” 
and the revelation of His true charac­
ter through “His Son,” who “is the ra­
diance o f His glory and the exact 
representation of His nature” (1:1- 
3, NASB).
In regard to Canaanite and 
Amalekite genocide, [I suggest] there 
was a difference between what 
God said and what Moses, Joshua, 
and Samuel understood Him to 
say. There was a difference between 
God’s perfect will and the Israelites’ 
perception of it. This is readily appar­
ent in the way the New Testament 
sets aside large portions o f the He­
brew Scriptures— including many di­
rect commands o f God — as any 
longer having relevance for Christians 
(for example, animal sacrifices, works 
salvation, circumcision). In speaking 
of Moses and the Israelites, Paul says, 
“But their minds were hardened; 
for until this very day at the read­
ing of the old covenant the same 
veil remains unlifted, because it is 
removed in Christ” (2 Cor. 3:14, 
NASB). We must hasten to add, how­
ever, that God honored His people’s 
obedience in doing what they per­
ceived to be His will, even when it in­
volved child sacrifices, as in Abra­
ham’s case. What God requires is not 
perfect knowledge but a perfect heart 
o f obedience toward Him.
There are so 
many scriptures 
in both 
Testaments that 
reveal not only 
the love but 
also the wrath 
of God.
C. God’s Essential Character Is 
That of Holy Love
Because God is holy, He hates
sin! Because He is love, He loves 
sinners! His wrath is directed against 
sin because sin destroys the object of 
His love: namely, humankind. It is be­
cause God loves passionately that His 
wrath burns hotly against sin. God 
loves sinners with eternal, uncondi­
tional, and unchangeable love ( J o h n
"Never shall I 
forget those 
flames which 
consumed my 
faith forever."
3:16). God’s love does not represent a 
change in His attitude because o f 
Christ, but rather a full revelation o f 
His character through Christ. There is 
nothing that man can ever do that, in 
and o f itself, will change God’s love 
into hate or mark an end to His pa­
tience (Rom. 2:4-11). The problem of 
estrangement from God has always 
been on man’s part, never on God’s. 
His heart has always been fo r  man, 
reaching out to man in redemptive 
love: “God was in Christ reconciling 
the world to Himself” (2 Cor. 5:19, 
NASB).
D. God Does Not Destroy; Sin 
Does!
The “wrath of God is . . . against all 
ungodliness and unrighteousness o f 
men,” not against men themselves 
(Rom. 1:18, NASB). God’s love is ex­
perienced as wrath when men “ex­
change . . . the truth o f God for a lie” 
(v. 25, see 23), and thus bind them­
selves to that which He hates. Then 
He “gives them over,” in freedom, to 
become what they have chosen to be 
(see w . 24, 26, 28). Consequently, 
they suffer the “wages o f sin,” which 
“is death” (6:23). God’s wrath must 
be seen, not as the dark side o f His 
nature, nor as the signal o f the end of 
His patience with man. His wrath is 
the necessary corollary to His great 
love. Death was never a part o f God’s 
original intention for man nor for His 
creation; neither will it be a part o f 
the “new heaven and . . . new earth” 
(Rev. 21:1 ff.). Death came into the 
world through sin (Rom. 5:12ff.).
Death is an “enemy,” the “last enemy 
to be destroyed” by Christ (1 Cor. 
15:26, see 20-28). God does not do 
evil that good may come, nor does He 
use “the enemy” as an expression of 
His wrath.
God’s love is so great that He has 
g iven  to man fu ll freedom  to 
choose his own destiny. This is a 
wonderful and yet terrible potentiali­
ty; for when man turns away from 
God and binds himself to that which 
He hates, then His love is experi­
enced as wrath. For example, there is 
one sun in the heavens. It melts but­
ter but hardens clay. Even so, God is 
One in holy love. Whether man expe­
riences God in the melting creativity 
o f holy love or in the hardening de­
struction o f wrath depends entirely 
upon man’s response to the eternal, 
unconditional, and never-changing 
grace o f God. If man binds himself to 
sin unrepentantly and irrevocably, 
then he too will be finally subject to 
the wrath of God and will hear those 
fateful words on the Day o f Judgment: 
“Depart from Me, you who keep on 
practicing lawlessness” (Matt. 7:23, 
see NASB).
Few Christian 
doctrines enjoy 
consistent 
affirmation 
from all parts of 
the Scripture.
Here is the good news o f the 
gospel: after sin has run its course, re­
sulting in death, the God who  
raised up Jesus is the One who 
continues to raise, in newness of 
life, those who are “dead in . . . 
trespasses and sins” (Eph. 2:1-9, 
NASB).
E. God’s Love Is Demonstrated 
Most Compellingly on the Cross!
Instead of destroying sinners, 
God allowed him self in and 
through His Son to be slain by 
sinners on the Cross. “But God 
demonstrates His own love toward 
us, in that while we were yet sinners,
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Christ died for us” (Rom. 5:8, NASB). 
Jesus did not die to appease the 
wrath o f an angry God, but to 
demonstrate the love o f a gra­
cious God. Jesus did not die to earn 
God’s forgiveness but to express it. 
Jesus’ death was not a sacrifice o f­
fered up by man to God but by God 
to man! God is saying through the 
sacrifice o f Christ: “I love you this 
much! ” Jesus did not die to change 
God’s mind about men, but to 
change men’s mind about God. 
God’s mind was, and forevermore 
shall be, one of unremitting love for 
man. It is man who, like Adam in the 
Garden, keeps fleeing in guilt and 
fear from God.
God's truth is 
without error, 
but man's 
perception of 
that truth is not.
God’s attitude toward sinners is 
best seen in how Jesus treated Judas. 
Even though Jesus knew what was in 
Judas’s heart and what Judas was 
about to do, He loved him to the end. 
His love was expressed through gen­
tle warnings, by making him the 
guest o f honor at the Last Supper, by 
offering him— along with the other 
disciples—the cup o f forgiveness, and 
by greeting him in the Garden o f be­
trayal as “friend.” What is hell? It is to 
reject Christ and yet hear His words 
calling out for all eternity, “Friend, 
friend, friend.” Conversely, what is 
heaven? It is to receive Jesus as Sav­
ior and Lord and hear His greeting 
through all eternity, “Friend, friend, 
friend.”
Conclusion
Once more we turn to Elie Wiesel, 
who records a poignant scene that 
occurred when he and hundreds o f 
other Jews were barracked for three
days at Gleiwitz, Poland. They were 
pressed into a room so tightly that 
many smothered by the sheer mass of 
human bodies cutting o ff sources o f 
air. Twisted among the bodies was an 
emaciated young Warsaw Jew named 
Juliek. Somehow, incredibly, Juliek 
had clutched his violin during the 
forced march through snowstorms to 
Gleiwitz. That night, crammed among 
the hundreds o f dead and nearly suf­
focating humans, Juliek struggled free 
and began playing a fragment from 
Beethoven’s concerto. The sounds 
were pure, eerie, out o f place in such 
a setting. Wiesel recalls:
It was pitch dark. I could hear 
only the vio lin , and it was as 
though Juliek’s soul were the bow. 
He was playing his life. The whole 
o f  his life  was g lid ing on the 
strings—his lost hopes, his charred 
past, his extinguished future. He 
played as he w ould never play 
again.
What God 
requires is 
not perfect 
knowledge but 
a perfect heart 
of obedience 
toward Him.
I shall never forget Juliek. How 
could I forget that concert, given to 
an audience o f dying and dead 
men! To this day, whenever I hear 
Beethoven played, my eyes close 
and out o f the dark rises the sad, 
pale face o f my Polish friend as he 
said farewell on his violin to an au­
dience o f dying men.
I do not know for how long he 
played. I was overcome by sleep. 
When I awoke, in the daylight, I 
could see Juliek, opposite me,
slumped over, dead. Near him lay 
his violin, smashed, trampled, a 
strange overwhelming little corpse 
(Night, 107-8).
Jesus did not 
die to earn 
God's 
forgiveness but 
to express it.
Into the writhing mass o f dying and 
doomed humanity stepped the Cre­
ator God in Jesus o f Nazareth. He 
took upon himself skin o f our skin 
and bone of our bones. He drank the 
cup o f our sin, suffering, and death to 
its bitter extremity.
Jesus, likewise, brought with Him a 
violin. And upon it He played a song 
such as human ears had never heard. 
It was a plaintive song about a God 
who lives, who loves, who cares, and 
who has gone to infinite lengths to 
wrap His arms around us and hug us 
to himself. It bore a melody beyond 
the jarring disharmonies o f this noisy 
and vacuous world. It spoke of bright 
new  worlds beyond our doom ed 
planet—a world o f God’s eternal day. 
And we listened to its pure, eerie, 
and heavenly strains.
But then darkness descended. The 
heavens hid their face. The earth 
trembled. And when we awoke on a 
new  dawn, w e saw Jesus— vio lin  
crushed, body broken, blood spilt— 
for us! And, in that moment, we too 
were broken, broken by 
Love so amazing, so divine, [that] 
Demands my soul, my life, my all!
—Isaac Watts if
Author’s note:
I am grateful to Dwight Van Winkle, professor o f 
Old Testament, Seattle Pacific University, whose paper 
“Canaanite Genocide and Amalekite Genocide and the 
God o f Love” (1988) provided an invaluable resource 
for Part A o f this paper. I have borrowed some o f his 
ideas and utilized his research, with his permission.
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Church Administration
Robert's Forgotten Rules 
for Nominating 
and Electing
As Christians trying to be Christ- like, we are motivated to be , fair in all our dealings. Elec­
tion time in the church, whether local 
or at a higher denominational level, 
should certainly be no exception. The 
question is, what is the most fair way 
to do things? Fortunately, we do not 
have to figure it all out for ourselves. 
That question has been worked on for 
years by others with a desire to be 
fair.
The result o f that effort is known 
as parliamentary procedure or rules 
o f order. Robert’s Rules o f Order is 
far and away the most commonly 
used form. And for good reason. A 
man named Robert didn’t simply sit 
down and create these rules. Rather, 
the rules and procedures as set forth 
in Robert’s Rules have been devel­
oped over a long period  o f  time 
through logic, usage, revision, and 
more usage. The rules as they now 
stand have proven themselves to 
achieve the fairness we seek, but only 
when applied.
Unfortunately, observing many o f 
our elections will reveal that some of 
the rules found in Robert’s are ig­
nored or forgotten. Assuming the 
Christian’s desire to be fair, I think 
the latter is responsible.
What is the remedy for forgetting? 
Reminding. Consider, therefore, the 
following points to be reminders.
One rule that is frequently for­
gotten has to do with nomina­
tions by a nominating committee. 
It is actually quite common for an or­
ganization’s bylaws to call for a nomi­
nating committee to nominate certain 
positions. It is a fine rule because it 
gives the advantage o f letting a small 
group spend a good deal o f time on
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it, and it allows those nominated to 
be contacted in advance o f the elec­
tion to determine their willingness to 
serve.
The forgotten part o f the rule is 
that even when a nominating com­
mittee is prescribed, nominations 
from the floor are still in order. In 
fact, it is the duty o f the chair to see 
this is carried out. “After the nominat­
ing committee has presented its re­
port and before voting for the differ­
ent offices takes place, the chair must 
call for further nominations from the 
floor” (p. 427). (All citations and page 
references are from The Scott, Fores- 
man Robert’s Rules of Order Newly 
Revised by Henry M. Robert. 1990 
ed., a new and enlarged ed. by Sarah 
Corbin Robert, with the assistance of 
Henry M. Robert III and William H. 
Evans. Glenview, 111.: Scott, Foresman 
and Co., 1990.)
The chair is mandated to inquire 
whether there are any further nomi­
nations before declaring nominations 
closed. Even a formal motion to close 
nominations “is not in order until a 
reasonable opportunity to make nom­
inations has been given; . . .  it is out 
o f order if a member is seeking the
floor to make a further nomination, 
and it always requires a two-thirds 
vote ” (p. 282).
A second often forgotten rule is 
the “second rule”— that is, the 
rule relating to requirement of a 
second. Seconding a motion to adopt 
a resolution or to take a certain action 
is often required. The result is a sec­
onding habit that has rubbed off on 
nominating procedures. Nominations 
to an office are governed by a differ­
ent set o f rules than other kinds o f ac­
tion. While it is acceptable and allow­
able to second a nomination for the 
purpose o f indicating support or 
agreement, when nominating some­
one for an office, “no second is re­
quired” (pp. 423-24). An unsupported 
nomination must be allowed to stand.
Another important forgotten 
rule is that “each member is free 
to vote for any eligible person, 
whether he has been nominated 
or not” (p. 422). This means that 
write-ins are always in order. Recall­
ing the principle that one should 
“never say always,” note that an ex­
ception  occurs when the bylaws 
specifically state otherwise; for exam­
ple, as when they allow for a yes or 
no vote on an incumbent.
Having read the three reminders 
given thus far, perhaps you wonder, 
why even have a nominating commit­
tee? Or even, why bother to have 
nominations at all? It is purely a mat­
ter o f practicality. “Unless the mem­
bers’ choice is confined to a small 
number o f persons, voting may have 
to be repeated many times before a 
candidate achieves the required ma­
jority” (p. 422).
Besides these forgotten rules con­
cerning nominations, there are also
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some forgotten rules governing the 
elections themselves.
First, there is the issue of majority 
or plurality voting. Majority voting is 
the default procedure. “A plurality 
that is not a majority never . . . elects 
anyone to office except by virtue o f a 
special rule previously adopted” (pp. 
399-400). In some instances, even the 
special rule is not permitted, as in the 
case o f an officer. Only the bylaws 
can prescribe that an officer be elect­
ed by plurality.
We, the 
church, more 
than any 
other 
organization, 
should strive 
to be fair and 
just in all 
our dealings.
That rule makes it appear that ma­
jority elections are somehow better
than plurality elections. Common 
sense tells us that a majority election 
is more likely to reflect the will o f the 
members than a plurality election. 
Robert’s goes so far as to state that “a 
rule that a plurality shall elect is un­
likely to be in the best interest o f the 
average organization” (p. 400). So 
why plurality voting? To prevent the 
possible necessity o f additional ballot­
ing and thereby save time. The next 
time you are asked to choose be­
tween a majority or plurality vote, ask 
yourself which is more important: 
saving time, on the one hand, or 
more accurately determining the will 
o f the members, on the other?
Another move to save time often 
surfaces when additional ballots are 
required because either no one re­
ceived a majority or in order to break 
a tie. Oftentimes, a well-meaning 
member will move that the next bal­
lot be lim ited to the top tw o (o r 
three, or four) candidates or to those 
involved in the tie. The logic is to re­
duce the probability o f needing yet 
another ballot.
Such a motion is always out o f or­
der and must never be allowed. “If 
any office remains unfilled after the 
first ballot, . . . the balloting should 
be repeated as many times as neces­
sary. . . . The same is true where two 
candidates tie. . . . When repeated 
balloting for an office is necessary, 
the names o f all nominees are kept 
on the ballot. The nominee receiving 
the lowest number o f votes is never 
removed from the next ballot unless
the bylaws so require, or unless he 
withdraws. . . . The nominee in low­
est place may turn out to be a dark 
horse’ on whom all factions may pre­
fer to agree” (p. 433).
Another question that sometimes 
arises is, “What happens if someone 
is elected to more offices than al­
lowed?” While strictly speaking an 
election question, this issue often 
arises in a different form at the time 
o f nominations: “Should we nominate 
him for secretary, since he’s already 
on the ballot for treasurer?” Since 
there is a fair way to deal with some­
one being elected to more than one 
office, go ahead and allow the nomi­
nation to more than one office.
What is the fair way to deal with 
someone elected to more offices than 
allowed? The elected member, if pres­
ent, may simply choose which of- 
fice(s) he will accept. If the member 
is absent, the assembly should vote to 
determine the office to which he will 
be assigned, then vote again to fill the 
other office (p. 432).
We, the church, more than any oth­
er organization, should strive to be 
fair and just in all our dealings. As 
church leaders, it is our job to see to 
it. But it isn’t our job to determine 
what is and what is not fair. Parlia­
mentary procedures and rules o f or­
der have developed over the cen­
turies to do just that. Our job is to 
remember them and, by all means, 
use them! When we violate these pro­
cedures, we are violating someone’s 
rights. $
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Ark Rocker
The Model Prayer 
Meeting as Found 
in Acts Chapter 2
W hen the Day o f Pentecost came, they all sat togeth­er in one place. Suddenly 
Peter stood up among the brethren 
with scroll and quill in hand. “And 
now, do w e have any prayer re­
quests?”
John, the spiritual one, responded 
first. “Yes, please pray for my mother. 
She came in contact with a leper this 
week and fears she may have con­
tracted the disease.”
“Thank you,” Peter replied as he 
noted this on his scroll. Then Peter 
asked if there was anyone else.
“Yes,” said Andrew. “My daughter is 
going to see the physician this week 
about a physical condition and needs 
your prayers.”
“Anyone else?” asked Peter as he 
hurriedly scribbled Andrew’s request 
on the scroll.
Silence reigned for a while until 
James mentioned that fish prices had 
been falling steadily, and, being con­
cerned, he would appreciate their 
prayers.
Matthew said he had fallen o ff a 
camel that week and wasn’t feeling 
w ell. This led to a three- or four-
minute discussion on the merits o f 
camel riding versus donkeys. Peter, 
however, tactfully brought the discus­
sion back to prayer requests.
Bartholomew mentioned that, as 
he was getting older, he was getting 
forgetful, which frustrated him. He 
would appreciate their prayers.
Thaddeus’s father planned on tak­
ing a business trip to Jericho. Thad- 
deus wanted the group to pray that 
his father would be given traveling 
mercies.
Simon had a sister that was going 
for a job interview with the Roman 
governor that w eek  and wanted 
prayer. Philip had a neighbor who 
had a daughter that lived in Damascus 
who worked for a merchant that had 
a son who had a terminal disease that 
needed prayer.
As the flow  o f requests came to an 
end, Peter reminded the disciples that 
the greatest thing they could pray for 
was a moving o f God’s Spirit in the 
Church. At this, at least four o f the 
saints nodded their heads in agree­
ment. One even said, “Amen!”
Peter took a deep breath, put on his 
best pastor’s smile, and said, “There is
one further concern I’d like us to pray 
for. Our giving has been down lately, 
and w e’re struggling to pay our bud­
gets. Now  we all know that God is 
able in these difficult times, and He 
owns the cattle on a thousand hills. 
Let’s pray that God will lay this matter 
on people’s hearts, and that people 
will mind God with regard to their fi­
nances. You know,” Peter continued 
after clearing his throat, “I wish we 
could see budgets as ministry and not 
like the taxes we pay to Rome. Now, 
let’s all go to prayer.”
Before the disciples split into small 
groups for prayer, Peter read again 
from the list o f prayer requests. He se­
cretly prayed that no request would 
be forgotten, thereby creating a divi­
sion among the brethren.
When the prayer time was over, Pe­
ter announced that the usual after­
prayer meeting fellowship time was 
changed from Jacob’s Joint to Abe’s 
Pancakes. Some of the brethren didn’t 
like the service at Jacob’s Joint.
The disciples then sang “We Are 
One in the Bond o f Love” and were 
dismissed. About 3,000 were added 
to their number that day. i
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most exciting and challenging aspects o f preaching is that o f proclaiming Hebrew narratives. The Old 
Testament as a whole, as well as the New Testament, is built on a narrative frame. Gabriel Fackre said: “Narrative, in its 
encompassing sense, is an account o f events and participants moving over time and space, a recital with beginning and 
ending patterned by the narrator’s principle o f selection.”
I chose the Genesis narrative o f Joseph as a basis for this series o f sermons. It was a fascinating and delightful jour­
ney.
Three things one must be cognizant o f in preaching narrative (one must recognize these factors in all preaching):
First, be true to the biblical text. Do your exegesis and do it well.
Second, continually remind your congregation that grace is at work in the story.
Third, emphasize continually the sovereignty o f God. He is the God who acts in history.
I trust that you will have a wonderful journey with Joseph.
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WHAT DO YOU DO WITH A CRACKED 
FOUNDATION?
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Gen. 37:1-5
INTRO:
ILLUS: A bombing during the Korean conflict left a child 
named Kim blind and forced her family to wander from 
place to place to beg for food. Her distraught father sold 
the eldest o f his three daughters to a family to do house­
work. Then one day, in desperation, he threw his other 
two girls into a river. The younger drowned, but six-year- 
old Kim survived. For some reason she was able to float a 
bit, though she swallowed a lot o f water and hit a rock. 
She was finally rescued by her own father. A few weeks 
later he left her at the door o f a World Vision Home that 
cared for the deaf and blind.
Four years later Kim came to the United States to be 
adopted by an American family. Here her lovely voice was 
discovered. She received a Fulbright Scholarship to study 
in Vienna, Austria, and, later, invitations to sing in church­
es all over America. Patsy and I had the privilege o f hav­
ing Kim in our home. Today she serves on the Billy Gra­
ham team and has been featured at his crusades and over 
his television programs. Kim was united with her father 
during a visit to Korea. The Korean Times told the story 
o f how this 22-year-old blind vocalist met her real father 
after so many years.
Suffering can contribute to development, maturity, and 
fulfillment. Many times through adversity an inner atti­
tude is developed that allows one to triumph over 
tremendous personal anguish. In the midst o f loss, cre­
ative response can be released. Joseph is a good example 
o f this. Though the story o f Joseph teaches many lessons, 
the theme that unites them all is the sovereignty o f an all­
wise God overruling the sordidness o f man to work out 
His beautiful purpose.
Like Kim Wicks, Joseph did not start with an ideal 
foundation. His foundation was extremely weak in many 
ways. Yet, despite less than ideal circumstances, Joseph 
grew to be one of two major Old Testament characters o f 
which not one negative word is stated. Daniel is the oth­
er.
Let’s look at some o f the cracks in his foundation that 
Joseph had to overcome.
I. JOSEPH’S FATHER WAS LESS THAN PERFECT
In early life, Joseph’s father, Jacob, had been undisci­
plined. For him, the end always justified the means. In or­
der to understand this less than perfect father, let’s re­
view some scenes from his life.
A. Scene one: In Genesis 25, Jacob’s brother, Esau, had 
been out hunting. Famished, he came home from a 
long day in the wilderness. He caught the scent o f 
fresh stew being made by his younger brother. Hungry 
and tired, Esau asked Jacob for a hot meal. Jacob saw 
his golden opportunity. He would be glad to give Esau
some stew—for a price. The price was that Esau hand 
over his birthright.
B. Scene two: Getting older and with his vision dimin­
ishing, Isaac, the father o f Esau and Jacob, was making 
plans to give Esau the patriarchal blessing. Rebekah, 
Isaac s wife, overheard his plans and summoned her fa­
vorite son, Jacob. Together they devised a plan.
C. Scene three: Desiring to cover the conspiracy and, 
at the same time, save her youngest son from Esau’s 
wrath, Rebekah sent Jacob to her brother, Laban. Work­
ing for his uncle, he fell in love with his cousin, Rachel.
D. Scene four: Leah gave Jacob four sons. Rachel does 
not have children, so she gives Jacob her maid, by 
whom he fathers two sons. Then Leah gives him her 
maid, and Jacob fathers two sons by her as well.
E. Scene five: Several years later, in giving birth to her 
second son, Benjamin, Rachel dies. In his grief, Jacob 
showered his affection on Joseph, Rachel’s firstborn. 
Scripture tells us that Jacob “loved Joseph more than 
any of his other sons” (Gen. 37:3).
II. JOSEPH WAS SHACKLED BY HIS SIBLINGS
A. The story o f Jacob and his family is sordid.
1. Then there was Dinah, who was raped by the 
son o f the town mayor. And then there were Sime­
on and Levi, who, along with their brothers, plotted 
revenge for Dinah, deceived the young men of the 
community, and slaughtered them all.
2. Perhaps the saddest statement in the entire nar­
rative is Jacob’s reaction to the sin o f his sons. Evi­
dently, he took no disciplinary action. Instead, Ja­
cob’s reaction centered upon himself. Concern for 
his own reputation was preeminent. Scripture 
records, “Then Jacob said to Simeon and Levi, ‘You 
have brought trouble on me by making me a stench 
to . . . the people living in this land’” (Gen. 34:30).
B. And if you haven’t had your fill o f sordidness yet, 
then there was Judah. Thinking he was sneaking out to 
have sex with a prostitute, Judah found out that he had 
been sleeping with his daughter-in-law. That was the 
“happy little family” in which Joseph grew up.
III. JOSEPH OVERCOMES THE ODDS
A. Joseph probably didn’t understand what was hap­
pening in his life. Yet without the aid o f modern psy­
chology, television, SAT and ACT scores, or even a writ­
ten Bible, Joseph did quite well.
B. Joseph had a positive mental attitude.
C. Joseph had perseverance and determination. Even 
with a cracked family foundation, he determined to
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persevere. Life is a long-distance endurance run. It re­
quires pacing and, most of all, persistence and determi­
nation.
ILLUS. Do you remember the 1984 Olympics? Jeff Blat- 
nick competed in Greco-Roman wrestling, an event in 
which the United States had never won a medal. Added 
to the drama was the fact that two years before, Je ff had 
undergone major surgery for cancer. Blatnick was not to 
be denied. In the gold medal round as I watched, I could 
sense the determination. When the final buzzer sounded, 
the arena erupted . As J e f f  was in terv iew ed , tears 
streamed down his face—he cried like a baby. I felt a 
lump in my throat—he had overcome. That is the attitude 
Joseph modeled in his life. He persevered.
D. Joseph had a servant’s attitude. Today, serving 
seems negative. Most see it as a weakness rather than a 
strength. Serving is for wimps and losers. But Joseph 
realized that one of the greatest strengths in life is to 
give your life away to others.
ILLUS. Do you remember the story of the little engine 
that could? A trainload of toys needed to be delivered to 
the village for the children. The powerful engine that 
pulled the passenger trains was asked to help. “I’m too 
busy pulling important people,” was his haughty reply.
Next, the working engine that pulled long freight trains 
was approached. “I ’m too busy pulling the machinery 
that runs the world,” he retorted.
When all else failed, the little switch engine in the train 
yard was asked. He knew he was small and did not have 
great strength, but he was willing to try. Remember what 
happened as he approached the big hill? All the way up, 
he kept saying, “I think I can! I think I can! I think I can!” 
Finally reaching the top and cresting the hill, the train 
edged toward the downward slope. Picking up speed, it 
raced down the hill and pulled into the village train sta­
tion with the children cheering its arrival.
That story speaks volumes on willingness to serve. 
Even when we are not sure we can handle the task, we 
ought to be willing to try. Joseph was an overcomer be­
cause he was more concerned with giving his life away to 
others.
E. Joseph had an attitude of spontaneous obedience.
Though things were not ideal at home, Joseph was
spontaneously obedient. In Genesis 37, when his fa­
ther asked him to go check on his brothers, he didn't 
even h esita te . This attitude w ould be re fle c te d  
throughout Joseph’s life, not only to his family, but to 
his God.
ILLUS. The story is told of a young preacher who was be­
ing interviewed by a church as a potential senior pastor. 
The Pastor Search Committee heard him preach in his 
own congregation and was spellbound by his oratorical 
abilities. They unanimously voted to ask him to come and 
preach a trial sermon at their church. On Sunday, the trial 
sermon was preached. The young pastor delivered anoth­
er oratorical gem. The com m ittee was a bit nervous 
when they realized that he was preaching the same mes­
sage they had heard him preach in his own church. De­
spite that fact, nothing was said, and the church unani­
mously voted to call him as the new  pastor. Three 
months later he arrived for his first Sunday in the new 
field. He began to wax eloquent. Fifteen minutes into the 
sermon many of the people realized that he was preach­
ing the same sermon he had preached during his trial ser­
mon. They shrugged it off as due to nervousness and 
newness of the situation.
That night the evening service began. The music was 
outstanding. The congregation was in high spirits. Then 
the young pastor began his message. Within five minutes, 
the entire congregation realized it was the same message 
again. The quickest deacons’ meeting in the history of the 
church was called following the service.
In addressing the young pastor, the deacons said, “Pas­
tor, we believe that you are tremendously gifted. We also 
believe that you are God’s man for our church at this 
time, and we want to affirm you and support you in 
everything you do. However, we do have one question. 
Don’t you have more than one sermon?”
With a slight smile and a twinkle in his eye, the young 
man replied, “Yes, and when you start living what I’m 
preaching in the first one, I’ll go to the second one.”
CONCLUSION:
Joseph took a cracked foundation and filled it with the 
mortar of godly attributes, and that made all the differ­
ence.
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
THE CHURCH GETTING ACQUAINTED 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Worship 
Welcome to Our Fellowship
Hymn “The Solid Rock”
Ministry in Music 
THE CHURCH PRAISING IN SONG AND SCRIPTURE 
Praise Chorus “More than Conquerors”
Hymn “Standing on the Promises”
God’s Word 1 Cor. 13:1-7
THE CHURCH PRAYING TOGETHER 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Prayer 
It Is Family Altar Time 
Ministry in Music
We Worship as We Bring Him Our Gifts 
THE CHURCH IN THE WORD 
Sanctuary Choir “Paid in Full”
Message “WHAT DO YOU DO WITH
A CRACKED FOUNDATION?” (Gen. 37:1-5)
Creative W orship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“In everything I did, I showed you that by this kind 
of hard work we must help the weak, remembering 
the words the Lord Jesus himself said: ‘It is more 
blessed to give than to receive’” (Acts 20:35). 
Benediction
“The L o rd  bless you and keep you; the L ord  make 
his face shine upon you and be gracious to you; the 
Lo rd  turn his face toward you and give you peace” 
(Num. 6:24-26). Amen.
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WHEN LIFE IS THE PITS
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Gen. 37:1-28
INTRO:
Have you ever read Erma Bombeck’s If Life Is a Bowl 
of Cherries, What Am I Doing in the Pits? It is an all too 
truthful book that causes us to stop and laugh at our­
selves. I ’m not sure that even Erma could have made 
Joseph laugh, however. “The pits” for him became more 
than just a figure of speech.
Joseph had a sense of destiny as a 17-year-old teenager. 
He could say not only, “I had a dream,” but, “I had two 
dreams!” Naturally Joseph felt he had to tell his brothers 
about them. Why? Who knows! He described to his 
brothers that the dream included all of them “binding 
sheaves of grain out in the field.” Suddenly his sheaf rose 
and stood above the rest. The indication seemed to be 
that his brothers would bend down before him. Their re­
sponse was rather typical: “Do you intend to reign over 
us? Will you actually rule us?” (Gen. 37:7, 8). They were 
angry—here stands Joseph in his dignified robe, telling 
them that one day he is going to be the headman. They 
couldn’t believe it; they hated him all the more.
Joseph twists the knife by telling them of a second 
dream. In this (37:9), the sun and moon and 11 stars bow 
down to him. The message is clear—the stars refer to the 
brothers. The temperature is rising dramatically. The 
brothers are getting hotter by the moment. Joseph is be­
ing stretched—father’s favoritism; brothers hoping he 
would die.
For some time, the brothers fumed over the preposter­
ous dreams that Joseph had shared with them. He wouldn’t 
become their superior! They would stop him. Their time fi­
nally came when Jacob sent Joseph to see how his brothers 
were doing as they tended sheep. The scripture tells of 
their reaction upon seeing him coming (read 37:19-20). 
The die was cast.
But Reuben, the oldest brother, had more maturity and 
sense. Murder would never work. Instead, he set forth 
the idea of throwing Joseph in the cistern. To cover up 
their deed, they would strip off his robe and blot it with 
animal blood. They would then proclaim to their father 
that their youngest brother had been killed. What an ex­
cellent cover-up—just enough to soothe their conscience 
and assuage their guilt.
I. THERE IS THE PRECIPITATION OF ADVERSE 
CIRCUMSTANCES (37:4-10)
A. It would be helpful to understand the causes that 
put Joseph “in the pits.” They are often the same caus­
es that put us there. These factors are especially evi­
dent when others are involved in our being in the pits.
1. Jealousy (v. 4). Jealousy is hostility toward a rival 
or a person one believes to enjoy an advantage. 
Joseph’s brothers were hostile toward him because 
o f his father’s blatant favoritism. Jealousy often 
wreaks havoc based on this premise. Many a person 
and home have been tragically destroyed because of 
this debilitating tendency.
ILLUS. A good example of this is Ester Pauline Friedman 
and her twin sister, Pauline Ester Friedman. These identi­
cal twins dressed alike, took the same classes, shared the 
same purse, and slept in the same twin bed. The middle- 
aged Ester Pauline hooked a job replacing the original 
Ann Landers at the Chicago Sun-Times. Two months lat­
er, Pauline Ester started her own column with the San 
Francisco Chronicle, calling herself Abigail Van Buren. 
Ann sniffed to Time magazine that her sister’s column 
was “very imitative.” The feud was on. For eight years 
these two sisters could not resolve a petty family squab­
ble. Finally, the two partially made up. Feelings lingered 
on. Seventeen years after making up, Abby said about 
Ann, “If she looked old, if she needed a face-Iift, believe 
me, it’s because she needed it. Why not? When you cry a 
lot, it’s got to show.’’Jealousy!
2. Envy. Having seen the favoritism shown by Jacob 
to Joseph, the brothers envied the special attention. 
Why did they not have a special robe like him? Why 
did they have to work so hard? Why weren’t they 
handsome? The questions were innumerable.
3. Bitterness. Because jealousy and envy were al­
lowed to take root in their lives, Joseph’s brothers 
became bitter. When bitterness takes its stronghold, 
excessive amounts of emotional energy are wasted.
B. Do you know what a hatred ledger is? It’s that pri­
vate mental list we keep of everything we hold against 
another person.
C. Joseph’s brothers had been consistently adding to 
their hatred ledger concerning him.
II. THERE ARE SOME PRINCIPLES IN DEALING 
WITH ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES (37:22-24)
A. Can you imagine being in Joseph’s place? He was in 
the middle of nowhere and had no help.
1. Was Joseph’s life going to end here at the ripe 
old age of 17? He couldn’t climb up the walls of the 
cistern. There was no way out. He was surrounded. 
And what’s worse, no one cared.
2. But God did care! Acts 7:9 tells us that all the pa­
triarchs became jealous of Joseph and sold him into 
Egypt. And yet God was with him. You see, it is al­
ways too soon to quit.
ILLUS. Winston Churchill was such a man. While young, 
he attended a preparatory school by the name of Harrow. 
Following his time there, he completed his education and 
served in the military in both India and Africa. At the age 
of 65, this 5'5" tall giant was elected as prime minister of 
England. Toward the end of his career he was invited to 
address the student body at his alma mater. The day pre­
ceding his arrival, the headmaster announced, “I would 
encourage you to bring pen and paper tomorrow. The 
prime minister will speak, and you will wish to note his 
comments. He is possibly the greatest orator of all time.” 
The following day, the auditorium was packed and
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each pen hoisted. After an effusive introduction, Mr. 
Churchill stepped to the podium. Graciously he acknowl­
edged all. Then, in powerful voice, he rumbled: “Never 
give up! Never give up! Never give up! Never! Never!” 
With that he sat down.
So it is with Joseph and us—even in the pit of life we 
must never give up. Paul described life in the pit well 
when he said, “We are hard pressed on every side, but 
not crushed; perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, 
but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed” (2 
Cor. 4:8-9).
Joseph, in order to make a meaningful contribution 
with his life, will have to forget the adverse circum­
stances of the pit and put them behind him.
III. YOU CAN FIND PURPOSE IN ADVERSE CIR­
CUMSTANCES (37:25-28)
A. Joseph knew he was needed.
B. God brought Joseph to a place of no return. He will 
do the same with you and me.
1. The 10 brothers lifted Joseph out of the pit 
when they saw the Ishmaelites coming. They lifted 
him out of the pit and sold him for 20 pieces of sil­
ver. Then the Ishmaelites brought Joseph to Egypt. 
There would be no turning back for Joseph. What is 
more, it was out of his hands.
2. Joseph was given temporary relief from his imme­
diate need when he was lifted out of the pit. He had 
thought that this was the end. God gave him relief.
3. Joseph would always remember how he was lift­
ed out of the pit.
C. Joseph’s new home was Egypt. A lot had happened 
in the last 24 hours. God can accomplish a lot in a very 
short period of time. What was accomplished now was 
the impossibility of turning back. It was painful. He 
didn’t even get to say good-bye to his father. He could 
only say in his heart, “Good-bye, Father. Good-bye, Ca­
naan. Good-bye, coat of distinction,” which showed he 
was the favorite son.
CONCLUSION:
Like Joseph, all of us have to deal with the pits of life. 
But the strength to do so comes from knowing the One 
who can overcome all of the pits. How about you? Do 
you know the God who is able to rescue from the cis­
terns of life? Do you see His hand even in the pit in 
which you may find yourself? Perhaps the pit is merely a 
brief stopping place on the road to doing great things for 
God.
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
THE CHURCH GETTING ACQUAINTED 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Worship 
Welcome to Our Fellowship
Hymn “Living by Faith”
Ministry in Music 
THE CHURCH PRAISING IN SONG AND SCRIPTURE 
Praise Chorus “Because He Lives”
Hymn “It Is Well”
God’s Word Rom. 8:31 -39
THE CHURCH PRAYING TOGETHER 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Prayer 
It Is Family Altar Time
Sanctuary Choir “When Answers Aren’t Enough” 
We Worship as We Bring Him Our Gifts 
THE CHURCH IN THE WORD 
Ministry in Music
Message “WHEN LIFE IS THE PITS” (Gen. 37:1 -28)
Creative Worship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“Each one should use whatever gift he has re­
ceived to serve others, faithfully administering God’s 
grace in its various forms” (1 Pet. 4:10).
Benediction
“Now I commit you to God and to the word of his 
grace, which can build you up and give you an in­
heritance among all those who are sanctified” (Acts 
20:32). Amen.
1 SHOULD B t 
STUDY!N6 FOR MY 
StRMOM
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STARTING A NEW LIFE
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Gen. 39:1-6
INTRO:
ILLUS. With only two seconds left in a professional foot­
ball game some years ago, the New Orleans Saints were 
losing to the Detroit Lions by two points. The Saints sent 
out kicker Tom Dempsey to try a field goal, which would 
win the game. But the ball had been spotted an almost 
impossible 55 yards from the goalposts, plus 8 yards be­
hind scrimmage, a total of 63 yards. The record for a field 
goal at that time was 56 yards. Dempsey put his foot 
squarely into the ball with everything he had. When it 
cleared the crossbar by only inches, teammates, fans, and 
newsmen mobbed him.
The field goal was all the more remarkable because 
Dempsey was born with half a right foot. As Tom grew 
up, he resolved to do everything other kids did, including 
10-mile hikes with the Boy Scouts despite his handicap. 
In college, he discovered that he could kick a football far­
ther than everyone he knew. With just half a foot, he sel­
dom hit the ball dead center. But he kept practicing. He 
was honored by the Professional Sports Writers of Ameri­
ca as the “Most Courageous Player.” Dempsey spoke of 
his handicap in this way: “Had I not been born with the 
handicap, I might never have become a field goal kicker 
and record breaker.”
Joseph suffered adversity. He fell from the position of 
favored son to slave. For the next 13 years, from the mo­
ment his brothers pushed him into the pit until the day 
Pharaoh elevated him to prime minister, he was a cap­
tive. The Word of God reveals the anguish in these 
words: “With bitterness archers attacked him; they shot 
at him with hostility” (Gen. 49:23). The prophet Amos 
speaks of “the ruin of Joseph” (6:6).
Like Joseph, we all have our captivities; we are trapped 
in one way or another. Some have been invalids for years, 
shut in by four walls. Others have been boxed in by acci­
dent, anxiety, illness, hardship, financial reverse, pain, 
misunderstanding, tragedy, or sorrow. Like Joseph, all of 
us can say on occasion, “I never thought this would hap­
pen to me. I never expected to be a captive in this situa­
tion.”
Here is Joseph—born with a silver spoon in his mouth, 
now in a strange new country. Now a slave, Joseph has to 
start a new life. He is in Egypt, cut off from all the people 
and surroundings he had ever known. Yet the sovereign 
God has a plan for Joseph and for the nation Israel. God is 
in control, not only of Joseph’s life, but yours and mine as 
well.
I. JOSEPH HAD TO BE EMANCIPATED FROM HIS 
PAST (v. 1)
A. Joseph could not go back to Canaan. This was in his 
past. He was now a slave in Egypt.
1. Dreamer that he was, it wouldn’t do any good to 
sit around all day dreaming about going home.
2. Joseph enters phase two of his preparation. In
phase one he had been thrown into the pit, rescued 
in time, and kept alive. When God makes us break 
from the past, He puts something in its place to 
make things not only bearable but even pleasant.
B. There were ways in which God made life bearable 
for Joseph.
1. Joseph had rest from his enemies. He lived free 
from the kind of terror and jealousy and hatred that 
he had known. He wasn’t overjoyed about being in 
Egypt, but at least he didn’t have that terror.
2. Joseph had the presence of the Lord (v. 2).
3. Joseph prospered. Starting at the bottom in 
Potiphar’s household prepared him to be prime 
minister in Egypt.
II. FOR JOSEPH EGYPT WAS THE PLACE OF 
PREPARATION (w . 2-3)
A. When the Ishmaelite merchants arrived in Egypt, 
they sold Joseph to Potiphar, one of Pharaoh’s officials.
1. The Scripture record identifies Potiphar as “cap­
tain of the guard.” We have learned from other 
sources that he was head of the Egyptian secret po­
lice or FBI.
ILLUS. Traveling around the world, the late Corrie ten 
Boom often carried with her a small piece of tapestry. As 
she would speak, she would display the piece of cloth to 
the audience. At first glance it appeared as an ugly item, 
its threads tangled, ragged, and snagged. But when Corrie 
turned it over, the onlookers knew that they had merely 
been viewing the back of the piece. Beautifully embroi­
dered on the reverse side of the tapestry were the words 
“God Is Love.”
Anyone looking at Joseph down in Egypt might only 
see a tangled mass of loose ends, yet God is preparing 
Joseph—He is weaving the thread into a tapestry of a 
beautiful life.
B. Potiphar takes note of something. The God of 
Joseph is blessing him. Potiphar has been watching 
Joseph, and in the midst of slavery Yahweh is there.
1. During the days, weeks, and months of our 
preparation time, someone is watching us. What a 
tremendous testimony to God’s power that a pagan 
onlooker notices that God is blessing him.
2. Joseph’s attitude during this time of preparation 
is quite different from the attitude of our world. To­
day we live in an age where the clamor for individ­
ual rights far exceeds the call of duty.
3. Joseph serves as an example of a Christian’s atti­
tude toward work.
ILLUS. Lee Iacocca compares the work ethic of the Unit­
ed States with that of the Japanese: The Japanese worker 
is highly disciplined—if things are crooked, he’ll straight­
en it out. On the assembly line, he’ll stop the line until 
it’s fixed. They have a lot of pride. They see their work as
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a mission. Hangovers and absenteeism are virtually un­
heard of. One Japanese company had to fire their supervi­
sors because too many of them insisted on working on 
holidays as well as their days off. Can you imagine that in 
the United States?
Joseph is a good example of doing a job well, even as a 
slave. Through his unselfish service, he prepares himself 
for greater things and brings glory and honor to God. 
Potiphar notices this.
III. JOSEPH’S POSITION IN POTIPHAR’S HOUSE 
(vv. 4-6)
A. Joseph achieves the highest position possible in the 
household of Potiphar, the attendant of Pharaoh. This 
position was often found in houses of Egyptian nobili­
ty. Here the Hebrew slave now runs the whole house­
hold.
1. Joseph reflects the ultimate in trust. His perfor­
mance and behavior were so outstanding and above 
reproach that he became Potiphar’s executive assis­
tant. This meant supervising all the other servants 
and employees, handling his public relations, over­
seeing his finances, administering his agricultural 
interests, and all of his other business activities.
2. Though Joseph’s credibility was based on his 
personal performance, the Word makes it clear that 
there was another important and deciding factor: 
“The Lo r d  blessed the household of the Egyptian 
because of Joseph” (v. 5). In fact, “the blessing of 
the Lo r d ” (v . 5) was on everything Potiphar had.
3. Though Joseph was a slave, his spirit was never 
shackled. His confident faith in God enabled him to 
face Egypt successfully
CONCLUSION:
Will Steger described this kind of endurance in his jour­
nal of the 1986 Steger International Polar Expedition to the 
North Pole by dogsled, a feat that had not been attempted 
since 1909. They traveled over 400 miles across the polar 
icecap for 56 exhausting days. Steger told of their emo­
tions during a particularly trying part of the journey:
Our moods swung wildly with each change in condi­
tions. For hours we’d fight our way through a hellish 
chaos of huge rubble, suddenly breaking free onto a
plain that seemed endless. Despair would flash to ex­
hilaration. “Finally the worst is behind us,” we’d gasp. 
An hour or two later we’d strike another maze . . .  an­
other slump. Another heavy dose of doubt about our 
prospects. . . . We found ourselves expending as much 
precious energy fighting doubt as we did fighting pres­
sure ridges. But now . . . we’ve learned to stop groping 
for some elusive highway of smooth travel to the pole 
and settled in for the long, hard grind northward. 
Joseph wrestled his way through the “hellish chaos” that 
surrounded him. He had the power to see it through—to 
start over again. He also had the faith to hold on when 
everything was working against his dreams and the 
strength to keep going toward an elusive goal.
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
THE CHURCH GETTING ACQUAINTED 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Worship 
Welcome to Our Fellowship
Hymn “The Lily of the Valley”
Ministry in Music 
THE CHURCH PRAISING IN SONG AND SCRIPTURE 
Praise Chorus “Let’s Just Praise the Lord”
Hymn “It’s Just like His Great Love”
God’s Word Heb. 11:1-6
THE CHURCH PRAYING TOGETHER 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Prayer 
It Is Family Altar Time
Sanctuary Choir “Forever King”
We Worship as We Bring Him Our Gifts 
THE CHURCH IN THE WORD 
Ministry in the Word
Message “STARTING A NEW LIFE” (Gen. 39:1 -6)
Creative Worship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“Each of you must bring a gift in proportion to the 
way the L o r d  your God has blessed you” (Deut. 
16:17).
Benediction
And now may the Spirit that was in Jesus Christ 
be in you, enabling you to know God’s will and em­
powering you to do God’s will. Amen.
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WATCH OUT FOR THE WRECKERS
by Curtis Lewis, Jr. 
Gen. 39:6-10
INTRO:
ILLUS. Several hundred years ago on the island of Cape 
Hatteras off the shore of North Carolina, there were men 
whose business it was to get ships to run aground on the 
shoals just off the island. These men were wreckers who 
made their living gathering up the parts and cargo of 
such ships. With a lighted lantern fastened to the head of 
an old nag (a horse), these men of Nag’s Head—for that 
was the name of their village—walked up and down and 
back and forth. Out at sea in the darkness of the mid-At­
lantic night, ships searching for a passage past the island 
would mistake the bobbing light for the stern light of a 
ship they supposed had found safe passage.
The ships would turn inland and run aground in Dia­
mond Shoals. In the morning, the wreckers would come 
and gather the timbers for new houses, utensils for their 
kitchens, and money for their purses. It was a thriving 
business. In fact, even now visitors to Nag’s Head will be 
shown old houses built and furnished with the material 
taken from the more than 300 ships that perished off the 
coast by accident or treachery.
Temptation is much like the ancient wreckers of Cape 
Hatteras. Just as Joseph is on his way up, his tragic begin­
ning looks like it is about to turn into a triumph. Maybe, 
just maybe, there was a silver lining in his cloud. Then it 
happened—out of nowhere the wreckers of temptation 
sprang. Potiphar’s wife had been eyeing Joseph because 
he was what the younger girls of the congregation would 
call “a hunk ’The first day she propositioned him, he was 
probably startled. He had been striving to do his best and 
earn the respect of his boss. Now his boss’s wife was 
wanting intimacy with him. What is a 27-year-old red- 
blooded male to do? Joseph faces the wrecker of tempta­
tion.
The choice before Joseph was honor or the boss’s 
wife. Temptation comes in many forms. For Solomon, it 
was polygamy. By giving in, he allowed his wives to lead 
him astray. For David it was lust. Bowing to the tempta­
tion, he found himself committing murder to cover his 
deed. The ramifications affected his family for years. All 
of us are subject to temptation; each one of us has a 
weak spot. One thing for sure, temptation is inevitable. 
Even Jesus Christ was not exempt.
Let us examine Joseph’s temptation to see what valu­
able lessons we can learn.
I. JOSEPH IS PROPOSITIONED BY POTIPHAR’S 
WIFE (v. 7)
A. When we are the most successful, we are often the 
most vulnerable to temptation. What happened to 
Joseph vividly illustrates this reality.
1. Before Joseph arrives on the scene, Potiphar 
probably spends a little too much time at the office. 
He is a politician on the rise, and that demands long 
hours. When Joseph comes along, Potiphar is freed 
from his responsibilities at home, and he wraps
himself up in his administrative duties. Meanwhile, 
he leaves an unfulfilled wife at home.
2. Potiphar may have become too busy to meet his 
wife’s emotional and physical needs. In view of the 
moral value system of the ancient Egyptian culture, 
Potiphar probably had other women in his life.
B. Potiphar was not the only one that took notice of 
Joseph.
1. Potiphar’s wife eventually noticed Joseph also. 
We read that he “was well-built and handsome” (v. 
6).
2. We don’t know a lot about Potiphar’s wife, so 
we have to be careful not to speculate. Possibly she 
was a fashionable woman. As an officer’s wife, she 
moved in circles that made it likely she would nor­
mally have little to do with a servant or a foreigner 
like Joseph. She is not subtle in her advances. She 
comes to Joseph and very directly tells him what 
she wants: “Come to bed with me!” (v. 7). Joseph 
refused her. Not only was her invitation direct, but 
she kept after him “day after day” (v. 10). We don’t 
even have to speculate to conclude that her invita­
tion was more than verbal. She would have used 
every visual seductive technique she could think of.
How does Joseph handle this? What is his response?
II. JOSEPH REMARKABLY RESISTED HER 
PROPOSITION (v. 10)
A. There is no sin in being tempted. Temptation is not 
sin, but yielding is sin.
1. Joseph avoided temptation. Though Joseph had 
to enter the Potiphar house daily to perform his job, 
which subjected him to Mrs. Potiphar’s repeated so­
licitations, he avoided her whenever possible. 
ILLUS. A man overcoming a gambling obsession found 
that he could not walk home by way of a certain street 
because he would have to pass a certain club where he 
habitually gambled. A rehabilitated alcoholic admitted he 
couldn’t have lunch in a certain cafe near his office be­
cause of his former practice of taking liquor with every 
meal he ate there.
B. Joseph’s response was remarkable, particularly 
since he was a young single man. He resisted tempta­
tion.
III. JOSEPH HAD REASONS FOR RESISTING MRS. 
POTIPHAR’S ADVANCES (vv. 8-9)
The Scriptures give two reasons why Joseph continu­
ously resisted.
A. He would not violate Potiphar’s trust in him (read v. 
9).
B. His love for God kept him from falling into sexual 
sin.
1. Joseph knew that Potiphar trusted him totally, 
even with his wife.
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2. How strongly people resist acknowledging sin’s 
harm.
ILLUS. Luis Palau, the Latin American evangelist to 
whom God has given an effective ministry on three conti­
nents, bemoans the American tendency to regard sin as 
“just a little thing” and ignore its effects. He says, “If you 
think it is just a little thing, come to Latin America, and 
see what we are going through down there. In some 
countries 70 percent of the population is illegitimate. 
There is a terrible nothingness in the structure of society 
in that part of the world because of sexual immorality.” 
ILLUS. An ancient legend tells us that when Joseph made 
reference to the fact that he could not do that “great 
wickedness, and sin against God” (Gen. 39:9, KJV), 
Potiphar’s wife looked puzzled. Then she smiled under- 
standingly, tore off a part of a richly embroidered drape, 
and hurrying over to the image of a pedestaled Egyptian 
god standing in the corner, threw it over the idol’s head, 
covering its eyes. “Now, Joseph,” she said, “it’s all right; 
the god cannot see us.”
Joseph is said to have answered, “But my God sees us 
still. His eyes can never be covered, for darkness and light 
are both alike to Him.”
C. Most adulterous situations come because someone 
thinks the grass is greener on the other side of the 
fence. And there is one reason for this: it is sin.
D. Love is often the excuse for sin, as if to say, “It’s all 
right.” Remember this: any sexual involvement outside 
marriage is sin. It is not real love that motivates it—it is 
lust!
CONCLUSION:
Have you ever seen an area where a forest fire has 
raged? It is a horrible sight. Towering trees have been re­
duced to blackened, splintered toothpicks, vestiges of 
their former beauty. The grandness is gone, vanished in 
the raging forest fire that was sparked by a burst of light­
ning or the fallen match of a careless camper. The area is 
devastated. Once a forest fire has ravaged an area, all that 
is left are ugly evidences of what was once beautiful. Sin 
does that to people. If allowed to run amok, its searing 
flames scar the landscape of a person’s life. To love this
destructive force, sin, is to love what literally drove Jesus 
Christ to the Cross.
It is Satan’s pleasure to minimize sin. He calls it by oth­
er names. In his jargon, homosexuality becomes “an alter­
nate lifestyle”; promiscuity, “sexual liberty”; drunkenness, 
“a social disease”; murder through abortion, “freedom of 
choice.” Satan points us to the pleasure and never to the 
pain. Joseph is a model for us as he says, “No! I’m not go­
ing to do it.” I warn you today: watch out for the wreck­
ers. You could end up a shipwreck. Look at Joseph—you 
can make it!
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
THE CHURCH GETTING ACQUAINTED 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Worship 
Welcome to Our Fellowship
Hymn “A Shelter in the Time of Storm”
Hymn “All That Thrills My Soul”
Ministry in Music 
THE CHURCH PRAISING IN SONG AND SCRIPTURE 
Hymn “Our Great Savior”
God’s Word Gal. 6:1-8
THE CHURCH PRAYING TOGETHER 
The Sanctuary Choir Calls Us to Prayer 
It Is Family Altar Time
Sanctuary Choir “More than Wonderful”
We Worship as We Bring Him Our Gifts 
THE CHURCH IN THE WORD 
Ministry in Music
Message “WATCH OUT FOR THE WRECKERS”
(Gen. 39:6-10)
Creative Worship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“But who am I, and who are my people, that we 
should be able to give as generously as this? Every­
thing comes from you, and we have given you only 
what comes from your hand” (1 Chron. 29:14). 
Benediction
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with you. 
Amen.
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THE DUNGEON TIMES OF LIFE
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Gen. 39:20-23; 40:1-23
INTRO:
It is impossible to know the thoughts that raced 
through Joseph’s mind that day. Within a few hours, he 
was accused, arrested, and thrown into prison, all be­
cause he refused to betray his master’s trust or break his 
commitment to God. He did what was right, and it 
turned out all wrong. Just when he could see the possibil­
ity of his dreams being fulfilled, they were once again 
thrown into a pit. As he was lowered into the prison, he 
must have wondered concerning the whereabouts of 
God. We know the depths of his despair, for in Gen. 
40:15 we hear the pathos as he speaks to the cupbearer.
There is another account of this event in a later scrip­
ture. Retelling the history of Israel, the Psalmist tells us 
(readPs. 105:17-22):
He sent a man before them—Joseph, sold as a slave. 
They bruised his feet with shackles, his neck was put in 
irons, till what he foretold came to pass, till the word of 
the Lord proved him true. The king sent and released him, 
the ruler of peoples set him free. He made him master of 
his household, ruler over all he possessed, to instruct his 
princes as he pleased and teach his elders wisdom.
Tested—that is the right word for what’s going to hap­
pen to Joseph for the next few years. God is going to test 
Joseph and his dreams in that dungeon. Two words are 
used in our text to describe where Joseph was impris­
oned. In Gen. 39:20-23 a word is used that literally means 
“roundhouse. ” The other is the name Joseph gave it— 
dungeon (40:15). It was probably a windowless, stifling, 
smelly, filthy, half-buried hall with a roof shaped like an 
inverted bowl. Through an opening at the top Joseph 
was lowered into the dark interior. It is one thing to be in 
a prison when you’re guilty, but quite another when 
you’re innocent—where your very purity has caused the 
injustice. That’s the hardest kind of testing to endure.
Look through the perspective of Joseph’s dungeon 
years at some of life’s dungeon experiences that come to 
us. My prayer is that we can hear God’s relevant message 
for us. What are some of the dungeon experiences of life, 
and what are their meanings?
I. THERE IS THE DUNGEON OF DARKNESS 
(40:15)
A. There is the darkness of sin. The Bible speaks of 
many types of darkness that are the result of sin. How­
ever, it is wrong to conclude that all times of darkness 
come from sin. Certainly Joseph’s darkness didn’t, and 
much of our darkness doesn’t either.
B. There is the darkness of dryness. This is the dark­
ness that some of the saints have described as the 
seeming withdrawal of any feeling of God’s presence 
from the soul. Such a time of deep spiritual aridness is 
called by various names: “the dark night of the soul,” “a 
spiritual desert,” “the wilderness of the soul.” It is 
God’s discipline of darkness so that we will stop walk­
ing by sight and learn to walk by faith.
C. There is the darkness of dilemma. I am referring to 
those dark moments of life when we honestly try but 
seem unable to discover what God’s will for us really 
is. We are in darkness regarding God’s direction for us 
or regarding some decision we are forced to make. 
ILLUS. A recently licensed pilot was flying his private 
plane on a cloudy day. He was not very experienced in in­
strument landing. When the control tower was to bring 
him in for a landing, he started thinking of the hills and 
towers and buildings in that area and began to get pan­
icky. In a calm but stern voice, the command came: “You 
just obey instructions; we’ll take care of the obstruc­
tions.” If we set our minds on the direction of obedience 
to God’s will, He will handle the obstructions. He will 
take care of the darkness and turn it into light.
II. THERE IS THE DUNGEON OF DESPAIR
A. Joseph was in a dungeon of darkness that could eas­
ily have turned into a dungeon of despair and depres­
sion.
B. Joseph kept the darkness of the dungeon out of his 
heart (39:20-23; 40:6-7).
1. One of the most remarkable secrets of Joseph’s 
life is that the darkness that surrounded him in that 
dungeon was not allowed to enter his heart. The 
light of the dream within him was kept bright and 
clear.
ILLUS. In his book Born Again, Charles Colson tells of 
his involvement in the Watergate scandal, his subsequent 
Christian conversion, and then his seven-month imprison­
ment. He describes his struggle to keep a truly Christian 
spirit during his confinement. He watched some of the 
strongest men finally give in and turn into ambulatory 
vegetables while in prison. Some slept every minute they 
could, as a way of escape. Some turned in on themselves, 
brooding. Others degenerated both physically and men­
tally. Colson says he avoided that only by the strongest 
determination—by strict physical disciplines like walking 
fast, exercising regularly, and fighting off sleep except at 
night, and keeping his mind on God through regular Bi­
ble study and prayer. Only by a strict ordering of himself 
was he able to keep the prison from getting inside of 
him.
2. Joseph was inside the dungeon, but he never let 
the dungeon get inside of him.
3. After a while we see the same thing happening 
here in the prison that happened back in Potiphar’s 
house. Joseph proved to be a person of integrity 
amid the sordid treachery and cruelty of prison life. 
Before long he was made the chief assistant to the 
warden and was actually running the day-to-day 
business of the prison.
C. One day the king’s cupbearer and baker were 
thrown into the same prison.
1. Since they were important persons, Joseph was
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assigned to them. One night both men had dreams 
that were very disturbing. The words of the story 
are remarkable (read 40:6-7).
2. With a compassionate spirit, Joseph listened to 
the men’s disturbing dreams. Then, giving full cred­
it to God, he interpreted their dreams for them. 
Events turned out exactly as he foretold.
III. THERE IS THE DUNGEON OF 
DISAPPOINTMENT (40:23)
A. So Joseph stays in the dungeon. At first his spirits 
are high with hope. But as the days lengthen into 
months, he begins to realize the terrible truth (read 
40:23). Now the darkness o f the dungeon is blacker 
than the swamps.
B. We’ve all experienced it.
1. We’ve all known the awful feeling in the pit of 
our stomachs that disappointment brings. Joseph 
experienced this. A year passes, and Joseph is still 
in prison. And then another year— he is 30 years 
old. It is 13 years since the 17-year-old dreamer 
started out across the fields to visit his brothers. 
Where are his dreams now? We are asking the same 
questions, aren’t we? God is going to give us an an­
swer pretty soon, but first He wants to teach us 
about the dungeon of disappointment. The reason 
is that God has to get us onto His divine timetable. 
Many times He cannot do this without taking us 
through the discipline o f disappointment. In our 
disappointment, God wants us to wait upon Him.
2. Interrupted dreams are not necessarily broken 
dreams meant to be abandoned. They are only de­
layed dreams meant to be postponed. God-given 
dreams will keep in the deep freeze o f acceptance, 
provided you keep out any heat from resentment.
3. God continues to keep Joseph faithful. While he 
waited in the dungeon of disappointment, he was a 
good and faithful servant in the task he had been 
given to do.
CONCLUSION:
Leo Buscaglia relates an experience that happened to 
him. He awoke in an intensive care unit after surgery. He 
was plugged into intravenous tubes, respirators, and 
monitoring devices in a room where other critically ill pa­
tients were in the beds around him. Before surgery he
had given orders that no one be admitted to his cubicle 
w h ile he was in ICU. Though Buscaglia was being 
watched every minute by trained medical personnel, he 
started regretting his decision. He was lonely and wanted 
to see a familiar face. At that point, Buscaglia says, he was 
roused by the creak o f an opening door. A friend had 
slipped past the No Visitors sign and was threading his 
way around all the medical paraphernalia to his bedside. 
“It was a moment o f sheer magic,” Buscaglia wrote. 
When the friend took his hand and held it for a few sec­
onds, Buscaglia forgot all the tubes, respirators, and mon­
itors. He only knew that someone loved him, was close 
to him, and was trying to help him. Buscaglia finished re­
lating this incident by saying, “I’ll remember this moment 
forever.”
What a picture o f grace! We are imprisoned by the 
dungeons o f life. Our dreams are chained in darkness, de­
spair, and disappointment. In our aloneness and lostness 
He comes—it is a moment o f sheer grace. As He releases 
us and frees us, we say to ourselves, “I’ll remember this 
moment forever.” And we will!
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THE WAITING ROOMS OF LIFE
by Curtis Lewis, Jr. 
Gen. 40:23—41:40
INTRO:
Have you ever noticed that rooms speak for them­
selves? Walk into a freshly decorated nursery prepared by 
proud, expectant parents. Immediately the room speaks 
o f joy, excitement, and anticipation. It proclaims the 
coming o f happy days. Enter a dorm room the evening af­
ter students are allowed in—curtains, carpet, bedspreads 
are all neat. Go back a week later, and all the work Mom 
and Dad have done seems to be in vain.
But other rooms are not so inviting. Some rooms are 
lonely regardless o f the number o f people within them. 
Discouragement reigns. A frightened uncertainty prevails. 
These are the waiting rooms. I have the opportunity of­
ten to be in the waiting rooms of medical institutions. 
There I am with people and observe them experiencing 
the full range o f human emotions. The waiting rooms of 
life are difficult and challenging to cope with, and yet, in 
our life pilgrimage, we encounter many experiences that 
develop into waiting rooms. These waiting rooms are dif­
ficult to deal with. We are unaccustomed to waiting. We 
live in an Instamatic society. Our telephones are Touch- 
Tone. Our ovens are microwave. Our information is gen­
erated on a computer screen at the touch o f a keyboard.
Joseph will teach us insight into the waiting room of 
life. He had been imprisoned on false charges, and deliv­
erance was not quick in coming. In prison he met 
Pharaoh’s chief baker and cupbearer. Joseph interpreted 
their dreams. It had been good news and bad news. For 
the chief cupbearer, the interpretation brought the good 
news o f release and restoration to his former position. 
The bad news was that the chief baker got no good news 
at all. For him the dream’s interpretation called for execu­
tion.
Hoping to see the light at the end o f the tunnel, Joseph 
had requested the cupbearer to remember him and his 
plight to Pharaoh. As so often happens when we are in a 
period o f waiting, things don’t work out according to our 
wishes. And so things had not worked out the way 
Joseph had hoped. It was as though he had never existed. 
No one remembered him. He was confined to life’s wait­
ing room.
I. JOSEPH LINGERED IN A TIME OF WAITING 
(40:23—41:1)
A. Have you ever felt confined? The last verse o f Gen. 
40 and the first verse o f Gen. 41 must be read together 
to experience the full impact o f what must have hap­
pened in Joseph’s heart and mind at this time. We read 
that “the ch ief cupbearer . . . did not remember 
Joseph; he forgot him.” The historical record contin­
ues, “When two full years had passed, Pharaoh had a 
dream” (40:23; 41:1).
1. When Joseph interpreted the cupbearer’s dream, 
reassuring him that he would be reinstated to his 
former position, he asked this high-ranking official 
to put in a good word for him to the king. This
must have been Joseph’s first ray o f hope for release 
from his confinement.
2. Why did Joseph want to be free? Not only was 
he innocent, but also he wanted to return to his 
family in Canaan. This is implied in his conversation 
with the cupbearer (40:15). He is saying, “I don’t 
really belong here. I was brought here against my 
will. I want to go home.” It has been 11 years since 
Joseph had seen his father.
B. Have you ever been homesick and lonely?
ILLUS. You feel as if you are going to die. Several years 
ago I was in Chicago for three weeks o f study. Though I 
was busy, I dreaded the weekends. I was miles away from 
family and friends. I missed my family terribly. Fortunate­
ly, I was still in my native homeland. I could call and 
write. There were people with me with whom I could 
fellowship. Even so, I was still lonely.
Think how Joseph must have felt. He was completely 
shut away from his family for years with no opportunity 
to communicate and, humanly speaking, no foreseeable 
opportunity for freedom.
Those days o f waiting after Joseph’s encounter with 
the cupbearer must have initially brought him hope. 
Then it began to fade, leaving him more emotionally dis­
traught than ever. Joseph is in the waiting room. Fortu­
nately Joseph had hope beyond hope. This hope was ulti­
mately in God, not in Potiphar, not in the cupbearer, not 
in Pharaoh. In these times o f waiting, our hope must be 
in God.
II. JOSEPH WAITED UNTIL TIME TO BE 
REMEMBERED (41:9-13)
A. “Two full years” after the cupbearer had been rein­
stated—probably again on Pharaoh’s birthday— the 
king had a dream. He saw seven well-fed cows grazing 
in the Nile River. Then he saw seven undernourished 
cows come up out o f the Nile. They immediately de­
voured the seven well-fed cows (41:1-4). Pharaoh had a 
second dream, and this time seven healthy heads of 
grain were devoured by seven “thin and scorched” 
heads of grain (w . 5-7). No one was able to interpret 
the dreams.
1. Egypt has been called “the gift o f the Nile.” Even 
today it is totally dependent on the river for its exis­
tence. Out o f the Nile really do come either bad 
years or good years.
2. The Egyptians worshiped the river. They also 
reverenced the cow as the symbol o f the reproduc­
tive pow er o f nature. I f  God wanted to show 
Pharaoh that seven years o f plenty and then seven 
years o f famine were coming, He couldn’t have said 
it in plainer language than the dream.
B. The ch ie f cupbearer ev iden tly  observed the 
process. He watched the magicians and wise men of 
Egypt come and go, leaving Pharaoh more troubled
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and frustrated than before. Then he remembered his 
experience with Joseph. He informed the king o f the 
“young Hebrew” who was in prison with him (41:9- 
13).
C. Joseph became the interpreter o f God, informing 
Pharaoh that God gives the answer to the dream.
III. JOSEPH EXPERIENCED A TIME TO BE 
PROMOTED (41:33-40)
A. Joseph was wise enough to see unfolding before 
him a plan that God had designed all along. He knew 
that Pharaoh was listening intently and was open to 
suggestions. At this juncture, he made a very wise pro­
posal. He suggested to Pharaoh that he “look for a dis­
cerning and wise man [—a man he could] put . . .  in 
charge o f the land o f Egypt” (v. 33). Joseph further sug­
gested a plan for storing up food “during the seven 
years o f abundance,” which in turn could be used and 
distributed “during the seven years o f famine” (w . 34, 
36). Pharaoh responded to Joseph’s plan positively. Not 
only was he impressed with the proposal, but also 
Pharaoh knew who the man should be.
B. Think what God had permitted to happen. Had 
Joseph come before Pharaoh two years before, chances 
are it would have been only because o f the king’s cu­
riosity. There would have been no personal need or ur­
gency in his life. He would not have called for all the 
wise men o f Egypt. Consequently, Pharaoh would not 
be able to compare Joseph’s success with their failure. 
Pharaoh trusts Joseph. He promotes him from prison 
to palace—not only to live there but to have authority 
over the whole kingdom of Egypt (v. 40).
CONCLUSION:
There are some reflections on waiting.
1. Learning to wait patiently strengthens our confi­
dence in God without reducing the self-confidence we 
need to function in life.
2. A period o f waiting often allows time for true char­
acter to be developed and revealed.
3. A period o f waiting often creates opportunities for 
advancement that may not happen otherwise.
ILLUS. In her book Tramp for the Lord, Corrie ten Boom 
(Fleming H. Revell Co., Old Tappan, N.J., 1974, pp. 23- 
24) describes her feelings the day she was miraculously 
released from a Nazi concentration camp. In many re­
spects, she and Joseph had a lot in common.
When you are dying—when you stand at the gate of 
eternity—you see things from a different perspective 
than when you think you may live for a long time. I 
had been standing at the gate for many months, living 
in Barracks 28 in the shadow o f the crematorium. 
Every time I saw the smoke pouring from the hideous 
smokestacks, I knew it was the last remains o f some 
poor woman who had been with me in Ravensbruck. 
Often I asked myself, “When will it be my time to be 
killed or die?”
Corrie reports that in the face o f all this she was not 
afraid because God’s presence was very real. She felt His 
closeness and His guidance.
As she stood in the prison yard awaiting the final order 
for her miraculous release, a fellow prisoner whispered 
to her o f the death o f two o f their friends. It struck her 
that these two women had accepted Jesus as their Lord 
during her stay in the prison camp. She silently told the 
Lord if it had all been for the souls o f those two women, 
it had been worthwhile.
Corrie further described, “A guard spoke harshly, 
telling Mimi to leave the yard. Then he said to me, ‘Face 
the gate. Do not turn around. The gate swung open and I 
glimpsed the lake in front o f the camp. I could smell free­
dom.
“ Follow me,’ a young girl in an officer’s uniform said 
to me. I walked slowly through the gate, never looking 
back. Behind me I heard the hinges squeak as the gate 
swung shut. I was free, and flooding through my mind 
were the words o f Jesus to the church at Philadelphia: 
Behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man 
can shut it’” (Rev. 3:8 [KJV]).
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THE MEANING OF WHOLENESS
by Curtis Lewis, Jr. 
Gen. 41:50-52,57
INTRO:
There is no way any human being can endure what 
Joseph went through for 13 years without experiencing 
negative aftereffects, particularly at the emotional level. 
Joseph was human, like any one o f us. Though he had a 
unique relationship with God, he was not exempt from 
the same fears and anxieties we all experience when re­
jected by those we love, when falsely accused by those to 
whom we are loyal, when punished for the sins and mis­
takes o f others, and when willfully forgotten by those we 
have helped the most. Because o f these painful experi­
ences, Joseph suffered deeply.
God did not forget or forsake Joseph, either during 
those dark days or afterward. Though he must have often 
wondered whether God really cared, Joseph never turned 
away from Him.
How did God bring mental and emotional healing to 
Joseph? The answer is tucked away in three power- 
packed verses in Gen. 41. Though very clear and to the 
point, it’s easy to overlook and miss the great lessons that 
emerge from these three verses.
After Joseph’s promotion and before the years o f 
famine came, w e’re told that his wife, Asenath, gave birth 
to two sons (v. 50). The names Joseph gave these two 
boys, along with his personal explanation as to why he 
named them Manasseh and Ephraim, are significant clues 
to understand how God brought healing to Joseph’s in­
ner being. God still uses the same method today when 
we are victims o f suffering and hurt.
I. “MANASSEH” MEANS “GOD HAS MADE ME 
FORGET” (v. 51)
A. Joseph named his first son Manasseh, literally mean­
ing “one who causes to forget.” He then explains why 
he chose this name: “It is because God has made me 
forget all my trouble and all my father’s household” (v. 
51). The connection is clear. There is a very definite 
cause-effect relationship between Manasseh’s birth and 
Joseph’s ability to forget his painful past.
B. What means did God use to bring about emotional 
healing?
1. God gave Joseph a w ife—another human being 
to fill the void in his life and to help him forget his 
loneliness.
2. Initially Joseph’s first family caused him so much 
pain. Thirteen years later God used Joseph’s own 
family to heal the pain.
II. “EPHRAIM” MEANS “GOD HAS MADE ME 
FRUITFUL” (v. 52)
A. Asenath bore Joseph a second son. And again 
Joseph chose a name that focuses on what God was do­
ing in his life. Ephraim comes from a word meaning “to 
be fruitful.”
B. God had made him “fruitful” in giving him two sons.
But God had also made him “fruitful” in giving him posi­
tion, wealth, and success in Egypt. Joseph was in the 
midst o f the “seven years o f abundance” when his sons 
were bom. The land “produced plentifully.’Joseph had 
already stored up huge quantities o f grain—so much 
grain that he stopped keeping records o f how much he 
had in storage. There is only one way to describe what 
was happening in his political life: “God ha[d] made 
[him] fruitful in the land o f [his] suffering ”(v. 52).
C. With this statement Joseph also let us know he had 
not forgotten what he suffered in Egypt. But he also let 
us know he was now rejoicing in what God had both 
allowed and done in his life.
ILLUS. Karl and Edith Taylor had been married for 23 
years. Edith considered herself “the luckiest woman on 
the block” to be married to such a loving, thoughtful 
man. In his job with the government, Karl often had to 
go out o f town, but he always wrote her faithfully and 
sent her a gift from every place he visited.
When Karl learned he was being assigned to Okinawa 
for a few months, the Taylors were saddened. It would be 
a long separation, but to keep their spirits up, they made 
plans to put a down payment on a cozy little “cottage 
with a view” just as soon as Karl returned.
So Karl went to Okinawa. Edith was thrilled when his 
thoughtful cards and letters began to arrive. There were 
no gifts this time, but Edith knew her husband was put­
ting every spare cent into savings for their dream house. 
Within a few weeks, however, the letters became fewer 
and briefer. Then, just as she was beginning to prepare 
for his return, Edith received word from Karl that he 
would have to stay three more weeks. Later, he wrote, 
“just one more month.’’Then, “a couple months longer.” 
Finally, after Karl had been gone over a year, Edith re­
ceived the letter that shattered her heart. It began, “Dear 
Edith, I wish there were a kinder way to tell you we are 
no longer married. . . . ” Karl had obtained a mail-order di­
vorce from Mexico. He was now married to a 19-year-old 
Japanese girl named Aiko.
Edith was devastated. The world ceased to make sense 
to her. There was no sound, no color, no taste anymore— 
only unrelieved pain. Finally, Edith took all her anguished 
feelings and honestly spread them out before God in 
prayer. As she wrestled with the Lord, she realized she 
had a choice to make: she could become bitter and re­
sentful, hating Karl for his betrayal and mistreatment o f 
her—or she could choose to continue loving her hus­
band. After a deep inner struggle, Edith made the healing 
choice for her trial o f mistreatment: she wrote to Karl, 
told him she forgave him, and asked that they continue to 
keep in touch.
So for the next few years Karl and Edith exchanged 
cards and letters frequently. As time went by, Karl wrote to 
Edith to tell her o f his and Aiko’s first child, a girl named 
Marie, then two years later another little girl named Helen.
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A couple o f more years went by, and Edith received an­
other letter that broke her heart: Karl was dying o f lung 
cancer. Medical bills were mounting, taking all the money 
Karl had saved to send his two little girls to school in 
America. Aiko and the girls would soon be left without 
anyone to provide for them. “What’s going to happen to 
them now?” was the closing, despairing question o f one 
o f his letters.
Edith wrote back that she would like to pay the airfare 
to bring Marie and Helen to the States to live with her, if 
Karl and Aiko agreed. So, a short time after Karl’s death, 
54-year-old Edith Taylor became “the other mother” to a 
three-year-old and a five-year-old. A few months later, Edith 
arranged for Aiko to join her and the girls in America.
At the airport, Edith waited until the last person came 
off the plane—a thin, frail Japanese woman who seemed 
totally alone and afraid. Edith called Aiko’s name, and 
they rushed into each other’s arms. There they promised 
that together they would raise the girls for Jesus Christ. 
Edith Taylor later wrote, “Though Karl was taken from 
me, God has given me three others to love.” She offered 
her trial o f mistreatment to God, and He transformed her 
trial into healing for Aiko, Marie, and Helen— and for 
Edith herself. That’s what God wants to do in our lives 
when we are victims of mistreatment.
III. WE LEARN ABOUT PERSPECTIVE (v. 57)
A. Joseph’s story demonstrates clearly that at times 
God allows suffering in the lives o f His children to ac­
complish His own special purposes.
B. What we learn from Joseph’s experience is the dy­
namic means God uses to bring emotional healing in 
our lives. There are some universal applications.
1. In His permissive will, God allows us to endure 
emotional stress in order to prepare us more ade­
quately for His service.
2. No matter what the cause o f our suffering, God 
can bring about emotional healing by using other 
people in our lives.
CONCLUSION:
ILLUS. The early years o f Carolyn Koons’s life were spent 
in a series o f rough, dirty logging towns. Violence and 
mistreatment were part o f growing up for her. Her moth­
er and father repeatedly abused her and finally aban­
doned her on the streets.
As a teenager, Carolyn was befriended by some Chris­
tian young people who cared enough to patiently, persis­
tently win this hardened young woman to Christ. Carolyn 
went on to college and seminary, eventually becoming a 
professor o f Christian education at Azusa Pacific Universi­
ty. In 1975 she founded Mexicali Outreach, an evangelis­
tic ministry that takes hundreds o f Christian students into
northern Mexico for short-term missionary work. The 
first year she led a team to Mexicali, they toured a youth 
prison housing 300 boys, some as young as 5 years old. 
There she met 9-year-old Tony.
Tony was raised in the streets o f Tijuana, surrounded 
by crime, narcotics, and prostitution. Tony’s childhood, 
like Carolyn’s, had been filled with violence and mistreat­
ment. One day when 5-year-old Tony was playing in the 
street, he heard his baby brother screaming. Tony went 
to the door o f his house, heard a loud thud, and froze. 
The screaming had stopped. Looking inside, Tony saw his 
mother and father bending over his brother’s body, a 
bloody club nearby.
Tony fled, and his parents reported him to the police, 
accusing him of murder. So 5-year-old Tony was thrown 
into prison—and he stayed there for 4 years before being 
discovered by Carolyn Koons. There had never been any 
investigation o f the charges against him. After a long and 
expensive battle against bureaucratic red tape, Carolyn 
Koons won Tony’s freedom and brought him to the Unit­
ed States, whereupon she found herself a single parent to 
a 12-year-old boy. In the hardness and resentment o f this 
terribly wounded boy, Carolyn confronted the scars o f 
her own childhood. Her own long-buried hurts surfaced 
again as she sought to help Tony overcome his painful 
memories—she used those hurts to bring healing into 
Tony’s life. She saw the love o f Christ begin to change his 
heart.
Today, Tony is a Christian college student at Azusa Pa­
cific. Carolyn and Tony are living proof o f the power of 
God not only to heal our hurts but to transform our hurts 
into healing for others.
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THE AWAKENING OF CONSCIENCE
by Curtis Lewis, Jr. 
G en. 42
INTRO:
ILLUS. Early one cold December morning in 1944, para­
chutes billowed in the sky over Europe. Quietly men de­
scended to the ground, suspended like puppets on 
strings. But puppets they were not. The Allied offensive, 
which was six months old, had moved with precision 
across Europe. It would soon come to a halt, however. 
These soldiers from the sky were German soldiers. They 
carried no weapons. Their uniforms were American. 
Along with them, suspended under numerous para­
chutes, came American jeeps. They were descending be­
hind Allied lines. A defensive move that was brilliant in its 
origin was being implemented by the leaders o f the Third 
Reich. The mission o f these soldiers was to travel the 
roads o f the advancing Allied armies and change all signs. 
If the signposts were turned to give wrong directions, Al­
lied forces would be not only confused but oftentimes 
lost in the surrounding countryside. Needed reinforce­
ments would be unduly delayed. Allied troops, caught in 
heated battle, would wonder what was keeping the rein­
forcements.
The shattering reality is that the strategy almost suc­
ceeded. Had it not been discovered, the war might have 
been delayed indefinitely. Who knows? Perhaps the 
whole outcome would have been different.
Joseph’s brothers would soon find themselves in a sim­
ilar situation as the Allied troops o f World War II. The 
signposts o f their lives were going to be changed. They 
had been going the wrong direction. Soon they would 
leave Canaan and march down the road to Egypt. God 
was changing their road signs to awaken their conscience 
and bring about His will for them and their father, Jacob. 
Joseph would be the redemptive means by which Israel 
would become a nation and his brothers and father 
would fulfill God’s purpose for their lives.
How did God awaken the conscience o f the brothers 
o f Joseph? Our Scripture lesson suggests three ways.
I. THEY EXPERIENCED THE PINCH OF MATERIAL 
WANT (w . 1-5)
A. As the curtain opens on Gen. 42, we find ourselves 
momentarily transported from Egypt to Hebron, in Ca­
naan, Joseph’s old homestead.
1. Here we catch a glimpse once again of Joseph’s 
father, Jacob, and his family. The famine has spread 
to the Land o f Promise, and the going is tough. 
There are 66 men, women, and children, plus the 
in-laws, in Jacob’s clan.
2. “Why do you just keep looking at each other?” 
he demands o f now middle-aged sons (v. 1). Their 
lives are in jeopardy, and the brothers haven’t made 
any inroads in solving the problem. “I have heard 
that there is grain in Egypt,” continues Jacob. “Go 
down there and buy some for us, so that we may 
live and not die” (v. 2).
B. Egypt—the word leaves a sour taste in their mouths 
and a sinking feeling in their stomachs worse than any 
hunger pang. Egypt is where the Midianite caravan 
carted their brother 22 years earlier. Surely Joseph is 
long gone or perhaps even dead. Still they would 
rather not risk it.
1. There is no choice. The 10 oldest boys set out 
on a journey o f some 250 miles to a land they 
would prefer never to see (v. 3).
2. In the midst o f their material wealth, Jacob and 
his family are starving.
3. Jacob and clan find themselves hungry despite 
their gold and silver reserves.
II. THEY EXPERIENCED THE PAIN OF HARSH 
TREATMENT (w . 6-23)
A. The 10 brothers ride into the Egyptian city where 
surplus grain is sold to foreigners. They are directed to 
the chief administrator o f the food program—Joseph, 
who is described as “the governor o f the land, the one 
who sold grain to all its people” (v. 6).
1. When Joseph’s brothers approach him, they fall 
on their knees and bow down to him, “their faces 
to the ground” (v. 6). Shades o f yesterday! Joseph’s 
dream is fulfilled. They do not recognize Joseph, 
but he immediately recognizes them. Joseph accus­
es his brothers o f being spies.
2. I ’ve wondered why Joseph chose to accuse his 
brothers o f being spies. Then I realized that one o f 
the chief reasons they had angrily tossed him into 
the pit was that he had been a tattletale and report­
ed the behavior o f four o f his brothers in the fields 
(37:2). No doubt he was taunted with the words: 
“Here comes Daddy’s little spy!” Now they receive a 
taste o f their own medicine. Notice the brothers’ re­
sponse (42:13). At last Joseph receives the whole 
history. Benjamin is alive; Jacob is alive. Joseph’s 
whole family is convinced that he himself is dead. 
They’ve given him up as gone for good.
3. Joseph introduces part one o f the exam he in­
tends to put his brothers through (w . 14-17). Final­
ly Benjamin is brought into the picture.
B. On the third day o f their imprisonment, Joseph 
pays a visit to his brothers.
1. Joseph informs them that only one brother will 
remain in custody. The rest may return to their fami­
lies, taking provisions along to feed their starving 
households.
ILLUS. In William Shakespeare’s tragedy Hamlet, Hamlet 
suspects that his uncle has murdered his father to gain 
the crown o f Denmark. Hamlet suspects the murder and 
wants to avenge it. How is he to make sure? Claudius 
seems to be guilty, but is he? Even after the ghost o f Ham­
let’s father appears and tells him the details o f his mur­
der, Hamlet hesitates to strike. What if  he should be
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wrong? What if the king, his uncle, is innocent? At last, 
Hamlet hits upon the idea of a play. A troupe o f players 
has come to the castle, and Hamlet arranges to have them 
perform a play reenacting the details o f the murder the 
ghost had told him about. He calls it “The Mousetrap” and 
identifies it as the device by which he will catch the 
king’s conscience.
When the play is performed, the king is deeply affect­
ed. He rises suddenly and rushes from the room. “Give 
me some light,” he says. Later he confesses his fault, 
though not openly:
Of my offence is rank, it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest verse upon %
A brother’s murder.
(Act 3, scene 3) 
Joseph’s words were carefully calculated ones that 
proved effective in awakening the conscience o f his 
brothers and bringing them to a confession o f their 
deeds. Sometimes God permits harsh treatment to awak­
en our conscience and bring us to a confession o f our 
need of Him.
III. THEY EXPERIENCED THE PROOF OF G OD’S 
PRESENCE (vv. 24-38)
A. While all the verbal banter is taking place among 
his brothers, Joseph listens closely. He understands 
what they are saying, even though they are unaware o f 
it, “since he was using an interpreter” (v. 23).
1. Joseph is unable to ignore the emotion of the mo­
ment. Their regret pierces him. Their sorrow stabs 
him to the core. He turns from them and weeps hot, 
bitter tears. He doesn’t enjoy this. His tears are not a 
sign o f weakness, but the mark of a man who has 
not seen his family in two decades. Joseph turns 
again to face his brothers. He orders that Simeon be 
seized and bound before their eyes. For the entire 
journey home, the brothers will have before them 
the eyewitness image o f Simeon bound.
2. Before they start for home, the narrative tells us 
that Joseph caused each man’s silver to be returned 
to him in one o f his purchased sacks of grain. In ad­
dition, food for the journey was also provided. 
When they stop for the night, one o f them discov­
ers his silver in his bag o f grain. They turn to each 
other and ask, “What is this that God has done to 
us?” (v. 28). This is the first time in the entire narra­
tive, beginning in chapter 29, that any o f Joseph’s 
brothers have mentioned God. Joseph speaks o f 
God often—not so the brothers. Now as their con­
sciences come alive, they utter the word, “God.”
B. There is something else here—grace!
1. Thus far in the story the interventions o f God in
the lives o f Joseph’s brothers, bringing them to re­
pentance, have all had a rough edge to them. They 
have issued from grace, since they have been in­
tended for good in the brothers’ lives.
2. I see grace at work in the fact they did not hide 
the problem regarding Simeon and Benjamin (w . 
32-34). There is grace in Reuben’s response to Ja­
cob (v. 37).
CONCLUSION:
TT.T.TTS. The Victor Hugo classic Les Miserables is about a 
man who succumbed to a momentary temptation and 
paid a terrible price. The protagonist, Jean Valjean, stole a 
loaf o f bread to feed his sister’s starving children. He was 
caught, tried, and sentenced for the theft. He spent 19 
years in a dungeon for his crime.
Upon his release, he could find no employment be­
cause of his prison record. Only one man, an elderly bish­
op, showed compassion to Jean Valjean. The churchman 
took Valjean into his home, gave him food and a bed, and 
prayed for him. But Valjean was so desperate that he 
yielded to temptation again. He stole some silver plates 
from his host and fled into the night.
But the thief was quickly captured by the police and 
taken back to the house o f the bishop. The police dis­
played the stolen silver plates to the surprised bishop and 
asked if they belonged to him. “Yes, they are mine,” an­
swered the bishop. “That is, I gave them to him. And 
Jean,” the bishop added, turning his eyes to the arrested 
man, “you forgot to take the candlesticks.” The bishop 
was a man who understood grace and forgiveness.
Like Joseph’s brothers, you may have failed. Perhaps 
God has awakened your conscience to sin, guilt, humilia­
tion, and broken relationships. Failure is not the end. Like 
Joseph and like the bishop, God is ready to forgive us and 
restore us.
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WHAT IS YOUR BENJAMIN?
by Curtis Lewis, Jr. 
Gen. 43
INTRO:
When we left Jacob at the end o f Gen. 42, he is faced 
with a choice. Initially he is fighting God’s eternal pur­
pose, which is to reunite Joseph with his family and to 
get the children of Israel into the land of Egypt. His heels 
dragging, his jaw set, Jacob refuses to budge in his deci­
sion that Benjamin must not leave Canaan. What blessing 
the patriarch is in danger o f missing because o f his stub­
bornness!
God is dealing with Jacob by turning up the volume on 
stress. Jacob is underneath his circumstance, fighting a 
losing battle against God’s design. They are now out of 
grain. God is trying to get Jacob to respond. The response 
He desires is for Jacob to let go o f his youngest son.
I. WE SEE THE STUBBORNNESS OF JACOB 
(vv. M O )
A. As Gen. 43 opens, Jacob and family have consumed 
most o f their grain, and the famine remains severe in 
the land.
1. Jacob orders his sons to go back to Egypt. He 
knows the requirements Joseph has laid out, that 
there can be no trade unless Benjamin accompanies 
his brothers to Egypt. But he chooses to act as if the 
rules don’t exist. At this moment, he does not plan 
to obey. Jacob refuses to surrender. He is tough and 
bullheaded. He has no intention o f acquiescing to 
the commands o f a foreign official in a faraway land. 
He simply tells his sons to get more food.
2. One of the most difficult conclusions we will ever 
come to is to realize that there is no meaningful life 
in Christ until we are willing to do things God’s way.
B. Judah, Jacob’s fourth-born son, speaks to his father 
(w . 3-5). There is really no alternative to sending Ben­
jamin. To do anything else means the mission will fail.
1. Judah becomes the great intercessor. He tells Ja­
cob, “Dad, there’s no choice. If Benjamin goes, we 
go. If Benjamin stays, we stay and we die. Without 
him, w e ’ll get no food, and the 500-mile round trip 
will have been for nothing.”
2. Jacob lashes out in anger, frustration, and fear (v. 
6). He blames his sons that all o f this has happened. 
A family feud has erupted. Eight other voices join 
their brother’s in protesting their father’s com­
ments (v. 7). Judah steps in once more to break up 
the fray (v. 8). Then he makes a most amazing, un­
selfish promise (v. 9).
II. WE SEE THE SUBMISSION OF JACOB 
(vv. 11-14)
A. As Gen. 43 continues, nothing is as Jacob wishes it 
to be either. God is forcing his hand. The last thing Ja­
cob wants to do is to send Benjamin to Egypt with his 
brothers, but he has no choice. He turns to his sons 
and says with resignation:
1. “If it must be . . (v. 11). What glorious words 
of surrender! The human spirit thirsts for indepen­
dence. It desires to play the game its way—to pro­
tect its ego, to grant wishes to others rather than to 
receive what is graciously given. Surrender is a 
learned response. And Jacob is learning. When he 
makes the decision to let go o f Benjamin and coop­
erate with God’s program, we reach a pivotal point 
in our saga. Now the mind-set o f the leader o f Israel 
is one o f submission, not resistance; obedience, not 
rebellion. Characteristically, Jacob still hasn’t 
learned to cooperate without sending a gift.
2. Jacob saves the worst till last—take Benjamin, he 
tells his sons. Jacob will face the trauma o f being 
alone for one o f the few times in his life.
B. At last Jacob reaches the point o f surrender. He will 
give up his Benjamin to whatever the Lord has in mind 
(v  14).
1. When Jacob speaks of “God Almighty,” he uses 
the Hebrew term El Shaddai, referring to God as 
the Keeper o f the covenant, the breasted One, the 
sustaining One, the all-powerful One. Into God’s 
hands Jacob releases his sons. Notice the words of 
surrender: “As for me, if I am bereaved, I am be­
reaved.” Whatever, God! We are witnessing surren­
der. It’s time to raise the white flag and allow El 
Shaddai to handle the situation according to His will. 
ILLUS. A man at the side o f the road tinkered with his 
Model-T Ford, trying to get it started—without success. A 
chauffeur-driven car stopped, and an expensively dressed 
man got out. After watching the futile efforts o f the man 
to start his car, the stranger suggested a minor adjustment 
that he should make in the engine. The owner was skep­
tical but was willing to try anything. He made the adjust­
ment, and when he cranked the car, the motor began to 
run like new. Amazed, the man asked the stranger how 
he knew what to do. The answer was, “I ’m Henry Ford. I 
made the car, so I know all about how it works.”
God made us and He knows us. We only work best as 
we surrender to Him. Jacob discovered that—and may 
we discover the same thing.
III. WE SEE A SURPRISE IN EGYPT (w . 15-34)
A. In verse 15 notice the word “hurried.” Why do they 
rush? It is because time is o f the essence. Thanks to Ja­
cob’s delays, if their families are going to survive the 
famine, the brothers must make the round trip to 
Egypt and back in record time.
1. The brothers want to get to the food distribution 
center when it opens. They stand before Joseph, 
and he recognizes Benjamin. He has his steward in­
vite them home for lunch. They are afraid.
ILLUS. Picture yourself in the customs line at a Middle 
Eastern airport. You move slowly forward, watching the 
officers inspect the bags o f others. Before you reach the
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head of the line, another man in an official-looking uni­
form grasps your carry-on bag and says, “Come with me.”
What would you do? Panic would hit. You’d be terribly 
alarmed. You would ask, “What have I done? What’s go­
ing on here?”
2. That’s the reaction of Joseph’s brothers. They 
haven’t committed any crimes, but there is the mat­
ter of the returned silver to consider. They explain 
their purpose for coming and inform the steward of 
the silver in their bags (w. 19-22). The steward tells 
them not to be concerned about the replaced silver. 
He withdraws from the room and returns with 
Simeon.
B. At noon Joseph comes home.
1. When Joseph walks in the door, it marks the first 
time in over 22 years that all 12 brothers are togeth­
er within the confines of a single room. The first 
chance they get, the brothers present their gifts to 
him and then bow down before him—there’s the 
dream again! Joseph asks the men how they are and 
then poses this question: “How is your aged father
(v. 27). And then as Joseph’s eyes scan the 
room, they come to rest upon Benjamin, his own 
m other’s son. With supreme self-control, Joseph 
asks, “Is this your youngest brother, the one you 
told me about?” Notice how he addressed Benjamin: 
“God be gracious to you, my son” (v. 29).
2. Benjamin, his only full brother, now stands be­
fore him. Overcome with emotion, Joseph rushes to 
a private chamber, where he freely sheds tears of 
joy and heartache. Joseph washes his face, hoping 
to conceal the redness of his eyes. He reenters the 
room and orders food to be served.
CONCLUSION:
ILLUS. To help us understand the profound difference 
God’s special regard can make in human life, we can go 
back to one of the influential myths that has shaped hu­
manity’s view of itself. The story of Achilles, from Greek 
mythology, still echoes in our world today.
According to legend, Achilles’ mother, wanting to be­
stow immortality on her son, took him to the river Styx 
and plunged him into its waters. As a result, his entire 
body became invulnerable to mortal blows—except for 
one spot, the heel by which she had held him in the wa­
ter.
Achilles grew up to become a great hero. The ancient 
poets recounted a series of noble exploits involving the 
siege o f Troy. A chilles defended Iphigenia, a young
princess condemned by a soothsayer to die as a sacrifice. 
But the princess refused to let him risk his life for her. 
W hen King Agamemnon wronged a valiant warrior, 
Achilles bravely drew his sword against him and was re­
strained only by the goddess Athena. During the long 
siege of Troy, his entry into battle saved the day for the 
retreating Greeks; the rival Trojans trembled before this 
mighty son of the gods. Achilles was also pictured mourn­
ing dramatically and honorably when his friend Patroclus, 
to whom he gave his armor, was killed.
Later Achilles received armor more glorious than any 
yet worn by mortal man. He slew innumerable Trojans 
who leaped into the river Xanthus like locusts driven 
from fields on fire, and he then drove the survivors up 
against the gates of Troy. He spotted his nemesis, Hector, 
and pursued him, wielding a massive spear, his armor 
glowing like fire. Hector fled, but, at last, Achilles drove 
his weapon through the warrior’s neck.
The most enduring version of this tale describes how 
Achilles fell in love with a daughter of Priam and came 
unarmed to the temple of Apollo to be married to the 
princess. But there the treacherous Paris gave him a mor­
tal wound in that one vulnerable spot, his heel.
Thus the Greeks gave us an enduring image, “Achilles’ 
heel,” the tragic flaw. The exposed heel became a symbol 
for a character blemish—something like pride, for exam­
ple, that proved to be the downfall o f more than one 
Greek hero.
What is your Benjamin—the Achilles’ heel that holds 
you back spiritually?
Be a Jacob. Surrender your Benjamin to God.
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PASSING THE TEST
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Gen. 44
INTRO:
Joseph is putting his brothers to the test. How will 
they do? Have their attitudes changed over the years? Had 
they changed? Could it be that the hatred they once had 
for him they have now transferred to Benjam in? It 
seemed they had changed. How could he be sure? Before 
he could reveal his identity and unveil the ultimate plan, 
he had to be sure. He had to take one more step. It 
would be the ultimate test of their true hearts and atti­
tudes toward their father and their younger brother. As 
Gen. 44 opens, the test begins.
I. WE HEAR THE PLAN OF JOSEPH (vv. 1-6)
A. The brothers are getting ready to depart Egypt. 
Their hurried visit is nearly over. They plan to leave 
early the next morning. Things will go faster if their 
bags are packed the night before.
1. For a second time, Joseph instructs his steward 
to fill the men’s sacks and to place each man’s silver 
in his sack. They’ll be getting all their money back. 
The grain they’ll cart home is free. Joseph will not 
be in debt to his own flesh and blood; rather, he 
will be the giver. This time Joseph gives his steward 
an unusual additional order (read v. 2). The steward 
immediately obeys. “As morning dawned,’’ the men 
set out for home (v. 3).
2. They’ve spent a comfortable night—well rested, 
full, happy, and anxious to see their families. Won’t 
the people back home be impressed with their suc­
cess. What heroes they’ll be! They can’t wait to get 
out of Egypt and back home. Since the brothers 
have not packed their saddlebags themselves, they 
haven’t the slightest idea about the surprising cargo 
within. None of them have any idea of the cup in 
Benjam in’s bag. The entire group is heading for 
home without looking back. Soon they’ll receive 
the shock of their lives and will face the toughest of 
challenges.
B. Before the brothers have gone very far from the 
city, Joseph turns again to his servant (v. 4). (Read w. 
4-5.) The plot thickens. The brothers are being tested. 
Joseph orders his steward to pursue the brothers and 
to falsely accuse them of theft. It isn’t fair by human 
standards, but from God’s perspective, it will reveal 
the brothers’ hearts.
ILLUS. Charles Colson tells of sitting on a platform in the 
crowded Delaware State Prison, where he had come to 
address the inmates, and thinking over a life that had 
brought him to high government service, followed by ar­
rest, conviction, and imprisonment in connection with 
the Watergate scandal. He thought of the scholarships 
and honors earned, the legal cases argued and won, the 
decisions made from high government offices. Then he 
realized, “It was not my success God has used to enable 
me to help those in this prison, or in hundreds just like it.
. . . All my achievements meant nothing in God’s econo­
my. No, the real legacy of my life was my biggest failure— 
that I was an ex-convict. My great humiliation—being 
sent to prison—was the greatest event of my life.”
Like Charles Colson, the brothers of Joseph are about 
to have their self-confidence broken. Soon they will find 
themselves utterly at the mercy of the prime minister of 
Egypt. Little do they realize that God in His grace will use 
their seeming failure to reveal His mercy and bring heal­
ing to their lives.
II. WE HEAR THE PROTEST OF THE BROTHERS 
(vv. 7-17)
A. Catching up with the brothers of Joseph, the stew­
ard repeats the accusations of his master.
1. The brothers protest in amazement (w . 7-8). 
“We re honest! We re innocent! What have we to 
gain by such a theft?” So certain are they of their in­
nocence that the brothers make a solemn offer (v. 
9). The steward seems to agree with the brothers 
but changes the conditions (v. 10).
2. The search com m ences, the brothers quietly 
lowering their sacks to the ground. Beginning with 
the oldest, the steward moves on down the line. As 
he finally reaches Benjamin, the brothers are breath­
ing a sigh of relief. When the steward opens Ben­
jamin’s sack, there is the cup.
3. It’s a long trip back. Every step is agonizing. 
They dread the thought of being taken into the 
presence of the man they’ve offended so deeply. 
Yet they go. They could have abandoned Benjamin, 
but instead, they return to the city—to the uncer­
tain fate and wrath of a ruler awaiting them.
B. W hen the stew ard and the b rothers arrive at 
Joseph’s house, they find that he has not yet left for 
work.
1. When they walk into Josep h ’s presence, the 
brothers throw themselves on the ground. There is 
that dream again! Remember, it is God’s dream.
2. Have Jacob’s sons changed? Indeed they have. 
Judah steps into the arena of leadership. He refuses 
to abandon Benjamin. Freedom awaits, yet he and 
the others choose slavery over Benjamin. Joseph 
may be surprised at the changes in his brothers. Are 
they the same men who sold him years ago? The 
loyalty they’re showing is incredible.
III. WE HEAR THE PLEA OF JUDAH (vv. 18-34)
A. Judah now assumes control o f the situation. He 
begs Joseph to let him speak. No doubt emotions swell 
within Judah as he makes his speech. The atmosphere 
crackles with tension and electricity. Judah doesn’t un­
derstand why events have turned sour, but he does un­
derstand his responsibilities.
B. (Read w. 30-31.) Judah informs Joseph that Jacob’s
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life is bound up in the life of Benjamin. There is no ani­
mosity or jealousy. Judah’s only thoughts are for the 
welfare of his father. “Bound up with the boy’s life”— 
what a remarkable statement that is about the relation­
ship between a parent and a child. May I ask you a 
probing question? Are you, like Jacob was with Ben­
jamin, bound up in the lives of your sons and daugh­
ters?
ILLUS. In his best-seller, Rx fo r Addiction, physician 
W. Robert Gehring related the sad and sordid tale of his 
personal battle with drug addiction. In it, Gehring reveals 
that the thing that finally made him desire to end his sub­
stance abuse was the birth of a tiny miracle, his daughter. 
Writes Gehring:
Courtney Robin Gehring was born at 2:54 p.m . on 
March 7, 1979. I looked at her pretty little face; I saw 
the dimple in her chin (just like mine); I held her warm 
little body in my arms. . . . When I held Courtney in my 
arms for the first time, I felt a warmth, a closeness, a 
protectiveness that I had never experienced before. It 
was a euphoria far superior to that generated by any 
drug.
I persuaded the nursery personnel to push Court­
ney’s warmer to a remote corner of the nursery—away 
from the other babies. “We need to talk private,” I 
joked. I sat silently on a stool and watched this new 
person for over an hour. Courtney was flailing her 
arms and legs—trying them out, as babies do. I studied 
her little fingers and toes, her protuberant tummy, her 
healthy pink cheeks. A thousand thoughts bombarded 
my consciousness. Future thought, past thought, baby 
thoughts, father thoughts. I started talking to her in a 
soft whisper. “Happy birthday, little honey. Welcome to 
our world. We’ve got problems, to be sure, but it’s not 
a bad world. There’s still war and crime and starvation, 
but that’s none of your concern, because your daddy 
will protect you from all that. ”
Tears were streaming down my cheeks as I lifted her 
from the warmer and pressed her tiny body against 
mine. “Your daddy has a problem right now, little hon­
ey. He’s gotten into something that he can’t get out of. 
He’s in way over his head. There’s a beast inside of him 
that’s consuming him. But that’s not your concern. 
Your daddy’s strong. Because of you, your daddy will 
kill that beast, and that beast will never threaten us 
again. I promise, I’ll protect you.”
The beast within Gehring was destroyed eventually. It 
did not prevent him from becoming bound up in the life 
of his daughter.
C. If Benjamin is forced to remain in Egypt, Judah fears 
that his father will suffer immensely, will perhaps even 
die. As he continues speaking, Judah reveals to Joseph 
the promise he made to Jacob before taking Benjamin 
from their homeland (v. 32). He then asks that Ben­
jamin be released and that he be imprisoned. Judah of­
fers himself in the place of Benjamin.
D. I am reminded of Another who became a substitute, 
a descendant of the tribe of Judah—the Lion of Judah. 
His name is Jesus. In His sacrifice, He was literally be­
ing made sin for us, bearing our sins. Jesus offered him­
self for us. In a lesser, though still meaningful, manner, 
Judah essentially does the same thing for Benjamin.
CONCLUSION:
What will be Joseph’s response to this gesture? This we 
shall discover as we turn to Gen. 45. For right now, the 
brothers of Joseph have passed the test with flying colors.
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
LET ALL THE PEOPLE PRAISE HIM 
The Sanctuary Choir Leads Us in Praise 
We Greet One Another in the Name of Our Lord 
Hymn “Great Is Thy Faithfulness”
Hymn “It Is Well”
Ministry in Music 
HOLY SPIRIT, YOU ARE WELCOME IN THIS PLACE 
God’s Word 1 Tim. 6:17-20
We Pray in One Spirit 
Ministry in Music 
JESUS, BRING US THE WORD OF LIFE 
The Sanctuary Choir Sings of God’s Love 
Message “PASSING THE TEST” (Gen. 44)
Creative Worship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“Remember this: Whoever sows sparingly will also 
reap sparingly, and whoever sows generously will al­
so reap generously” (2 Cor. 9:6).
Benediction
Embrace the will of God. Obey the call of God. Re­
ceive the power of God. Reflect the peace of God. 
Amen.
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THE FREEDOM OF FORGIVENESS
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Gen. 45
INTRO:
In our study of Joseph, we’ve seen that he conceals his 
identity. Unlike the Lone Ranger, his motives are less to 
protect his loved ones than to provide them with a chal­
lenge. Neither does he seek revenge—he is not cut out to 
get even for the way they bushwhacked him 20 years be­
fore. The test the brothers undergo is not designed for in­
timidation or senseless torment. It is designed to awaken 
the brothers to the truth about themselves, their respon­
sibilities, their God. In Gen. 45, the time arrives for 
Joseph to strip off the disguise and stand unmasked be­
fore his family.
I. JOSEPH HAD THE NEED TO RELATE (vv. 1-3)
A. When Judah pleads that he be allowed to take Ben­
jamin’s place as a slave, Joseph could no longer con­
trol himself. To this point, Joseph had revealed very 
little emotion to his brothers. They had only observed 
him as a stern Egyptian prime minister. You can imag­
ine what his brothers must have thought when they 
saw their accuser begin to lose control and heard him 
cry out (read v. 1). The m om ent had arrived for 
which Joseph had worked so hard. He needed to re­
veal himself to his brothers so that they could all live 
fuller lives. There was much unfinished business that 
could not be com pleted until a full disclosure was 
made.
1. His brothers were suffering under the delusion 
that their brother was dead. They had been carry­
ing a load of guilt about his demise for more than 
two decades. They needed to know the truth. This 
is a family matter—it is private business.
2. Joseph, his vision somewhat blurred by salty 
tears, looks at his brothers and cries, “I am Joseph!” 
Then he inquires about his father, “Is my father still 
living?” (v. 3). Eyes and face glistening with wetness, 
his breath choked by sobs, he can say no more than 
these simple words. The brothers cannot answer 
him because they are “terrified.” It’s one thing to 
stand before the prime minister and be accused of 
stealing. It’s quite another thing to find out the offi­
cial is really the brother whom you sold into slavery 
long ago and who, considering human nature, 
should be festering with so much bitterness and re­
sentment that he’s ready and able to have them exe­
cuted.
B. But Joseph isn’t like that.
1. Joseph’s deepest desire is to relate once again to 
his brothers. He weeps, then says, “Don’t be afraid.” 
Yes, he holds the power of life and death. There is 
grace here. The ultimate test of the reality of God’s 
grace in our hearts is our willingness to love and re­
late to the “ungraceful people” in our lives.
2. We can only relate to others properly when we 
are in proper relationship to God.
II. JOSEPH HAD THE NEED TO RECONCILE 
(vv. 4-15)
A. In Gen. 45:4-5, we find one of the most amazing 
scenes in this whole incredible drama. Joseph com­
mands his brothers to come close to him. When they 
do this, he repeats his earlier message with a few 
added details. (Notice v. 5.) Joseph tells his brothers 
not to worry. He’s not bitter. He’s not resentful. He is 
fully aware that God had a purpose in everything that 
happened. Joseph is actually more concerned about 
how his brothers felt than how he felt.
B. The Joseph story highlights an important distinc­
tion between forgiveness and reconciliation.
1. Christians get into a lot of difficulty when they 
assume forgiveness and reconciliation are the same 
thing. They are not. We need to carefully sort out 
the important difference. To forgive those who 
wrong and hurt us is one thing; to be reconciled 
with them is another. When we forgive, the walls 
that we have erected and that have kept us apart 
are broken down. As far as we are concerned, we 
are now free to go to them and be reconciled to 
them. In most instances, we offer Him our willing­
ness to go to the persons and be reconciled. For 
though they need our forgiveness, we, too, need 
theirs. This is not an easy thing to do. It requires hu­
mility and grace on our part. In the majority of life’s 
simpler situations, we can forgive our wrongdoers, 
ask their forgiveness for our wrong feelings toward 
them, and have the broken relationships restored.
2. There is a myth in evangelical circles regarding 
reconciliation: if we fully forgive people and do all 
we can to bring about reconciliation with them, 
they will always reciprocate with forgiveness and 
reconciliation, and, from then on, everything will 
be all right between us. In the simpler situations of 
life, it may work out that way. However, life is not 
always that simple. Forgiveness is sometimes a one­
way street. Reconciliation is always a two-way 
street.
C. Sometimes in the matter of reconciliation, you can 
run into a spiritual chain-saw massacre.
1. There are some incredibly complex situations re­
garding forgiving and being reconciled. We must 
face the fact that there are some no-win situations 
in life, situations where our forgiveness may always 
remain a one-way street.
2. It took over 20 years of waiting for Joseph to be 
reconciled and restored to his brothers.
ILLUS. David Seamands tells the story of Irene. For years 
she struggled over deep resentments against an alcoholic 
father who sexually abused her as a teenager. God gra­
ciously and wonderfully healed her o f the pain and 
abuse. Years passed. She received word that her father
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was seriously ill and had asked to see her before he died. 
Led by the Spirit, she made the long trip in fear and trem­
bling. Here are excerpts from a letter she wrote to David 
Seamands:
I wasn’ t sure how  I would feel about Daddy— 
whether my emotions had really been healed as I trust­
ed they were, or whether when coming into close 
physical proximity I would still feel that wave o f nau­
sea. . . .
When I saw Daddy, there seemed to be an instant 
rapport and understanding between us, and with hon­
est and joyful love I threw my arms around his frail, 
thin body, kissed him, and told him I loved him. He had 
tears streaming down his face. . . . Everything in the 
past was forgiven and washed in the blood o f the 
Lamb. . . . The healing and love for which I had trusted 
the Lord so long ago was mine, not just when I was far 
. . . away from the problem, but right there in Daddy’s 
arms! (Living with Your Dreams [Wheaton, 111.: Victor, 
1990], 144-45).
She waited 10 years for reconciliation. Today she is one 
o f God’s healed helpers because she forgave and then 
waited for God’s timing.
Look again at Joseph (w . 5-8). In His sovereignty, God 
took even the evil o f man and turned it for good—the 
saving of many lives.
III. JOSEPH HAD THE NEED TO RESTORE 
(w . 16-28)
A. A great start had been made in restoring the family 
o f Jacob to its proper condition, but there was still 
much to be done. (Read w . 16-20.) The news of the 
brothers in Egypt reaches Pharaoh, pleasing the king 
and the officials. Without hesitation, Pharaoh instructs 
Joseph (v. 17). The king continues to exercise royal 
prerogative, issuing an executive order for Joseph to re­
lay to his brothers (read w. 19-20).
B. When the brothers arrive in Canaan, they evidently 
decide to give Jacob the direct approach. They don’t 
give him details.
CONCLUSION:
The story o f Joseph and his brothers is so moving that 
it seems almost unreal. But, when applied, it etches two 
unforgettable principles on our hearts. First, that God tru­
ly is in control, and that He will ultimately prevail with or 
without the cooperation of His erring children. Second, 
when a man or a woman comes into contact with the im­
mensity o f God, the result is a heart that pulsates with 
His love to such an extent that extraordinary depths o f 
love and forgiveness flow from that grateful heart.
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
LET ALL THE PEOPLE PRAISE HIM 
The Sanctuary Choir Leads Us in Praise 
We Greet One Another in the Name of Our Lord 
Hymn “Come, Thou Fount”
Hymn “Grace Greater than Our Sin”
HOLY SPIRIT, YOU ARE WELCOME IN THIS PLACE 
Ministry in Music
God’s Word Eph. 3:14-21
We Pray in One Spirit 
The Sanctuary Choir Sings 
We Worship Him Through Our Giving 
JESUS, BRING US THE WORD OF LIFE 
Ministry in Music
Message “THE FREEDOM OF FORGIVENESS”
(Gen. 45)
Creative Worship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, 
pressed down, shaken together and running over, 
will be poured into your lap. For with the measure 
you use, it will be measured to you” (Luke 6:38). 
Benediction
“May the God of steadfastness and encourage­
ment grant you to live in such harmony with one an­
other, in accord with Christ Jesus, that together you 
may with one voice glorify the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ” (Rom. 15:5-6, RSV).
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50/20 EYESIGHT
by Curtis Lewis, Jr. 
Gen. 50:15-21
INTRO:
ILLUS. I find science fiction very fascinating. As a kid I 
loved to read the adventures o f Buck Rogers. One o f the 
most common literary devices o f science fiction is the 
time machine. This gadget conveniently enables one to 
move backward or forward in time and to become part o f 
the lives o f people in the past or the future.
This morning I want us to imagine that we have some­
how gotten into a time machine and have been propelled 
back several thousand years. We are alive just after the 
teenage Joseph has been sold to the Midianite slave 
traders. It’s the first night o f the journey to Egypt, and 
the Midianite caravan have made camp. The evening meal 
is over, and all are sleeping in their tents. Everyone ex­
cept Joseph. He is pretending to sleep.
Watch him—we can hardly believe what we are seeing. 
His captors have loosened his chains so he could get some 
sleep. Somehow we are able to free him. (Remember, in 
science fiction we can see other people, but they can’t 
see us.) He is actually trying to escape from his captors. 
They haven’t traveled very far, and Joseph is an unusually 
strong young man who knows this area o f the country 
like the back of his hand. He calculates that he could be 
back to Dothan by the next night. Watch him as he quietly 
crawls out o f the tent and makes his way stealthily into 
the night. Within a few days he is back home. There is an 
awful family ruckus, but Jacob is so glad to have his fa­
vorite son home again that, in time, the whole incident 
blows over, and they all live happily ever after.
Such are the wonderful possibilities and fun of science 
fiction. But when we get “back to the future” and see 
how it all comes out, we are horrified. Twenty years later, 
when the great famine strikes, there is no wise Joseph in 
Egypt, and no grain to eat. Canaan and Egypt are wiped 
out by starvation. God’s plan for His people and the 
preparation for the Messiah are badly disrupted and de­
layed. The whole world is different, and there are count­
less worse evils. All because you and I got overanxious 
and rescued an innocent teenager from a lot o f trouble.
No biblical story better illustrates the overarching prov­
idence of God in our lives than that o f Joseph. Even in 
the most unlikely incidents in Joseph’s life, God was at 
work, making them turn out for His purposes. It had tak­
en 13 years, 13 terrible and tragic years, filled largely 
with evil—hate, suffering, darkness, injustice, human fail­
ures, and what looks like bad luck!
Now we look at Joseph’s story and see the great under­
lying truth—that God is able to work out His purpose 
even through the sin, failures, and blunders o f human 
frailty. Nothing is so accidental or incidental, so foolish or 
evil, that God is not able to use it for His providential 
will. Hindsight is 20/20. Our optometrist tells us that’s 
the best vision we can have. But the optometrist doesn’t 
have the last word; Joseph tells us what 50/20 eyesight is, 
and you can’t get any better than that.
Let us examine this passage to see how 50/20 eyesight 
works.
I. WATCH THE ACTION OF THE BROTHERS 
(vv. 15-17)
A. Jacob is dead! The period o f mourning is over. 
Joseph and his brothers have returned from burying 
their father in Canaan.
1. The brothers are afraid, with Jacob no longer 
there, that Joseph might want revenge at last.
2. Notice what these brothers do. They come to 
Joseph, in my opinion, with a manufactured mes­
sage. I do not believe that Jacob left a message such 
as they attribute to him. They say that Jacob said it, 
hoping that this might carry some weight with 
Joseph. So they come to him and say in effect, “We 
just thought you would like to know that, before 
Dad died, he wanted us to tell you that you should 
be merciful to us.”
B. The brothers are not rid o f their guilt.
1. Joseph has forgiven them (Gen. 45:1-15). They 
already have his assurance. Because o f their unre­
solved guilt, the brothers do not know if the assur­
ance will hold.
2. The brothers make a candid plea for forgiveness. 
This plea appeals to Joseph, who is the only one 
who can do what must be done. They all know it. 
Without his action, the brothers will continue to 
live with their fears and anxiety.
ILLUS. These brothers remind me o f something I read 
about a baby elephant born in captivity.
Shortly after the baby elephant is born, the animal 
trainer chains him to a sturdy tree. The baby elephant 
will do all he can to get free, pulling and pulling on the 
chain until he is worn out. Finally, he begins to work in a 
slow circle around that tree. Over time the elephant will 
continue testing his chain, but with decreasing persis­
tence. Just a tug on the chain, and he gives up and begins 
walking around and around the tree. Eventually the ele­
phant becomes so conditioned to his chain that the train­
er no longer attaches it to the tree. He simply drops the 
chain on the ground—and the elephant will circle hour 
upon hour around that tree. The elephant is free, but he 
doesn’t know it. He’s enslaved to the chains o f the past.
Joseph’s brothers were still chained to the past; hence 
that is the cause o f their actions.
II. WATCH THE RESPONSE OF JOSEPH 
(vv. 17, 19-21)
A. When Joseph heard the message o f his brothers, he 
wept. Perhaps he wept because he was deeply hurt 
that they had thought he would hurt them.
B. Joseph did not want his brothers to be afraid o f him 
(read v. 19).
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C. Joseph refuses to take advantage o f his superior po­
sition (v. 19).
D. Joseph comforts his brothers (v. 21).
E. Joseph helps us see that God is at work no matter 
how frustrating, tragic, evil, or painful the circum­
stances.
III. WATCH THE REVELATION OF THE DREAM 
FULFILLED (vv. 20-21)
We learn from Joseph that to live out our dreams re­
quires 50/20 eyesight. For that we need certain qualities 
o f spirit:
A. We need a realistic spirit.
1. 50/20 eyesight is visionary, but not unrealistic.
2. Someone objects, “But surely God does not need 
our sins, our mistakes, and our blunders, or those 
that other people have committed against us, in or­
der to work out His plans and purposes.” O f course 
He doesn’t. But in this fallen, imperfect world, those 
are about all the materials He has to work with.
B. We need a forgiving spirit.
The eyes o f a resentful and revengeful heart are nev­
er able to see God at work in all things. Some o f us 
need to be freed from smoldering resentments over 
our own personal tragedies and handicaps.
IT.1.1 IS. In 1989 Billy Graham preached in the giant sports 
stadium in Budapest, Hungary, to 110,000 people, the 
largest crowd in the stadium’s history. The person whose 
witness was most effective to those people who had suf­
fered years o f oppression was Joni Eareckson Tada. She 
sang and shared with great power what the Cross meant 
to her. They understood when, free from all bitterness 
and self-pity, she pointed to her wheelchair and said, 
“This is the prison that set me free.” A forgiving spirit 
reaches toward those who have wronged or hurt us. 
ILLUS. In December 1982, Ted Morris, an 18-year-old col­
lege student from southwestern Kentucky, was killed by a 
24-year-old drunken driver named Tommy Pigage. Ted 
was the only child o f Frank and Elizabeth Morris. Tommy 
was arrested and charged with murder, since his blood-al- 
cohol content was three times higher than the legal level. 
From the first time the Morrises saw him, they hated him. 
Here he was, walking and talking and breathing, while 
their son was in a fresh grave because of him. They felt 
he had no right to live. They were happy when he began 
serving a five-year prison term.
But slowly a spirit o f forgiveness began to work in their 
hearts. They requested permission for Tommy to be re­
leased from jail into their custody every Sunday so they 
could get to know him. Finally, they were able to com­
pletely forgive him. A picture in Parade, November 16, 
1986, shows the Morrises with their arms around Tommy 
“He’s our friend now. We can’t say he’s like a son be­
cause no one could ever take Ted’s place. But we love 
Tommy . . . like a nephew.”
C. We need a trusting spirit.
It is no surprise that Joseph is mentioned in the great 
faith hall o f fame in Heb. 11. His 50/20 eyesight includ­
ed the daring faith to see God’s plan and purpose in all 
those seemingly irrational events. Trust dares to believe 
that God can take the worst materials and turn them 
into good.
CONCLUSION:
We do not need 20/20 eyesight; we need 50/20 vi­
sion—a vision that enables us to say with peace in our 
hearts, “You meant it for evil, but God is going to use it 
for His good. ”
Our lives are just a gleam o f time between two eterni­
ties—but God wants to work in us to fan that gleam into 
a shining glory, the glory o f His own reflected image. We 
can live with 20/20 eyesight or can have 50/20 eyesight. 
The choice is ours!
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
WE PRAISE THE LORD WITH JOYFUL HEARTS 
The Sanctuary Choir Directs Us in Worship 
We Greet One Another in the Name of Our Lord 
Hymn “When Morning Gilds the Skies”
Chorus “Jesus, Lord to M e”
Hymn “How Great Thou Art”
Ministry in Music 
WE REST IN HIS POWER 
God’s Word Ps. 76:1-12
We Pray in One Spirit. Hear Our Prayer, O Lord.
The Sanctuary Choir Ministers to Us 
WE RESPOND TO HIS PERSON 
We Worship in Our Giving 
Ministry in Music
Message “50/20 EYESIGHT” (Gen. 50:15-21)
Hymn “God Will Take Care of You”
Creative W orship Ideas
Offering Sentence 
“At the present time your plenty will supply what 
they need, so that in turn their plenty will supply 
what you need” (2 Cor. 8:14).
Benediction
“I commend you to God and to the word of his 
grace, which is able to build you up and to give you 
[your] inheritance” (Acts 20:32, RSV). Amen.
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DEATH BY DROWNING
by Curtis Lewis, Jr.
Rom. 6:3-5
INTRO:
Charles Day has written a book titled Life with Father. 
Day points out in the book the fact that his father has 
very little interest in religion or the church. This is a 
cause o f deep concern to Charles Day’s mother. She in­
sists again and again that even though her husband may 
not be deeply inclined spiritually he should at least be 
baptized. Mr. Day is curious as to why she is so interested 
in his being baptized. Her response is that “she is deter­
mined to get him into heaven someway.”
His reply is fascinating: “They won’t keep me out on a 
technicality!”
Is that all that baptism is— just a technicality? The 
church calls it a “sacrament.” Thus, baptism is a “sign or 
token o f a solemn covenant or pledge.” “Sacraments . . . 
are certain signs of grace and God’s good will toward us.” 
Baptism is more than something we do and more than a 
sign of a decision we have made. Baptism is a grace event 
through which we become partakers o f Christ’s righ­
teousness and heirs o f eternal life.
Baptism means the following:
I. BAPTISM IS A CHANNEL OF GOD’S GRACE
Baptism is not something we do; it is something God 
has done and continues to do. It is unalterably connected 
with the divine activity in Jesus Christ.
The first condition o f our being saved is not something 
we do; it is what God in Christ has already done in us. 
God’s grace was active in our behalf long centuries ago 
and is still active today. That is why we may hope for sal­
vation. The ritual o f baptism celebrates that grace and is a 
sign o f it.
John Wesley insisted that baptism, along with Holy 
Communion, was a channel or medium for God’s grace, 
that through it God’s gracious work might be done in hu­
man hearts. God uses baptism as a means of conveying 
His divine will to us, o f working holy purposes in our 
lives.
II. BAPTISM IS ENTRANCE INTO THE HOUSE­
HOLD OF FAITH
Baptism is birth into the Christian family, the Church. 
Just as physical birth bring us into a particular family, the 
birth o f baptism brings us into another family, the Chris­
tian family, the Church of Jesus Christ. Through His fami­
ly God’s grace reaches out to transform.
Regardless o f our age when baptized, by baptism we 
are initiated into the Church; we become a part o f the 
Christian fellowship.
III. BAPTISM IS DEATH THAT LEADS TO LIFE
We live as dead people who have lost all hope in the
world. To be baptized is to be condemned to die. It is a 
rehearsal for the last day o f our life as well as for every 
day, in which we must die to all that would make us less 
than God wants for us. As God has raised us from the wa­
ters o f baptism, He will raise us again from the tomb like 
a newborn baby from the womb. We live in the strong 
confidence that comes at our baptism that we do not 
need to fear death because we should not fear that which 
w e have already done. To be baptized to enter the 
Church is to volunteer for death—again and again and 
again.
CONCLUSION:
Argentinean evangelical Juan Carlos Ortiz often uses 
this baptismal formula when he baptizes: “I kill you in 
the name o f the Father, and o f the Son, and of the Holy 
Spirit, and I make you born into the kingdom o f God to 
serve Him and to please Him.” Shocking, isn’t it! Baptism 
is death by drowning, but it is also resurrection to new 
life. Amen!
SUGGESTED WORSHIP ORDER 
LORD, I BELIEVE THY PRECIOUS BLOOD 
The Sanctuary Choir Reminds Us 
Hymn “Nothing but the Blood”
Prayer
Ministry in Music 
WITH JOY I SHALL LIFT MY HEAD 
Message “DEATH BY DROWNING” (Rom. 6:3-5) 
A Response from the Candidates for Baptism 
Hymn “When I See the Blood”
Sanctuary Choir 
WASHED IN THE FOUNTAIN 
We Worship in Giving 
Ministry in Music
Hymn “There Is a Fountain”
The Testimony of the Candidates 
The Sacrament of Baptism
Creative Worship Ideas
Baptism
Too often baptism is a forgotten sacrament. It has 
been my practice to give the complete service to 
this sacrament. Thus I am sharing with you the ser­
vice. A unique and meaningful aspect of the service 
is that each candidate writes his personal testimony 
on a 3" x 5" card. As the candidate enters the wa­
ters of baptism, his testimony is read by someone 
from the congregation.
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“ I loved your sermon. It was timely, truthfu l, and poignant. 
What I especially liked was th a t i t  didn t  apply to  me.
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THE, ALTERNATIVE
THE DIALOG SERIES is made up of Bible-based, life-related studies for SMALL GROUPS, SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS 
ES, and PERSONAL DISCOVERIES. The focus is on interaction, and of course, dialogue. Each selection consists of 13 chapters writ 
ten by a variety of well-qualified and inspiring Christian thinkers, and sells at an unbeatable price of only S S .95  each— with sepa 
rate leader’s guides available for only S 4 .95  each. Check out these popular titles:
t h e  D i h l o g  S e r i e s
If you could 
ask God any 
question, 
what would
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A
H elp M e Understand
R ea l  ‘  ue.ition.i 
from  R ea l People
EvereH Leadingham, Editor
Dear God focuses on 13 questions asked by 13 
fiesh-and-biood individuals. Questions include: 
Is it OK to question God? How can prayer really 
change anything? Has my life made a difference? 
and more.
PA083-411-5417
God calls us to live a holy life—we should be 
able to explain it in clear, precise language. How 
to Live the Holy Life is written by people who 
understand holiness, and know how to explain it 
well.
PA083-411-1039
j Wiv
mil —
......./I
A theology book written in plain English. Sound 
doctrine is accessible to the layperson in this 
joint effort of leading theologians and journal­
ists. Terrific for new Christians—and those who 
need refreshing.
PA083-411-5182
■ WORRY
■ TEMPTATION 
•JUDGING OTHERS
• SABBATH 
■THE POOR
■ HEALING 
■DEATH
• HYPOCRISY
■ DIVORCE 
■NEW BIRTH 
•HOLY LIVING 
•FORGIVING 
•HAPPINESS
A compelling book that offers scriptural evaluation 
of the gospel according to: Satanism, Mormonism, 
Muslims, Unity, Hinduism, Unification Church, New 
Age, Buddhism, Scientology, Jehovah’s Witnesses, 
and Transcendental Meditation.
PA083-411-2809
Learn from Scripture what Jesus said about 
worry, temptation, judging others, forgiveness, 
the Sabbath, the poor, healing, death, hypocrisy, 
divorce, new birth, holy living, and happiness. 
PA083-411-1713
Featuring Tony Campolo,
Grace Ketterman, Les Parrott III,
Offers keen insights and expert advice on all the 
major themes surrounding a Christian approach to 
self-esteem including: sources of self-esteem, 
overcoming criticism, a Christian view of success, 
and other critical concerns.
PA083-411-5204
Ask for a 
free brochure 
with complete \ 
listing
Order from your publisher
O F  K A N S A S  C I T Y
RANDAL EARL DENNY
In the Shadow of the Cross
Walk with Jesus from the Garden to the Tomb
Walk with Jesus from the garden to the tomb, to that first Easter morning, the 
dawning of hope and joy. For the shadow of the Cross is the anguished prelude 
to the best news you will ever hear: ‘‘He has risen!” By Randal Earl Denny.
PA083-411-5352, $10.95
Beyond Disappointment... Hope
How do you cope when life’s disappointments imperil your inner peace and 
pound away at the foundation of your faith? How do you maintain your vitali­
ty when disappointments come in bunches? Beyond the gray fog of disap­
pointment are the bright beams of hope and renewal. By Phillip R. Stout.
PA083-411-5301, $4.95
You Are with Me
We often walk the borderline between life and death when inches, moments, 
or incidents beyond our control make all the difference in whether we live or 
die. The author's personal reflections help us recognize the hand of God in 
our lives. By Kenneth T. Meredith.
PA083-411-5514, $6.95
On Fragile Wings
Stories of Hope from the Inner City
Drug abuse, domestic violence, homelessness, crime, and human despair 
form a chilling picture of life. But within the despair, an inner-city pastor has 
discovered—and helps us discover—the wonder of God’s amazing grace. By 
Doug Forsberg.
PA083-411-5530, $6.95The Warmed Heart
A 30-day Journey in the Company o f John Wesley
John Wesley was convinced that the right kind of reading would transform the 
lives of readers. You, too, will take a spiritual journey through selected writ­
ings from the journals, letters, and sermons of Wesley himself. By Mark A  
Harmon.
PA083-411-5557, $6.95The Upward Call
Spiritual Formation and the Holy Life
Many Christians today hear the upward call of God to holiness—but do not 
know how to answer the call. Here is a fresh, compelling, and practical de­
scription of what it means to respond to that hunger of the soul. By W. Tracy, 
E. Freeborn, J. Tartaglia, and M. Weigelt.
PA083-411-5166, $10.95 
Leader’s Guide, PALG-44, $5.95
Order from your publisher
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